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Preface 
This is the first annual report of the'hstitute of Nuclear and Hadronic 
Physics (IKH) which was founded within the Research Center Rossendorf 
Inc. at the beginning of 1992. The report surnrnarizes the research activi- 
ties, the results and the Progress achieved in the first year. 
The major goal of the IKH is fundamental research directed to the study 
of properties of the atomic niicleus and its constituents as well as of the 
behaviour of the nucleonic system in high energetic nucleus-nucleus colli- 
sions. The present scientific profile as described earlier in more detail in 
the previous annual report (FZR 92-9) is dominantly determined by the 
participation in several national or international research projects. There- 
fore, the cooporation with colleages from outside is of vital importance for 
the scientific work in oiir institute. 
I With this resp ect we gratefully aclrno~vledge the close and fruitful collab- 
oration with our partners in Germany and abroad as well as the financial 
support of several groups in the IICH provided by the Ministry for Research 
and Tedinology (BMFT), the German Research Community (DFG), the 
GSI Darmstadt and the KFA Jülich. (The support of these institutions 
U rv is indicated by using tlie letters "B", "D", "G", k , respectivelyJ after ehe 
title of the corresponding contribiitions.) 
Fortunately, during the last year the connection bktween the Institute of 
Nuclear and Hadronic Physics and the Department of Physics at the Tech- 
nical University Dresden (TUD) has become deeper, especially by the W- 
cation of Prof. Hartmut Backe (presently at University Mainz) as director 
of the IKH and professor at the Department of Physics of the TUD, but 
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of the research activities 
Theory of nuclear und subnuclear degrees offreedom 
The analysis of recent and future lieavy-ion reactions demands an extensive elaboration of 
methods for describing non-equilibrium processes. This has been done by applying transport 
models to evaluate the correlation of intermediate mass fragments measured at GSI. The 
data were analysed in cooperation with experimental groups in order to extract information 
on the space-time structure of tlie hot source undergoing the multifragmentation process. 
The parton equilibration was studied to predict the rate of dilepton production from CERN 
energies up to RHIC and LHC energies. The investigation of the behaviour of mesons in hot 
and dense nuclear matter was started aiming to calculate the dielectron yield in elementary 
hadronic reactions. 
A variational method for determining the average meson fields of the Nambu & Jona-Lasinio 
model was introduced which aliows for removal of the center-of-mass motion and projection 
of the correct spin and isospin. The study of hypernuclei was extended to nuclei with excited 
cascade particles. 
High-spin phenomena 
In preparing new theoretical tools for the investigation of nuclear phenomena at high spin by 
means of the EUROBALL detector system a computer code realizing the "Tilded Cranking 
Theory" for realistic cases has been develo~ed arid it is ready for common application. 
Experimental spectra and transitioii rates were successfully analyzed by means of such a 
model. In cooperation with the LBL Berkeley tlie disappearence of the pairing correlation 
induced by the nuclear rotation and its consequences to excitation spectra and two-nucleon 
transfer-reactions were studied. 
Adapting methods from nucleai. structure theory the shapes of Na meta1 clusters in the 
mass range A = 10..  .300 were calculated in cooperation with the JIMR Dubna. 
Dynarnics of  Open quantum systems 
The selforganization of an Open quantum rnechanical system was studied on the basis of 
a realistic nuclear model. As a ci.itic measure the information entropy was calculated 
as a function of the coupling to the environment. The spectroscopic redistribution taking 
place in the atomic nucleus a t  the transition from low to high level density was investigated 
by means of a simple S-matrix model. A l~ierachical trapping effect and instability poiats 
similar to bifurcation points were observed. In cooperation with the Weizmann Institute 
semiclassical studies of periodicaily driven Open quantum systems were performed. - 
Dynamics of nucleaz-fEuc8tzlall2ons 
A non-perturbative and consistent treatment of sliort- and long-range correlations was 
achieved for large-amptitude density fluctuaiions and the damplng of giant sesonagcea ~ h k h  
includes ground stake correlation arid memory effects, The applicatisn to nuclear matter 
has clarified the relation to Landauk kiiietic equatiotns for Fermi-Piqids. 
Experimental Medium Energy Physics 
COSY- TOF- Gro up . 
The Rossendorf COSY-TOF-Group participates in designing and constructing the the Time- 
of -Flight Spectrometer TOF, which after completion shall be one of the basic experimental 
facilities at the external beam of tlse COSY cooler ring. In 1992 tlie main effort of the group 
was directed to the final setup and various test runs of the TOF-Start- Detector System 
needed for the pp7 experiment (COSY proposal #9) which will be the first one scheduled 
after commissioning of the COSY machine in April 93. The activities in 1992 included: 
completion of the start detector vessel, design and construction of the start detector 
part of the TOF laser test system 
test of start detector modules with- 3.5 GeV/c pions at CERN 
mounting and adjusting of the hollow light guides in the start detector vessel 
e test of the performance of the detector and of its data acquisition system by irradiation 
with a ß source. 
Most of this work were done in the newly built detector laboratory of our institute. The me- 
thodical developments were continuously assisted and optimised by simulation calculations 
using an appropriate adaption of the CERN GEANT code. These computer simulations 
included the investigation of the performance of tlie start detector as well as the TOF spec- 
trometer as a whole. 
0 " Facility group 
For experiments in which the internal beam of COSY at Jülich will be used the so-called 
0' FaciIity is under construction. Ejectiles from hadronic or nuclear reactions can be sepa- 
rated from the circulating CQSY beam by means of three dipole rnagnets and their angular 
and momentum distribution will be analysed, Within the international User collaboration 
gathered for this facility at COSY the FZR pr~ject group participates in the preparation 
of the physical program, takes responsibility for the implementation of the data acquisition 
system arid builts up specific detector components: 
This group participated in the eIaboration of two proposals accepted by the PAC at COSY. 
In the planning of the experiment "Subthreshold Production of K- Mesons" the FZR is 
responsible for a "Letter sf Intend'" Calculations were carried out in order to predict the 
Cross sections and to optimize the detector ariangement. 
The data acquisition System of the O0 hcility is expected to provide the future standard 
structure for the data acqvisif ion of alt planned COSY exgeriments, The current activities 
in this direction indude: 
r devefopments of software foi common application and global data structures, devel- 
upment and testing of Fastbus modales, deveiopments of the logging and reporting 
system. 
Experimental  Nuclear  St ructure  Pl-iysics 
The spectroscopy group participates in the international EUROBALL cooperation which is 
realizing the various phases (1-111) of this gamma-ray spectrometer of unprecedented quality. 
Phase I11 will incorporate second generation com~osite detectors like the CLUSTER detec- 
tors which are expected to fill one the backward quadrant of the 4x EUROBALL array. Each 
CLUSTER consists of seven encapsulated G e  detectors in a common cryostat. They are 
surrounded by a common BGO escape-suppression shield formed by 18 BGO scintillators. 
The German groups of the EUROBALL collaboration will provide 6 of the 15 CLUSTER 
detectors for EUROBALL 111. Two of them will be completed under the responsibility of the 
FZR group. Accordingly, the preparation for the installation of the CLUSTER detectors 
was the central subject of the methodical work done within this group which included the 
setup of the data acquisition system as well as the construction of mechanical mounting. 
In parallel, a number of experiments were performed within the OSIRIS collaboration con- 
cerning investigations of high-spin states in nuclides of the mass-80 region and in light tin 
isotopes. These studies aimed to learn about the following issues 
e Break-up of the N=50 and Z=50, c~rres~ondingly, "inert" configurations in semi- 
magic nuclei. 
Search for oblate deformation 
The role of proton-neutron interaction 
New high-spin isomers and their decay psoperties 
Heavy Ion Physics 
HI reactions i n  the enei-gy range 10 to  100 A.lelf/u 
The completion of the 47i fragment spectroinetes FOBOS at the U400M in the JINR Dubna 
has been continued. In 1992 tlle main Progress achieved in building up the FOBOS spec- 
trometer is the following: 
Mechanical completion of nearly all of tbe 30 double-grid avalange counters [DGAC) 
all 30 Bragg ionisation chan&crs. Several DGAC's went into operation. 
Mounting and test of the coiriplex evacuation and gas supply including of the corre- 
sponding automatic handliilg. 
Completion of the data acquisition system. The test at VICKSI (HMI) demonstrated 
the capability of accum~ilati~~g up to 1.200 multi- parameter events/sec. 
Installation and test of a data arialysis software package. 
Combination of the E'OBOS ga .  detector module witli the ARGUS spectrometer (HM1) 
for the experiment 32S (960 RIJeV)+Au at VICKSI. 
Several experiments were performed i j t i~l~ t1ie F0 DOS detectss test stand "mini-FOBOS" at 
the U400 accelerator in Dubnia to measure tbe idcntificatioii pmperties and dyaamic sanges 
of the FOBOS modules, to analyse fission fragmeuts aifter cornplete ;tn$ inconsplete fusion 
and ts obtain crosc-sections hfar subberrii~r Fusion arnd fission. 
HI reactions in the energy 9-ange 0.1 to 1 GeViu 
The activities of the group were determined by the cooperation with the FOPI a*d the 
ALAIDIN collaboration at the GSI Darmstadt. The principal goal of the FOPI collaboration 
is the iwt iga t ion  of central and semi-central collisions of very heavy systems (Au+Au). 
The spectrometer ALADIN serves rnaiilly for studies of intermediate mass fragment (IMF) 
formation in collisions of very heavy projectiles On light target nuclei. Both detector systems 
have been used in combination with other detection facilities (LAND, TAPS). 
The work in 1992 can be summariyced as follows: 
o Contributions for realising the phase I1 of tlie FOPI spectrometer. 
Contributions for improving the AL ADIN spectrometer. 
0 participation on measurements at tlie SIS accelerator. 
0 evduation of previously measured AUSAU reaction data. 
Same results are listed below: 
TBe twa endfianges and the combs for the read-out wires of the large drift charnber HE- 
LITRON have been produced and delivered to GSI. A new start- and antihalo detector 
$ystem for FOPI which has been produced, tested arid installed in cooperation with KP I of 
the GSI. This setup operated successfully during the AUSAU experiments at  1 AGeV and 
O.4 AGeV in Dec. 92. 
TEre evaduatiun oi the previous Au+Au data ak 0.1,0.15 and 0.25 AGeV has been continued 
aiming to establish veloci ty correlations between IMF's. The new quality of event charac- 
teriaation allowed us to perform a more rig~rous comparison with model calculations. 
The TB-M[USIC I11 chamber at ALADIN was supplemented by us with 18 multiwire pro- 
p~rtic>nal co&ers. In this co~nbination the c h g e  detection threshold could be reduced up 
te niinimum charge of 2=3. 
Experimenta~ Tec1miqtre 
Detectsr Iahretary 
built up of which finished in autumn 1992 provides all exper- 
the IICR an appropi-kte technical basis. This laboratory having an area 
%B2 is epecia l l~  equip~ed for the preparation of ]arge gasflled multi-wire 
rpose a %jrke Whding machine built in Rossendorf, which 
xvire dectredes up to a maximurn size of 2x3  m2. 
ing t&s were realized in the detector lab: 
n r.rrl;nrlr;P=l P R T  ~arnPra 
well as BGO detectors have demonstrated that tomograms of implanted distributions of 
positron ernitting ions can be obtained and that tlie PET imaging of ßi-active secondary 
nuclear fragments may provide a tool for on-line therapy control. 
Computer network 
Concerning the computational facilities further improvements were achieved during 1992 by 
extending the capacity of the common network of the IKH and the Institute of Ion Beam 
Physics Material Research which includes now 30 VAX and DEC stations- 
II. Results of Research and 
Development 
iec 
Quark production in a chemical off-equilibrium gIuon plasma B 
B. K Ä M P F E R ~ ~ ~ ,  0 .P. PAVLENKO~~~ 
"Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
bInstitzlt für Theoretische Physik (KAI e. V.), TU Dresden 
CInstitute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev 
Perturbative cross sections for gluon-gluon scattering are larger than the ones for quark- 
quark or quark-gluon interactions. This fact might imply that in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion 
collisions a gluon plasma is created with a few quarks admixed [I]. Present parton cas- 
cade models [2] Support such a picture. Since some of the proposed primordial quark-gluon 
plasma probes, such as direct photons and dileptons, measure mainly the quark distribu- 
tion it seems to be necessary to refine the standard estimates for the local equilibrium 
quark-gluon plasrna [3,4] by more detailed calculations of the quark species evolution. 
We rely on a transport model of coupled Boltzmann type equations for quarks and 
gluons, and assume thermal equlibrium of both species. Quark pairs are created in bi- 
..* ....... . ;. .. . .- .. -1 , while nary collisions by lowest-order CY, processes like .......... - " " - ' - - * I  and -.+.-*...-: 
the inverse reactions create gluons (gluonlquark propagators - dotted/full lines). The 
corresponding t-channel reactions do not change the particle numbers, but maintain the 
thermal equilibrium. With standard cross sections [5] we derive the rate equations for the 
parton number n(r) and gluon weight X ( T )  (T is the proper time) 
a4 =  an/^, &X = nR(~) (ß ( l -  x ) ~  - x2) (1) 
W ( z )  = (1  - 4~-*) ' /~ ,  O(Z) = (1 + 4zW2 + ~ - ~ ) a r t h W  - (7 + 31~-~)U1/8, ß = 419, CY = 1 
for the Bjorken scenario. Their solutian is 
With the unique screening mass m = ,/?T at given temperature T one geh charac- 
teristic values of TQ which indicate a rathe; long time for quark cooking. After r j ~ o  3~;' 
the quarks would be approximately in chemical equilibriurn. 
.-...**.. 
We estimate the photon production via quark - anti-quark fusion . and 
.+*.%A. 7 
Compton-Eke processes f 7 akd find minor changes in the rate for hard photons 
as long as the initial weig6t of Cuarks in the plasma is 50 = x(.to) .< 0-85, othervhe tke 
primordial production in lowest order is sugpressed, Analog statements also agply fm tha 
dilepton rate. Cross features af c h n i  production are moderately a'fFected by the time 
dependence of the parton species. B i s  is since gg 4 CE and qij -+ 6 processec are neariy 
equal in thermaEzed parton matter (in contrast to strangeness prerduction]. 
REFEREN CES: 
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Dilepton radiat'lon from non-equilibrated parton matter produced in 
ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions B 
"Forschungszentmm Rossendorj e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Institut für Theoretische Physik (KAI e. V.), TU Dresden 
'Institute for Theoretical Physics, Iciev 
Dilepton yields from a thermally and chemically equilibrated quark-gluon plasma have 
been considered by many authors. It turns out that the yield depends strongly on the 
initial temperature and formation time of the plasma (cf. also [I]). Therefore one should 
expect that the pre-equilibsium state, where parton are yet off equilibrium, is also a 
intense source of lepton pairs. Indeed, among the very first hard parton collisions there 
are also such ones which produce dileptons in the Drell-Yan (DY) process. The DY yield 
is estimated to maak completely the thermally produced pairs in present relativistic heavy 
ion collisions at CERN-SPS. At very high bombarding energies, as envisaged in the RHIC 
and LHC projects, however, there are expectations to observe dileptons from dense parton 
matter. At these energies the parton evolution is predicted to  be described mainly by 
perturbative QCD. 
To follow the thermal equilibration process of the parton matter towards quark-gluon 
plasma we use a linearized Boltzmann type transport model for the parton distribution 
function f (gL, Y ,  T )  
-1 i P'& f = - ~ ~ ~ l u  i ( f  - feq),  (1) 
feq  = [exp{(uipi)/~) + SI-', J d3pp0 f = 1 d3pp0 feq.  (2) 
with the solution for predominant longitudinal evolution 
where fo = f(m) is the initial distribution at  proper time T ,  and )(T) = ~T"TG:(T") 
indicates that the relaxation time is implicitly time dependent. (The characteristics are 
T shf = q s h b  = ~ ' s h e .  Due to the scaling syrnmetry the velocity ui is fixed. The 
parameter 2' Ln feq is determined by the rondition of fit (2)) 
Rdying on &emical eguilibrium we calculate the dillepton yield per space-time and 
momentwn valume elernent 
for the qua& - aati-quak fusion (V - relative veIocity of fusing partons, a - fusion Cross 
sectim wfth a leptan pair in exit channel), 
use [)1 fo(ps,  t) = No &([I exp(-p2, f TC), and s = 0. With 
at wen for very ifasE equilibration the dileptons carry much 
thru initid stage cd the parton matter, In linre with recent tesults [3] the cal- 
an yield &ni. OE-eqailiEYrium partons exceeds dshe DY contribution at RHIC 
enerde. 2"herefuxe, UBIWS stzong non-pmtrurbat'tve QCD processes are operative, the 
taaa seem to probe jmainly the pre-eqlrillbxium. densie parton matter. 
Low-mass dilepton emission from an  expanding superdense pion gasB 
B .  KÄMPFER"?~, P . KOCH', AND O . P .  PAVLENKO~'~  
"Forschungszentrum Rossendorf ie. V., Institut für Kern- und Hudronenphysik 
blnstitut für Theoretische Physik (KAI e. V.), TU Dresden 
'Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Regensburg 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev 
We study the space-time evolution of dense, non-equilibrium pion matter, formed in the 
midrapidy region in relavistic heavy-ion collsions, in the frame work of a Boltzmann type 
transport model which includes effects from Bose statistics. The collision term is han- 
dled with in relaxation time approximation with density-dependent relaxation time. The 
pion number is conserved, since inelastic collisions are ineffective at given energy density. 
Starting from an initially supersaturated pion gas with a large positive effective chemical 
potential we find that this pion cherni~cal potential stays approximately constant during 
the evolution, i.e., due the rapid expansion the partial equilibrium is maintained. 
As a consequence such a Scenario leads to an increased dilepton yield between the 
kinematical threshold for muon pair production via pion annihilation and the p, W bump [I]. 
Depending on the lifetime of the dense hadron matter system formed in relativistic heavy 
ion collisions this component can be observed above the background of rnuon pairs from 
resonance decays (dashed line in Fig. 1; full line -sum of a11 contributions). Preliminary 
experimental data [2] seem indeed to indicate an enhanced yield when comparing proton- 
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions (cf. Fig. 2). 
Fig. 1: The di-muon yield as fu~ction of Fig. 2: The preiiminary experimental re- 
the invariant mass for initial temperatureSOO sults from Ref. 121. The data are normzuized 
MeV and freeze-out temperature 160 MeV. in the #J region orr a factor-3, heavy dots - S 
The chemid potential, which parametrizes $ W, Clrcles - p + W at 200 AGeV- 
the chemied and thermal off-equilibrium, is 
120 MeV troughoat, the evolution, These d- 
ues fit also the hadron spectra. 
REFERENCES: 
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On the  Nuclear Structure F'unction F:: 
Moments M,(F$) and Kinematics beyond X = 1 B 
L.P. Kaptaria, A.Yu. Umnikova and B. Kämpferb.c 
JINR Dubna, Lab. Theoretical Physics 
bForschungszentrurn Rossendorf e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
"Institut für Theoretische Physik (KAI e. V-), TU Dresden 
An analysis of the behaviour of nuclear structure functions F: at large X, and its mo- 
ments M t  at large n has been performed within two theoretical approaches: (i) the QCD- 
motivated Q2-rescaling model and (ii) the operator product expansion method within an 
effective meson-nucleon theory which is prompted by nuclear physics. While in the typical 
"EMC regionn X = 0.1 - 0.7 various rrnodels can explain the data (see Fig. I), near X 1 
significant deviations arise. Our theoretical estimates of nuclear structure function at 
X >_ 1 are in a good agreement with existing data (see Fig. 2, [I]). The moments, derived 
from experimental data, are found to depend essentially on the behaviour of the respective 
structure function beyond z = 1. A relation between the Q2-rescaling parameter tA and 
nuclear averages, i.e., mean kinetic energy and chernical potential of nucleons, as well as 
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Fig. I: The ratio of t-he carbon and isoscdar Flg. 2: The absoluh vdue ~f fhe G.W 
nucleon structure functions, Solid curves are bon structure function. Curves 1 9  - fita of 
results of our model (1 - the OPE analysis the carbon structure function $11, curve 2 - 
within the meson-nudeon model; 2 - the old the gresent appsoach with Fermi motion -arid 
X-rescahg formulae), The dashed line uses loundness effedx taken into account Ini 5hE 
the original Q2-recdng rnodeL Experimen- spectral funttion, curve 4 - our fit of tbe 
td data are taken from ref, f23- For f'rther isoscdar f ~ e e  nucleon, Experimental dataare 
details consult [I]. taken irom ref. 131. 
'1; 
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Estimates of q and q' production in pp and pd reactions near thresholdsB 
B, KÄMPFER".~, H. MÜLLERO, A.I. TITOV~ 
aForschungszentmm Rossendorj e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
'Institut für Theoretische Physik (KAI e. V.], TU Dresden 
CLaboratoqy fsr Theoretical Physics, JINR Dubna 
Nowadays there are several theoretical models at hand for calculating meson production 
cross sections in elementary reactions, say pp or pn. Effective baryon-meson field theories 
[1,23 or Nambu - Jona-Lasinio type models, which are inspired by the quark picture of 
hadrons, or string models which extended towards the intermediate energy range can be 
used. Also statisticd ghase space models have been proveni useful in estimating particle 
production rates over a wide sange of energies and particle species [3]. 
Concerning the q meson there are a few older [4] and recent (51 measurements which 
can be used to fix model parameters. Precision measurements are planned for near future 
[6]. These measurements will test the reliability of the mentioned models in the sensible 
threshold region. Also reactions at complex targets (the simplest obviously being the 
deuteron) are envisaged [G],  where secondary interactions with surrounding nucleons are 
to be investigated. In paticular the q' is considered as interesting meson due to  possible 
exotic quark content. The motivation of such investigations is to get more insight in the 
quark structure of hadrons and fundamental properties of strong interaction. However, 
in case of complex targets ane meets the problem of the inlternal motion of the nucleons 
in khe nuclear system. In particular, there is a subthreshold production to be expected, 
and at threshold a modification of the pd cross section is quite obvious, i.e., a(,d„x) # 
~(PP„x) 3; fl(~n-rr)Xnf)- 
In Fig. 1 we present results of the elementary q production cross section in pd re- 
actions which rely on an effective Lagrangian which includes N and N;„, baryons (p, 
n are different) and p, W ,  V, w mesons as wll. The parameters are fixed to get approx- 
imately in plane-wave aproximation for one-boson exchange the measured pp cross sec- 
tions 141. Our results are in virtual agreement with the recent approach [I], however, 
slighty underestimate near-threshold data [4]. Probably, the parametrization [7] gives 
an optimal reproduction of the pp data. Our model predicts ap, N 2.5app, which is at 
variance with the claim of Ref. [5] to have a factor 8. We use the estimated elemen- 
tary cross seckions to calculate the q production in pd reactions basing our considera- 
tions on a sealistic deutmon wave function $d obtained within the Paris potential model 
üpd-qY (s, = J (gp~-nX(p, $1 f upn-'lX(p, IJld(S1) l2 dFJiwhere P' is the relative rno- 
rnenturn irr the deutesm. The internal nucleon motion in the deuteron is important near 
and below the 7 threshold. We dsa include short range correlations which describe simul- 
taneous EnLeraction of the proton with a correlated two-nucleon cluster in the deuteron 
wave function wi& a 5% ptobability. Observe the considerable cross section beIow the 
pp kltresholtd. The short rage  correlations are important below 1.1 GeV proton energy. 
Different eIe;~llen%ary cross sections of Reis. f1,2,7] result also in very different predictions 
far bel~w the thice~hold. This bebvior mag be used to discriminate between the different 
rnociels. Note that i h a ~ e  1.5 GeV sucleaa: e k t s  are negiigible. 
Rg. 2 ddlsplays the pre&ctian of the statistical phase-space model. The relative 
caf* gapulating a definite charrnef is calculated as the groduct of the Lorentz- 
ace factor with tbe spa re  of an empirical mat rix element (for de t ails See 
aflowed by ssrnservatim of internal quantum numbers are taken into 
$WO Figur- we find a remarkable agreement of the predictions 
In the statistical approach cornplete'events are generated, and we can look for the 
other reactions products. Near the threshold there is a large probability that the produced 
q is accompanied by a 3He,  and a t  higher energies by a deuteron. These channels are 
energetically preferred compared to ehannels containing three nucleons. 
Another interesting point is the question to which extent the r ]  is produced via the 
N;„ resonance. As shown in Fig. 2 (thin curve) g production via N;535 seerns to be 
negligible in the threshold region and is also a t  higher energies of minor importance. This 
is in contrast with the abov; one-boson exchange model. 
Within the same approach we predict as a guideline for future experiments at  planned 
maximum COSY energy 2.5 GeV the T' production cross section as 3 pb in pp and 55 pb 
in pd interactions. 
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Fig. Ir $apd as function of the proton" ki- Fig. 2: The Same as in Fig. 3. but 
netic energy according to the efiective one- for the statisticd phase-space m o d d  dot- 
boson exhange model (Por detaifs consult ted/dashed/thin/heavy Bnes - Aassaciated 
text). The data point is ior pp reaction [4]. production of 3He/ associated production .of 
dotted/ciashed/thin/heavy lines - $(app + d/ TJ production via M;„, J sum of a31 contri- 
C„)/ corrected with deuteron wave funtion j butions 
contribution of short-range correlations / sum 
of all contributions. 
Curvature effects in t h e  bubble free energy during the  confinement transitionB 
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The recent aattice SU(3) gauge theory studies of the plane interphase between confined and 
deconfined matter point to rather smali values of the surface tension a ,  [I]. This observation 
initiated investigations of the surface tension of finite bubbles [Z]. In an expansion of the surface 
tension in powers of the bubble radius R, a(R) = a,(l - 2 6 / R . .  .) the next-to-leading order 
term is determined by the curvature 6. Obviously, if 6 is sufficiently large then the curvature 
term dominates the free energy of bubbles or droplets in Same range of R. This is supported 
by cdculations of the free energy of finite droplets of quark-gluon plasma and finite bubbles of 
hadron matter in bulk plasma within a MIT bag model like approach [3]. 
In the framework of a phenomenological theory of first-order phase transitions, the bubble 
a a t i o n  rate I at temperature T is usually writen in the form I = I0 exp{ -AF/T) ,  where I. 
is the pre-exponential factor, CL 141. The change of the free energy due to  the presence of 
a bubble is &F = % R ~ A ~  $ 4nR2a(R), with Ap as pressure difference of both phases. For 
a(R) = a,(l- 26/R), i.e„ the Tolman approximation, the authors of Ref. [3] find that the free 
energy looks as displayed in Fig. 1. (In addition there might appear also the case of barrier free 
bubble growth due to  A F  < 0 for all values of R within some region of 6) .  However it should be 
noted that the Tolrnan approximation is only a first-order correction, which holds at  h / R  « 1. 
The minimum at Ro appears at  6 / R  > 1 when 6 > 0. 
According to  the present state of the art of lattice ca,lculations it is difficult to determine 
accurately a(R).  Therefore one should resort to more general arguments. In a recent study [5] 
we used for the surface tension the Gibbs-Tolman-Koenig-Buff (GTKB) expression 
In the approximation h = const one recovers the usual behaviour as displayed in Fig. 2. The 
barrier AF(R,) and the critical bubble radius R, however are modified due to  the curvature 
term 6, Therf~re the estimates in Ref. [4] for the time evolution of the confinement transition 
need some refinement. 
VVe have studied different approximations to eq. (1) and find that the prediction [3] of the 
urecusual foam of micro-bubbles with radii .& depends sensitively on the surface tension at small 
R and might turn out as arltifact of severd approximations, 
The possibie supercooling of deconfined plasma and superheating of confined matter within 
the va3idity of eq. (1) now beeomes asymmetric 151. 
Fig. 1: Sketch of %he free energy as function Fig. 2: As in Fig. 1 but  for the surface 
of the bubble ra&us fdr the 'Polman approx- tension according to  the GTKB formula. 
imation uf thlpit? bubble surface tension. 
Properties of p- and U-mesons in dense and hot nuclear mat te r  
near the  critical pion mode softeningB 
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"Institut für Theoretische Physik (KAI e. V.), TU Dreslden 
Chiral symmetry arguments and QCD sum rules predict a universal mass shift of hadrons 
in dense and hot nuclear matter. In contrast, detailed many-body hadron interaction models 
show a more subtle and non-uniform behaviour of the hadron self-energies. Due to the 
di-electron decay modes of vector mesons there is the possibility to measure directly the 
changes of p, U-mesons in the Course of heavy-ion collisions. The HADES project at SIS in 
GSI represents a dedictated experiment to accomplish this goal. 
In a recent paper [I] the propagators of p and W-mesons in nuclear matter have been 
analyzed. Due to the strong coupling to pions in pmr, w a m ,  ppm etc. vertices, the 
p, w-meson properties depend sensitively on the behaviour of the pioniic mode. Relying on 
previous investigations of the pion propagator in nuclear matter, we elucidate the main 
featurei of the p- and w-meson behaviour in dense and bot nuclear matter in the asymptotic 
case near the critical pion mode softening. We find that under such conditions the p-meson 
mode becomes stiffer, while the W-meson mode softens. The widths of both the p, U-mesons 
increase significantly and become essentially greater then the ones of free mesons. 
Relying on the hypothesis that these properties extrapolate down toi slightly compressed 
and excited nuclear matter one should expect a larger (smaller) p (W)-mass and a vanishing 
of the p, W-peaks due to increasing widths. 
+ 
Our pion polarization operator, whick enters the pion propagator D(<, k , n , T )  = 
4 
(t2 - - 1 - H([, k, n, T))-', is represented by n (w ,  k, n,T) = 
(solid/double/dotted li~ies: nucleon/A/pion propagators. The dot denotes the lrreducible 
TNN, TAN and XXNN interactions. The hatched area is the full vertex in nuclear matter.) 
The propagator incorporates the pion mode softening at large nncleon densities and 
temperatures. In this limiting case it can be parametrized conveniently. Then one can easily 
select the dominant contributions in the p, w-propagators. We include ithe interactions 
.... - .. .- . - .  - .  - - ............. ........P..*.... . * - - - - .*- C. -.......... ....... 
i 4: *- , -; ...-... 
---, ......... i- t , .............. t 
where the heavy dot denotes the full reducible srxp or x ~ m  interaction [heavy lines: vectos 
m a n  propagators). The pnn vertex, eg., is represented by 
/'- ..s---..ii -. < '  =L + -. 
X. '1 --...'.-....L. ..+ 1' \ *  
In the pesent limit, processes like U:"? U can be neglected. The wry detaiis can be found 
in Ref. [lJ- 
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Simulation of Velo city Correlat ions between Int ermediat e 
Mass Fragments in Nuclear D isassembly React ions 
at 150 A-MeV Bombarding ~ n e r ~ ~ ~  
B. HEIDE AND H.W. BARZ 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
In heavy ion collisions at  150 A-MeV bombarding energy the measured two-particle velocity 
distribution function reveals a bump-like structure. In order to extract informations from 
this function we worked out a statistical model based on botlm the percolation model and the 
classical equations of motion, wbich is easy to handle with. 
With respect to our model, in the nuclear fragmentatiion scenario the formation of 
an equilibrized source should take place, fokwed by a phase transition which causes 
multifragmentation. The resulting mass spectrum is described in the framework of the 
percolation model (cf. [I]). Finally, we assume that, after the break-up, only the Coulomb 
interaction is important and we solve the Newton equations for this force. Three parameters 
determine our model: radial flow, break-up density and temperature. The two-particle 
eorrehtion function is defined as R(v) = C Y(v) 1 C YmiZ(v), where V is the scaled relative 
velocity (see ref. [2]), Y(v) is the coincidence yield of two fragments, Y,;,(v) denotes the 
so-called mixed yield by taking one of the two fragments from another event and the sum 
is performed over all intermediate-mass fragment combinations fulfilling certain selection 
criteria. 
In Fig.1 we represent our theoreticd results for ehe case where one fragment has the charge 
lrumber 3 and the other one has a charge number between 4 and 7. F'urther, we utilized 
a break-up density of 0.14~~~ (nois the ground state density), a radial flow of 0.5 MeV 
and a temperature of 2 MeV, whicli might be too low but gives a good agreement with the 
experimental data [3] shown in Fig.2. 
Eg.1 Conelation functiaa R (solid Enef 
for caEsions of Au OE Au at 150 A-MeV 
as ce; fmctiaft of the scaIed relative velocity 
W. dashed G e  shws thie tme veiocity 
GsCGbution wherczas tb dash-dotted line 
refmi ta  the &ed veloCiLy iEstribution. 
Fig.2 Experimental data  of the 
correlation function for several 
d a r  e combinations taken from 
ref. A. 
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Effects of Flow on the Velocity Correlations of 
Ragments in Nuclear Disassembly ~ e a c t i o n s ~  
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The Niels Bohr Institut, Blegdamsvej 17,2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 
Fragment-fragment correlation has recently been studied in collisions of Au + Au 
between 150 A - MeV and 600 A MeV [1,2]. In these reactions a copious production of 
about 10 IMFs takes place. The correlation function shows a bump-like structure for relative 
velocities of v„i = .06c which points to interesting dynamical effects at the break-up stage 
of the fragmenting system. 
To demonstrate that this behaviour of the correlation is associated with an overall 
transverse motion of the fragmenting system we combine the statistical multifragmentation 
model and the ~oltzmann-uhling-Uhlenbeck(I3~~) approach. The correlation function is 
defineld by the average ratio Cz = F12/F12rniz of the two particle distributions F12 in a single 
event and of two difTerent(mixed) events. By means of the BUU calculation we deterrnine the 
size, the excitation energy and the collective velocity of the source. During its fiagmentation 
the randomly directed transverse velocity changes the mixed distribution function leading to 
a peak of the correlation function C2. In our exploratory investigation we consider only the 
projectile like source the fragments of which are detected in forward direction. We sample 
events with impact parameters between 3fm and to 7 f m simulating semi-central collisions. 
The resulting function C2 for the correlations of two Li fragments shows a peak in the 
expecited region. The hight of the peak diminishes if radial flow is present (see dash-dotted 
line). This clearly indicates that the spread in the transverse momentum has far reaching 
consequences. 
Fig- I Conuilation func- 
tion C2 for Li jrvrgrnents pro- 
duced Zn seml-eentral C&- 
sions of Au on A"L~ ad 150 
A-MeV per nucleon ps a func- 
tion of Ithe relattue uelocity u 
without (solid l im) and with 
@sh-dotted Iine) radial Jow 
o j  5 N e  V per nucleon. The 
dashed Itne shows Zhe correla- 
tim wtthoat Jour an an- 
g~e cua ~j ire a q ~ ~ .  
Multifragrnentation of Gold Pro jectiles Studied 
within the BUU Approach B 
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It is now a well established fact that there is a regime where copious production of interme- 
diate mass fragents (IMFs) heavier then <r particles takes place. Especially the data of the 
collision of gold nuclei on various target nuclei at 600 A - MeV taken by the GSI group [I] 
show a universal behaviour compatible with the idea of the fragrnentation of an equilibrized 
system- 
Using the statistical multifragment ation model the properties (mass number , excitation 
energy) of the equilibrized sources could be extracted by comparing to the data[l] . To under- 
stand the equilibration process the reaction was studied by a ~oltzmann-Ühling~hlenbeck 
(BUU) approach which is expected to provide reliable results for the evolution process until 
shortly before the fragmentation sets in. Carrying out the BUU calculations we analysed the 
regions with densities larger than a certain critical density, chosen to  be  between 0.05 and 
0.2 times normal nuclear matter density. In a time intervall less than 50 fm/c a large number 
of nuckans are spilled off and these niucleons carry away most of the excitation energy. The 
r e m a n t  system remains for a relatively long time Span. The break-up conditions required 
by the analysis with the stadlstical multifragmentation rnodel are compatible with the BUU 
results and are reached &er a time of around 70-90 fmfc (see fig.1 for details). 
Fig. 1, Evolution of the 
mass number A and excitation 
energy F of the cooling rem- 
nant of the Au on Cu collision 
according to the BUU model 
for t h m  different impact pa- 
rameters (dashed lines). The 
numkrs indicate the times in 
fm/c nnd the jull Squares in- 
dicate the break-up conditions 
needed ta ezplain the data by 
the statistical model. 
Non-Statistical Fluctuat ions in the Velocity Distribution of 
Int ermediat e Heavy-Ion ~o l l i s ions~  
Forschungsrentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut jür Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Nuclear matter under extreme conditions is a highly complex system. Besides multifrag- 
mentation one expects new phenomena at intermediate beam energies. The structures of 
these new phenomena may be better studied in the framework of fractal geometry than in 
usual calculations. Therefore, we make use of the method of intermittency, first introduced 
by Bialas and Peschanski [1,2] at ultra relativistic heavy-ion collisions, in order to get some 
informations from the velocity distribution of fragments produced in nuclear disassembly 
reactions at 150 A-MeV bombarding energy. 
We simulate the velocity distribution by means of a so-called hybrid model consisting of both 
the BUU model and the Copenhagen model. The result is represented in fig.la. The agree- 
ment with the [not normalized) experimental data [3], shown in fig-lb, should be sufficient 
for our purpose, i.e. for the study of non-statistical fluctuations. 
The praticd implementation of the method of intermittency is straightforward: one compu- 
tes the scaled factorial moments F; of the normalized distribution 
(cf. [2]) and puts the logarithm of these moments versus the logarithm of the bin sizes Ay. 
There are several ways of defining F;. We make a remark to this point in connection with 
our results. If there exists a power-law dependence of the moments on the bin size 
F; 0: (Ay)-"' , (*) 
then a straight line arises in the plot mentioned above and one can estimate the intermit- 
tency exponent cu; as the gradient of the log-log graph. From (*) it follows immediately 
E(aAy) oc ~ - ~ i f l ( A y ) ,  i.e. the system shows self-similarity at various resolutions. In 
the theory of fractds, F' is c a e d  a measure and cr; is the dimension of the corresponding 
set (here taken as velocity intervd). The dimension of the set describes in s m  way its 
topological properties. 
Now, we turn tlo OUT results. In fig.la the length d is the characteristic interval over ~ h i c h  
the distribution changes substantidy. As seen from fig-lc the fifth scded faetorial moment 
is nearly independent for Ay « d. One also Sees instabilities for Ay » d, Between these two 
regions, the curve increases linearly and shows intermittency or non-statisticd Auctuationu;. 
In contrast, the graph in fig.ld which corresponds to the widely used formula 
FigJ Velooty distribnüons and sc&d iactoial moments of various rank (i = 3,451. Solid 
are Stc, 
O n  Size and Shape of the average meson fields 
of the semibosonized Nambu & Jona-Lasinio modelB 
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We have considered a two-fiavor Nambu & Jona-Lasinio model in Hartree approximation 
involving scalar and pseudoscdar-isovector quark-quark interaction [I]. The resulting chiral 
fields, which minimize the corresponding effective action, have been restricted to a spherical 
hedgehog shape and to the chiral circle. Such fields can be described by a single scalar 
profile function O(r ) .  The sea contribution to the energy and to the average fields have 
been regularized within the proper-time Schema. The corresponding cut-off energy A is one 
of the parameters of the model. Interaction strength G, vacuum amplitude ov of the o field, 
constituent quark mass M and current quark mass m are additional parameters. The num- 
ber of free parameters of the rnodel can be reduced to a single one by means of the vacuum 
equation iof motion, the PCAC hypothesis, and by identifying the Feynman amplitude of 
the weak pion decay, calculated in one-loop approximation, with its experimental value fl]. 
Solitonic field configurations with baryon number B = 1 have been found for quark masses 
M 2 350MeV corresponding to A z"1.85 M and G 2 38 M-'. The relation between valence 
and sea-quark contribution to any observable like mean Square radii F, axial-vector coupling 
strength g~ and nucleon-delta mass-splitting Am, depend on the cut-off A and hence on 
the constituent quark mass M. While for small quark masses the observables are mainly 
determined by the valance-quark contribution, t he sea contribution dominates at larger 
masses. At M 2 725 MeV (A 5 M, G -> @Mp2), the valence quark level dips into the 
Dirac sea and the Soliton is completely determined by the properties of the Dirac sea. So the 
calculated observables exhibit a consid- 
erable dependence on the regulariza- 
tion parameter. 
We have self-consistently determined 
the average mesonic fields and were sur- - 
prised to find that the profile function M 
e, 
is nearly independent on the regulariza- 3 
tion parameter in despite of the varying rd + 
a) contribution of valence- and sea-quark 4 
contributions. H 
A bb. : Self-consistently determined pro- 
file functions @(T) for curxent quark- 
masses between M = 350 
A l  = 800 MeV, 
COM Corrections of the semibosonized 
Nambu & 3ana-Lasinio Model for Interacting ~ u a r k s ~  
M.  SCHLEIF^ AND R. WÜNSCH~ 
Institut für Theonztische Physil;; TU Dresden, Zellescher Weg l c ,  0-8020 Dresden, 
Germany 
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Postfach 19, 0-8051 Dresden, Gemany 
We consider a two-flavor (u,d) Nambu & Jona-Lasinio model [I] for low and medium energy 
hadron physics with nonlinear s d a r  and pseudoscalar-isovector quark-quark interaction. 
The pure fermionic model can be converted into an equivalent effective meson-quark model 
by means of standard path integral methods. Within an appropriate regularization scheme 
meson and qua* fidds can be determined self-cornsistently (e-g. (21). We restrict the mesonic 
fidds to  both the chiral circle and to spherical hedgehog configurations and assume them to 
be classical a;nd time-independent [3]. Within these restrictions quark and meson energies 
are a functional of the mesonic profile function @ ( T )  alone. Nucleons can be described by 
fields witb a profile function varying from 101 = r at the origin to  O = O at  r t W. 
Instead of calculating the mesonic fields self-consistently we approximate the profle function 
by the ansatz 
- 1  i f  ~ 5 %  
@(T) = { b v e - m s '  if T >  Rm ' 
whith is quite close tca the self-consistent profile and has the correct asymptotic behaviour at 
r 4 0 and T + oo. The raeiius R ic the only parameter and controls the size of the mesonic 
Mds.  The quantities Q, and b are uniquely determined by the condition that the profile 
function and its derivative has to be smooth at the matching point R,. 
The bosonisation of the quak-quark interaction suffers, as every mean field approximation, 
fromthepresence of center-of-mass rnotions (COM). TO study its influence we have calculated 
the energy accounting for this unphysical degree of freedom and compared with the total 
energy of the nucleon as described by the model (see fig. below). The differente between 
both fuff lines demonstrates the influence of the center-of-mass motion and the stabilizing 
effect of its exdusion. 
2500 Figure: Energy (E,,,,!) of 
the valence quarks, the sea 
so00 quarks (E„,), and the to- 
tal energy (E) for the pro- 
file function (1) in depen- 
I500 
0" dence on the size parameter 
5 R. The COM-corrected total 
1660 energy (E„„) is shown ad- 
ditionally. The curves have 
been calculated with proper- 
500 time regularization parame- 
ter A=636.7MeV, which cor- 
o responds to a constituent 
O& 0.2 0.4 0-6 0.8 1.0 quatk mass of 400 MeV. 
Production of spin s=3/2, strangeness S = -2 
cascade particles Z* in (K- ,  K+) reactions on nucleiB 
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Postfach 19, 0-8051 Dresden, Germany 
Institut für Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich, W-51 70 Julich, Germany 
We have extendet our investigation of nuclei with strange ingredients to the hypernucleus 
with the most stable excited baryon, the cascade particle 2'. Corresponding experimental 
evidence has been found recently [I]. 
We follow the standard description of nuclear reactions with medium-energy, elementary 
projectiles in distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA). The experimental findings 
seem to favor an one-step process p(I{-, I<+)=-* On a bound proton of the target nucleus. 
According to DWIA the hypernuclear praduction cross-section can be factorized into the 
cross section of the elementary reaction on a free nucleon and an effective nucleon number of 
the target nucleus taking into account the binding of both the protons in the target nucleus 
and the produced hyperon in the final hypernucleus. Usually one takes the elementary cross 
section from the experiment and calculates the effective nucleon number by means of nuclear 
model. It is given by the matrix element of the transition operator describing the convertion 
of a proton into a cascade particle with the nuclear initial and the hypernuclear final states. 
While the transition operator for the production of a spin s=l/2 baryon has a well known 
structur, consisting of a spin-flip and a non spin-flip term, very little is known about the 
production of spin s=3/2 baryons. 
The production of excited cascade particles may be a suitable example for the general study 
of the production of s=3/2 baryons. The relative stability (I' - 10MeV) of the excited 
cascade particle, in comparison to excited nucleons and to the A resonance, allows a quite 
detailed study of the energy dependence of that process. 
Evaluating lowest-order Feynman diagramms we have derived a p(K-, I<+)?' transition 
operator. The t-channel exchange of a single meson can be excluded, since a S = -2 
meson has not yet been observed. We consider the s- and u-channel contributions with an 
intermediate, neutral, S = -1 hyperon. They turn out to have a simple structure in collinear 
geometry (momentum transfer parallel to the projectile momentum): T = F(p, my) SZ a ~ ,  
where Sz is the spin transition operator and o; is the spin operator projected onto the 
direction of the momentum transfer. The factor F(p, my ) determines the energy dependence 
of the reaction and depends on the momentum p of the psojectileand UR the mass m y  af 
intermediate baryon. While the projectile momentum is well defined in the reaction, one 
has to sum over all possible intermediate baryon. The factor F exhiblts a skrong resonant 
behaviour, and one can restrict the number of intermediate particles to hyperons with a 
mass in the vicinity of the resonance energy. 
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Tilted Cranking 
S. FRAUENDORF 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e .  V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
After working out the theoretical basis in the j-shell model [I], a full Tilted Cranking 
computer code was set up 121, which bases on the widely used CSM code. The rotating 
deformed field is described by the Nilsson hamiltonian h , which may include monopole 
pairing. The direction of the rotational axis, which is assumed to lie in one of the planes 
defined by the principd axes of the deformed potential, is calculated by minimizing the 
energy of a quasiparticle configuration Iw, 19 > with respect to the tilting angle I 9 .  
h' = h - w(sin6 jl + cosd j3), h'l >= E'l >, E1(w, d )  - > mim (I) 
The deformation of the potential and the pairfield can be calculated from the ordinary 
seIfconsistency relations considering h' as the meanfield approximation to the Pairing + 
QQ-hamiltonian. Each configuration Iw > describes a rotational band. If the tilting angle 
I9 is found tu be equal to 90° the rotationd axis is a principal one. These Principal Axis 
Cranking (PAC) solutions describe AI =2 bands, whose levels are interconnected by E2- 
transitions. If 19 differs from 0" or 90' the rotational axis is tilted. These Tilted Axis 
Cranking (TBC) solutions deccribe AI =1 rotational bands, whose levels are interconnected 
by strong MI-direct and E2-crossover transitions. 
The mdtitute of rotational bands above the yrast line is interpreted as configurations of 
quasipartides in a potential that rotates uniformly about an axis that is differently oriented 
for each band. The orientation of the rotational axis turns out to be a very useful semiclassicd 
concept to classify rotational bands at high spin . The TAC theory permits to calculate both 
the energies and the intraband E2- and MI- transition probabilities on a microscopic basis. 
Since TAG is formulated as a completely microscopic meanfield theory one may study the 
interplay of the orientation of the angular momentum with other degrees of freedom, like e. 
g. the triaxiaility or the pair correlations. 
The results of recent high spin experiments on 174Hf, 17'W, 166J67Yb and 1gg~200Pb have 
been interpreted using the TAC code. Some results are discussed in the accompanying 
contributima AU data were obtained with the state of art multidetector y-ray arrays 
(OSIRTS, NORDBALL, HERA ). In such experiments always a number of rotational bands is 
cibserved, which becomes even larger for the more powerfull new arrays (GASP, EUROGAM) 
and is expected to grow dramatically for the arrays under construction (GAMMASHERE, 
EUROBALL). The TAG turned out to be a versatile tool to interprete these rich band 
strnctura. The s*mple picture of anucleus rotating about an axis, whose orientation depends 
on tbe quasipartide con5guration appeals to intuition gained in classical physics. The TAC 
cade is wxitten in a userffiendly way and equipped with easy to use plotting facilities. It 
P U ~ S  an  VAX with DIGITAL GKC plotting software. 
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Tilted Cranking Classification of Multibandspectra 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
In the Tilted Cranking approach [I] rotational bands are interpreted as independent particle 
configurations rotating uniformly about an axis that may be tilted with respect to the 
principle axes of the deformed potential by the angle 29. The orientation is found by 
minimizing for each conf. the energy E'($, w )  =< h - w(sin29jl + cosdj3) > with respect t o  
29. The fig. shows as an example 2=72 and N=102. We use for h the Nilsson hamiltonian. 
For the neutron system Zero pairing is assumed. Each minimum at 6 > 0 represents a cut 
through a rotational band at the frequency W , the spin I and the energy E' = E - wI .  
The slope of E'(w) is equal to -I . The minima at d = 90° are the PAC solutions. They 
have good signature and represent A I  = 2 bands. Most minima are TAC solutions. Since 
the signature is not conserved they correspond to A I  = 1 bands. Bands with the following 
structure are found: PAC: 1 : rO+uO+,TAC : 2 : ir0+u6-,3 : ~ 8 - u 1 2 + , 4  : ~8-u10-, 
5 : aO+u7+, 6 : n8-u6-, 7 : aO+u0-, 8 : K O + U ~ + ,  9 : ?rO+v3-, where the notation < j3 >" 
(rounded to integers) is used. 
The strongly deformed 174Hf has no preferential orientation of angular momentum , whereas 
the less deformed 163Er prefers an orientation around 90° [3]. The semimagic nuclei 198J99Pb 
have very small deformation but show regular bands oriented around an angle 45O[1,4]. 
Considering the classical moments of inertia of the deformed density distributions such a 
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Fig. 1 Total routhians in I 7 * ~ f  as functions of the tilting angle 9 (left) and the excitation 
spectrum as function of the frequency w (right). &U lines indisate gositve dashed negative 
~arity.  Th @ner Zero Is chosen such that the cdtu1ated bmd 4 agrees wii'th the 
experimental ones f2). AU alopes are reduced by I = 16A. 
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MI-Bands near lg8pb 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut fiir Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
The recently discovered A I  = 1-bands in the light P b  nuclei (c-f. e.g. [ 2 ] )  are peculiar 
examples of TAC solutions. The figure illustrates the geometry of the high spin orbitds near 
the  Fermi level. The relevant proton states are h912 and i1312, which are reached by exciting 
protons across the 2=82 gap. Their density distribution looks like a torus. They drive the 
nucleus towards oblate shape maximizing the overlap with the proton orbit. This coupling 
is s f  DAL (deformatian aligned) type. The neutron onrbitals are i1312 holes. Their density 
distribution is a sphere (full iI3l2 shell) minus a torus resulting in the dumbbell like shape. 
It has maximal overlap with the oblate density distribution when the angular momentum 
stands perpendicqlar to the symmetry axis corresponding to  - RAL ( Rotational Aligned) 
coupling, When the nucleus does not rotate (band head) i ,  is oriented along the 3-axis 
and zu along the 1-axis. Moving up the band, most of the angular momentum is gahed by 
gradually tilting ;T and towards The two vectors rotate around f with the inertial 
forces balancing the oounter forces generated by the decreasing overlap with the deformed 
field. There is an apparent inertia = > 0. It is called "Quanta1 Inertia", since it 
originates from the reorientation of and Tu, whose absolute value of angular momentum is 
froaen by the quantization of the single particle motion. The calculated total values of 
lie between 10 and 20 t L 2 ~ e v - l  close to  the observed ones. Only about 7 t i 2 ~ e v - l  of the 
total value is collective, the rest is quantal. 
The described mechanism is a new type of rotation, which is expected in weakly deformed 
nuclei, when the high spin proton level are of particle type and the high spin neutron levels 
are of hole type, or viice versa. I t  is characterized by: 
Regular AI=l-sequences with a low but rather constant J ( 2 )  
.r Large BM1-values of several to ten 
Ffg. 1 Density distributictn sf the 
high j-proton arrd high j-neutron 
hole orf4it.a3s, Z"he vector diagrams 
shew how the arbikds coupk with 
hcpeasi~g anguiw füommtnm . 
Intruder Bands and Neutron-Proton Interaction 
R. WYSS~,  lv. SATULA~ AND F. DÖNAU' 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V. 
Manne Siegbahn Institute, S-10405 Stockholm, Sweden 
Department of Afathematical Physics, Lund Institute of Technology 
P.O. Boz 118, S-22100 Lund, Sweden 
Rotational band structures in odd-A nuclei built on particle-like or hole-like intruder or- 
bi ta l~ display experimentally an unexpected behaviour of the rotational alignment when 
comparing with the systematics predicted by the Cranked Shell Model (CSM). Considering 
such a band in 163L~, for instance, where the odd proton occupies the iI3/2 orbital, the 
typical jump of the spin alignment (backbend) should occur in a critical frequency region 
according to the predicted change of the neutron Yrast configuration from the vacuum (Oqp) 
to a two quasiparticle (2qp) excited state. I11 fact the backbending is not observed when 
the odd proton fills an intruder orbital but otherwise it appears for non-intruder bands in 
the same nucleus as well as it is seen for the adjacent even neighbour 162Yb. Various at- 
tempts failed to explain this effect in tlie framework of the CSM by a decent variation of the 
pairing and deformation parameters. Since this feature exists sytematically in several mass 
regions for rotational bands where an odd particle is combined to an aligning configuration 
of particles with opposite isospin it is suggestive to consider a residual neutron-proton in- 
teraction as possible source of this effect. 1n our study a schematic quadrupole-quadrupole 
force (Q - Q) was applied to describe the lqp - 3qp configuration mixing which adds up to 
the rotational interaction determining the band crossing in the CSM. By taking quadrupole 
operators Q in doubly-stretched coordinates the self-consistency of the shape can be approx- 
imately conserved. Qualitatively, the effect of such a residual interaction may be sizeable 
for intruder orbitals because bot11 the quadrupole moment and the quasiparticle occupation 
factor (uuf - vvf) are large for a low R-intruder particle. The simple Q . Q force introduces a 
configuration dependence to both the crossing frequency and the Oqp-Sqp interaction which 
is not present in the standasd mean field description. Intruder configurations give rise to a 
'residual quadrupole moment' which leads to a shift of tlie band cx-ossing frequency. 
The simple Q - Q gives insight into the inechanism of the band intex-action but it does not 
quantitatively account for the observed anomalies of intruder like configurationa, 
The main conclusions can be suminarized as follo\vs: 
* Intruder configurations are classified by particle like occupation and a quadxupole 
moment different from the core nndeus. 
The n-p interaction may become as important as the like part'zcle intesa~kion. The 
interaction terms oscillate dihently in phase as a functbn of tihe &emieal potential. 
.[f the odd particle occupies an intruder state, the crossing frequmcks with the E~v@fqp 
aligned state will "s gwerd increasc, 
Rotational Population Patterns in Heavy-ion Two Particle 
Transfer Reactions between Even-even Thorium Nuclei 
S. Y. Cma ,  R. D O N A N G E L O ~ , ~ .  FRAUENDORF~, J. 0. RASMUSSEN~, Y. SHIMIZU~ AND 
M. A. STOYER~ 
hwrence Berkeley Labomtory, Berkeley, CA 94 720, USA 
Universidade Federcrl do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
C Forschungszentnrm Rossendorf e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Physics Department, Kyushu University 33, Fukuoka 812, Japan 
" Lawrence Livemore National Labomtory, Livemore, CA 94551, USA 
The energie of thelowest several bands in 230*232pwTh and the neutron pair transfer strength 
distributions between them are calculated by diagonalizing the matrix of p-h configurations 
in six proton and six neutron Nilsson levels coupled to a rigid rotor as well as by means 
of Cranked HFB $. RPA approximation . Sudden-approximation methods are applied to 
estimate pair transfer population patterns in 206Pb+232Th reactions. Although the two 
approximation schemes are rather different, the pair transfer strength distribu tions are 
remarkably similar, as illustrated in fig, 1. Around spin 20h or frequency fw =0.2 MeV 
the static neutron pairing goes to Zero. This transition is accompanied by a branching of the 
transfer strength fromthe yrast band into many excited bands. The spreading of the strength 
indicates that there is no individual pair vibrational band, like the pair addition and pair 
subtraction vibrational states observed in the vicirnity of 208Pb. The change of the strength 
distribution is reflected by a fragmentation of the pair transfer Cross section into excited 
bands. Thus, COULEX combined with two particle transfer provides an experimental signal 
for the dectruction of pairing by rotation, which is complimentary to the evidence from the 
experimental energies [2]. 
Fitg- 1 Gray-scale plots af two rreutron pair tranrsfer strengths (I + I transitions) from 
y x ~ t  IeveIs in 232Th ta states in 230Th, (a) using partide rotor and (b) using CHFB+RPA 
methods. 
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Rot at ion-Induced Transition from Superfluid to Normal 
Phase in Mesoscopic Systems: 1 6 8 ~ b  and Adjacent Nuclei 
" Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory USA, 
Forschungszentrurn Rossendorf e, V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
C University of California, Davis, USA 
Lawrence Liztermore National Labomtory USA, Livennore 
Due to the small number of correlated particles i t  is difficult to find clear experimental 
signatures for the rotation induced transition from the paired to the unpaired state in a 
nucleus. Specific changes ,which appear in the excitatation spectrum of the rotational bands 
when the static pairfield goes to Zero, may signal this transition. The Cranked Shell Model 
is used to calculate the rearrangement of the excitation spectrum of some Yb nuclei. The 
close correspondance between the calculated and measured band spectra demonstrates that 
above the frequency of hw=0.35 MeV the static neutron pairing has disppeared. 
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Fig. I Experimental (left) and cdculaited (rigkt) relative routhims for {apper P.), 
lG7Yb {dddle p.) and 169yb (lower p). Below h w = O l  MeV s t r q  and above h d . 4  MeV 
Zero static palring is assumed. 
Chaotic Behavior in Rotating Warm Nuclei 
Yiikawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University, ~ ~ o t o  606-01, Japan 
b ~ i e l s  Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, DK-2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark 
C Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
dINFN Senone di Milano, via Celoria 16, 20133 Milano, Italy 
Fluctuations associated with stretched E2 transitions from high spin levels in nuclei around 
168Yb aPe investigated by a cranked shell model (CSM) extended to include residual two-body 
interactions. In the CSM without the residual interaction the gamma-ray energies behave 
like random variables and the energy spectra show the Poisson fluctuations. With two- 
body residual interaction induded, the pattern of dominant E2 transitions within unmixed 
rotationd bands is still valid up to around 600 keV above yrast, in good agreement with 
experiments. At higher excitation energy, the transitons begin to branch out as a consequence 
of the band mixing. A gradual onset of rotationd damping emerges. At 1.8 MeV above 
yrast, complete damping is observed with GlOE type fluctuations for both energy levels and 
transition strengths (Porter-Thomas fluctuation). The onset of chms depends on the order 
of themultipoles of the interaction. The SDI (high multipoles) accounts for the experimental 
evidence 0x1 rotational damping, whereas the P+&& (only low multipoles) fails. 
Classical Phase-Space Structure of the Single-Particle Motion in Cranked 
Potentials 
J. REIF 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Eadronenphysik 
The phase-space structure of the three-dimensional single-particle motion in a cranked Buck-l'ilt 
potential of lemniscatoidic shape has been investigated. The cranking (X-) axis is assumed to 
be perpendicular to the symmetry (z-) axis [l]. The deformation of the finite-depth ~otential is 
characterized by the parameter 6 which ranges from 1 to 0, covering a family of shapes between a 
Single sphere and two touching spheres, respectively. The calculation of classical single-particle 
trajectories in the rotating System has been performed for fixed rotational frequencies W of 
clockwise as well as couriterclockwise rotation about the X-axis. The chosen initial conditions 
realize a single-particle momentum with a fixed z-component , a y-component equal to Zero, and 
a positive X-component corresponding to the considered binding energy. 
The phase-space structure has been investigated in terms of Poincark surfaces of section (PSS), 
the mean value of the maximal positive Ljapunov exponents, and the chaotic fraction of phase 
space as a function of the cranking frequency. 
The analysis of the PSS has shown that, due to the inertial forces, a chaotic motion is produced 
gradudy for the whole available phase space if the rotationd frequency is increased. The 
clockwise rotation with the collective angular momentum and the X- component of the initial 
single-particle angular momentum oriented in opposite directions turns out to be most effective 
in generating a transition from regular to chaotic motion. 
In order to characterize the single-particle motion as a function of W in a more quantitative 
manner the chaotic volume p of the phase space has been determined by making use of maximal 
Ljapunov exponents which are calculated for 350 trajectories [2]. The chosen initial conditions 
represent the whole available phase space. The chaotic volume p as a function of W is shown 
in Fig-1. The chaotic volume increases with growing U. For necked-in potentials (6=0.6) a 
Saturation value of p N 1 (fully chaotic phase space) is achieved dready for a very 10%' value 
of W .  For weakly deformed potentials (6=0.9,0.8) an oscillatory structure is superimposed, the 
relative minima of which indicate a relative stabilization of regular srbits for certain ratias 
of the single-particle 2nd collective frequency. This behaviour is different for dockwiae and 
counterclockwise rotation of the potential. 
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Loss of Spectroscopic Information due to 
Strong External CouplingDW 
Forschungstentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
On leave of absence jrom Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 
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also Technische Universität Dresden, Abteilung Physik, 
0-8027 Dresden, Germany 
The properties of the atomic nucleus are investigated from the point of view of selforgani- 
zation. The model used in the present calculations is the continuum shell model [1,2] which 
describes the nucleus as an Open quantum mechanical System embedded in the continuum 
of decay channels (subspace P). That leads to a nonlinear Schrödinger equation with an 
effective Hamiltonian HG$ = Q HQ + Q HPG!.?PHQ, which decribes the system in the 
subspace of bound states Q = CR I&M >< 4gMI, arid energy dependent, complex eigen- 
values tR =  ER(^) + i p R ( ~ ) .  The transition from low to high level density is investigated 
as a function of the coupling strength between the discrete nuclear states (+gM > and the 
environment of decay channels I&++) > 
d ~ f  < &M l a e x ~ = s  1 C(+)  e z  t e s  fa V I&v>. (1) 
A redistribution inside the nucleus takes place in a s m d  region around some critical value of 
the coupling strength crez. The rearrangement is investigated in detail in [2]. It takes place 
in the nuclear syctern if the level density is so large that the distance between the resonances 
is comparable with tkreir widths, oa the average, 
In order to 3lustrate the redistribution, the imaginary Parts $FR of the complex eigenvalues 
of the effective Hamiltonian B;: are calcnlated ar a function of the coupling strength <rez in 
the case of two Open decay channels and shown in Fig. 1- As long as (re2 is s m a ,  the widths 
of modes increase with increasing coupling strength aeZ between bound and continuous 
states. Beyond some critical value aig, the widths of most modes decrease with increasing 
cop1pEng strength wMe in some cases they increme ver?/ slozuly ("trappingY>). In contrast to  
Shis, the widths af some modes - their number is e q d  to the number of Open &cay channel~ 
- increase vesy qnlckly with increasing coupling strength aCx from the very beginning. Here 
the lnfhence of the enviroment is perceptible. Ais a result, the widths of the trapped rnodes 
are much srnaer  than those of the two fast modes for a > a,. 
Figure I 
The im~ginary part of the complex eigen- - .-  
vahes ER = ER-$~= versus CF. The C d -  
calations are performed at E = 34.7 MeV 
for N = 70 resonance states and K = 2 
Open decay channels. 
In Fig. 2, the widths FR are shown as a function of the energy E, of the system for aeZ = 
2 and 6. The position of the inelastic threshold is a t  E, = 6.3 MeV (Fig. 2 q b )  and 
shifted to  30.0 MeV (Fig. 2c1d). The depend smoothly on energy with the exception 
of threshold effects. The influence of the inelastic threshold on the widths can be Seen a t  
aJl ae" (Fig. 2cld). The pictures show clearly the appearance of one broad mode below the 
inelastic threshold at large aCx, while there are two broad modes as soon as two channels are 
Open. It is interesting to See that the one broad mode below the inelastic threshold is not 
among the two broad modes above the threshold. This result illustrates very nicely that the 
original spectroscopic information of a state is not decisive for the question whether a mode 
becomes trapped or relevant. 
Summarising the rearrangement proceeds in such a manner that the spectroscopic informa- 
tion on the resonance states which is relevant at low level density is lost at  high level density 
As a result of the redistribution, the effective number of degrees of freedom is reduced at 
the time and energy scale characteristic of the system. Only a few unstable modes become 
relevant for describing the decay process and their number is exactly equd to  the number of 
Open decay channels. In other words, the enviroment imprints its properties into the system. 
Fig.2 The imaginary Part $SR of the complex eigenvalues & versus the center-0%-mass energy E d tfie 
system (ER =E+ 12-1fiv) for a" = 2 (2a,c) and 6 @b,d). She second channeI Opens at 6.3 MeV @,b] 
and at 30.0 MeV (2c,d), ~espectively (E~34.7 MeV, 70 resonances, 2 channels) 
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Formation of a New Order DW 
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Systems described by non-linear equations are expected to be selforganized. Their prop- 
erties are determined by the interplay between internal stability and interaction with the 
environment. The evolution of a system can be traced best by investigating its behaviour 
near instability points in dependence on some control parameter [I]. Here the systems which 
were described by classical methods are shown to form stable modes together with a few un- 
stable modes. The unstable modes determine the behaviour of the system w u e  the stable 
ones a e  suppressed ("slaving principle"). By that, the complexity of the system is reduced. 
Further, the information entropy increases, in this case, up to a certain maximal value as a 
function of the increasing control parameter ("maximal information entropy principlen) [I]. 
In an Open quantum mechanical nuclew system, one can also differentiate between stable 
aad unstable modes 121. Here the full Hanniltonian H = Ho + V is diagonalised in the sub- 
space of bound states. Therefore the corresponding differential equation becomes nonlinear 
[2] and describes an Open system embedded in the enviroment of decay channels. That leads 
to an effective, nonhermitian Harniltonian HG: = QHQ + Q HG: HQ with complex, ener- 
gydependent eigendues & = ER i- ;ZR arid com~lex eigenstates 4 ~ .  In this relation Q is 
the projector to the bound state part (Q = I&M >< &MI) of the Hilbertspace Q + P = 1 
and P to the enviroment of scattering functions. The second term in represents the 
coupling to the continuum which is changed in the present calculation by means of a control 
parametet. o?. The residual interaction is written as VeZ = aeZ - V in Order to study the 
evolution af the system under the influence of the environment of scattering statis. 
The widths FR as a function of the control pa- 
rameter crU: are shown in Fig.1. At a certain 
valrie crQ N 2.6, a redistribution in the nucleuc 
takes place as a consequence of which the widths 
of two states (fast relevant modes) become much 
larger than the widths of all the other ones 
(trapped modes). The number of these relevant 
modes is ~ a c t l y  equal €0 the number of Open de- 
cay channels. The picture shows, further, that 
the redistribution at ag N 2.6 is not the only 
one. At higher vdues of aez further redistribu- 
tions take place by which broad modes of the 
second and third generation are created. These 
'es& austrate the slaving principle holding in 
sdforganizing systenis. 
Q L vmcd in Lhe rang. g.05 - 9.8. in rLcpr of 0.05 
Figure 3 
The mixing coefficients I; averaged over the two broad 
Figure 2 The -g coefficients I; in relation modes ( f ) ,  all70 modes (all) and the 68 trapped mods  
to the basic set of the sheii model wavefunctions (s) in relation to the basic set of sheii model wavefunc- 
@gM versus au ( E  = 34.7 MeV, N = 70, K = 2). tions @SM versus aCr ( E  = 34.7 MeV, N = 70, K = 2). 
The information entropies calculated by us, reflect aJl the features of the ~eorganization 
pmcess which we observed in Fig.1. At aCI < 1, the widths as wen as the 17 of aU states 
are rising with increasing aa. For larger aez but aCZ < aQ, the widths and the I? of a 
few states increase strongly in comparison with those of the other ones. At ae2 N ag UP 
to a"l ~ l i  4, the mixing coefficients 17 of the two relevant modes reach their maximal value 
and remain more or less constant as a function of aa. In correspondence to this, the two 
broad modes behave like isolated resonances starting from aCZ N 4. At cr" N 6, a new 
generation of broad modes appears (Fig. 1). In the same region, we observe a comparably 
strong increase of the 1f of some trapped modes (Fig. 2). 
In Fig. 3 the information entropy of the unstable modes increases at the instab'ility point 
much stronger than that of the stable modes. They are a signature for the driving ~ o l e  of 
the fast modes in the process of redistribution at the instabiliy point which is formed under 




m The information entropy Iß  ior aii 70 modes (all) as wen as for 
the relevant (I) andirrelevant (s) modes beyond the instab'fi2,y 
40 
point, in rdLtion to the basic ~ e t  of the sheii model wavefunc- 
tions @iM versus aCI (E = 34.7 MeV, N = 70, X = 2). 
0 
In Fig- 4 it can be seen easily that Iß  increaces with hcreasing a"C for a3l ae" if %Be sum 
runs over dl 70 states or over the 68 trapped modes. This resdt is in f d  aiccordance 
with the maximal information entropy principle. OUT resdts confirni Pm=* < Imw3 where 
p a ~  = K - lnK is the information entropy of the rdevaat niodes and Imaz =N I& is the 
information entropy of all modes. According to %he formatim of a new ordet in the system, 
the information eetropy I' is reduced at cre . ag ie comparison to the _1nformat"ln entropy 
I for atz < ag where aJ.l degrees of freedom are ega&, Important. Thus, in teadiiaag; a T& 
evant ordered state far from thermal equillbriurn, tEie aceding eatzr>py Is not aported bio 
the environment but diminished inside the system by aeating (rmiiewrant) trspped m d @  
(noise) near to thermd cp~ilibrhm. 
Resonance Stat es in Exited Syst e m s D W  
W. ISKRA~ M. MÜLLER AND I. ROTTER~ 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
On leave of absence from Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 
00-681 Warszawa, Polrrnd 
also Technische Universität Dresden, Abteilung Physik, 
0-8027 Dresden, Gemany 
The transition from low to high level density in an atomic nucleus is traced as a function of 
the coupling strength between the discrete nuclear states and the environment of the scat- 
tering states. In an exact theory - the model used is ithe continuum shell model [I] - the 
coupling to the continuum of decay channels has to ble taken into account from the very 
beginning. The Schrödinger equation must be solved with an ansatz containing not only the 
discrete states but also the scattering states. The spectroscopic properties are then described 
in a subspace Q of the whole function space P+Q. 
The corresponding effective Hamiltonian HG:, which describes an Open quantum system, 
is nonhermitian and the diagonalizing transformation is not unitary but orthogonal. Its 
eigenfunctions 1 4 ~  >= ~ R ß R R : ~ & M  > ( 1 4 ; ~  > is the usual shell model solution) and 
the eigenvalues ER = ER[E) + i f ' ~ ( E )  are complex. Then it follows, that the wavefunc- 
tions 1JR > are not normalised with the scalarproduct. Instead it is < JRIJR > 2 1 
arid (I& >12 = 1. Because ot that, the relation between widths and partial widths reads 
FR =< 4 ~ 1 4 ~  > Cc ITfil. 
We are variing the coupling to the environment by multipliing the residual interaction with 
a factos aex. At a critical value of the coupling strength between system and environment , 
a redistribution of the spectroscopic vdues takes place. Most states of the system become 
long-lived (trapped) while a few of them are distinguished by large widths. The number of 
these states, the widths of which are large as a result of the redistribution taking place in 
the nucleus, is exactly equal to the number of Open decay channels [2](see Fig.l). 
Figure 1 
The complex eigenvalues of the ef- 
fective Hamiltonian ER = ER- $ F R  
for mcs varied from 0.05 up to 9.8 in 
steps of 0.05. (E=34.7 MeV,N=70 
Iesonances, K=2 Open decay chan- 
nels) . 
Figure 2 
The < > as a function of aeS ( E d 4 . 7  MeV, N=70, K=2). 
The dependence of < 6 ~ 1 6 ~  > on aez is shown for the 
two fast (f) modes (Fig. 3a) as well as for some slow (s) 
modes (Fig. 3b,c). For the fast (broad) modes, the scalar 
product increases up to 6 in the critical region where the 
redistribution in the nucleus occurs. For larger aex, it 
decreases again. Below and beyond thie critical region, 
< Q>R16R > 3 1, i.e. the resonanks Rf behave like 
- 
E . . usual resonances, although they do overlap, in the sense 
that the relation F R  rs xC ,lfil is fullfild. This re- 
sult is surely conuected with the fact that the channel 
wavefunctions {[E] for different channells C are orthogo- 
nal to each other. Therefore, the largie overlapping in- 
-f - f  tegrais < ~ 1 6 ;  > suggest < RRIQR, >= 6RRt, where 
I ~ R  >= I ~ R  > + EC JE. dEt&I& X [ C E I V I ~ R  > 5s 
1\ 1 
the full wavefunction for a resonance with the bound and 
C 
t 8  scattering part. The wavefunctions 6; of the other modes 
show a different behaviour (Fig. 3). For most of them, 
< iI>hlg>;l > remains larger 1 for large aCx. The "gaps" in 
Figs. 3b, C arise be~cause the ordering of t,he resonances ac- 
cording to the value of their widths chariiges with cweX,  In 
spite of their small widths, the trapped modes do not be- 
have like isolated resonances which are independent from 
each other. Here FR < C, holds. They are correlated 
due to the existe~ce of the broad unstable modes by which 
they are overlapped. I t  is worth-while to mention that such 
a result followa not only from the numerical calculations 
given in this paper but is very well known from experimen- 
tal nuclear physics studies, e.g. from the isobaric analogue 
a resonances. 
Figure 3 
The < 6 ~ 1 6 ~  > as a function of u" for the two fast modes (3a), the four broadest trapped modes (3b) and 
other trapped modes (3c) (a'" = 1, E=34.7 MeV, N=70, K=2), 
As a result, the wavefunctions of the broad modes overlap strongly with the channel wave- 
functions due t o  the large contribution of their scattering part 4 in fii. They behave like 
isolated resonances with the exception of the region around ag, at which the rearrangement 
inside the nucleus takes place (F& 30) and where their wavefnnctions arg complex. At 
higher coupling strength, they repel each other. That means, they are described quite weg 
by neglecting the trapged modes dtogether. The wavefunctions of the trapped modes, on 
the contrary, are described wdl by the bR (nR = $&). 
REFEREHCES 
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New semiclassical results for the baker map 
F.-M. DITTES~ AND U. SMILANSKY~ 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
The Weizmann Institute ofscience, Department of Nuclear Physics, 76100 Rehovot, Israel 
The traditionell treatment of chaotic systems in the semiclassicd approximation (SCA) is based on 
the consideration of periodic orbits of the corresponding classical system, and on the calculation of 
quantum variables lih the level density d(E) on the basis of Gutzwiller-like formulas: 
Here the sum runs over all periodic orbits p, Sp denotes the classical action of the corresponding 
orbit, and the Ap are certain weight factors. Since the number of orbits entering eq. (1) increases 
exponentially with theenergy resolution AE one is interested in, the application of eq. (1) is practically 
restricted to large AE or, correspondingly, s m d  times. 
Qn the other hand, it has been realized recently that, at least for certain systems, the SCA is able 
t o  describe the fine structure of the spectrum very well [I]. In particular, it has been shown that the 
SCA for the spectral form factor K(t), defined as the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation - - 
function of the spectrum, follows the quantum predictions up t o  times t > h/d ( d  is the mean level 
distance), where the discretness of the spectrum is already important . 
In order to  investigate such long-time behaviour in more detail, and in particular to determine the time 
scale at which the SCA starts to fail, more powerful computational techniques have to be emplloyed. 
One of such techniques proposed recently [2] is based on the fact, that for long periodic orbits the 
quantities S and A entering eq. (1) can be factorized, approximately, into contributions of shorter 
trajectories. This allows one to define a semickrssical tmnsfer opemtor V which describes the evollution 
of the system over a given time interval (for kicked systems or maps, over one period) in terms of 
dassicd quantities, and to generate an expression equivalent t o  (1) by considering the traces (over 
phase spacef of powers of this operator. 
We imestigated this technicpe on one of the simplest chaotic systems, the baker map. The latter one 
is defined as a mapping of the unit square onto itself: X' = (2x1, y' = y/2 + [2x]/2, where [X] and {X) 
represent the integer and fractional parts of X, respectively. The transfer operator V is given by 
V(z,  y; X', y') = & % ( X  - (2' + [2y'])/2)S(y - (2y' - [2yt])) exp(2aiL(i - x)[2x]) . (2) 
Here, the exprescion in the exponent results from the action of classical trajectories; L denotes the 
inverse Plan& constant: I, = l/h, and is required to be an integer. 
Mie studied various quanticies expressed in terms of powers of V, V", over a wide range of n and L. 
h paxticulaq we concentratea an the reliability of different finite-dimensional approximations to V. 
Gonaparing uur results with those ones based on the consideration of the lowest 231 periodic orbits [I], 
we find an excellent agreement, the computationd eEort increasing only powerlike with the reqpired 
precision. This allows us to g5 far beyond periodic orbit calculations. In particular, for the first time 
we ha;ve been able to s h w  an aponentiaf increase of the spectxd form factor I i ( t )  over a wide range 
of fL, T& indicItEes .s bbreakdom of the SCA, the breakaown time t ,  going like h-lf2. We relate this 
eff& t~ the & & ~ c e  uf wbit~ary fine (fractal-like) structures in the distribution of classical actions 
af periodk orbits. 
weil an k,he ~abtained qeriermce, a semidassicd treatment of realistic kicked systems is in Progress. 
Correlation Dynamics in Nuclear Matter and Landau's 
Kinetic ~ ~ u a t  ionD 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Technische Universität München, Physik Department 
Properties of infinite systems for excitation energies at the Fermi surface ( IOW temperature 
) and small momentum transfer q (long-wavelength limit ) are successfully described by 
Landau Fermi liquid theory. For a generalisation of this approadi (cf. [1] ) it is of interest to 
relate it to microscopic theories for nuclear matter. In ~articular, it is tempting to recover 
Landau's equation from time-dependent density matrix theory ( TDDM ) and to relate, e.g. 
the damping of Zero sound in liquid 3He to the damping of giant resonances in nuclei. 
Landau's ( Fourier-transformed ) kinetic equation reads 
Here, 6p(p, q,w) = p(p, q,w) - np is the deviation of the one-body density from global 
equilibriurn [2], rp the quasi-particle energy, V, = $ , and fPp' are the Landau forces. I(6p) 
is a collision term, usually taken in relaxation time approximation I(6p) N -~fe:6~'", with 
ap'" the deviation from local equilibrium. In (I), memory effects are neglected. The mean- 
field part of (1) is completed by an external ~erturbation 6U in view of the study of response 
functions 221. 
In the small-amplitude limit of TDDM the ontibody equation i6p - [h(po), 6p] - [6h + 
6U,p0] = tr(21[v,6C] is coupled with the equation for the deviation 6C = C - Co of the 
two-body correlation function from the ground state corrdations Co. For nuclear matter 
we apply a plane-wave single-particle basis Ip >, leading to a quantum-kinetic equation for 
6p(p, q,w) =< p+q/216p(~)jp-~/2 >. For afirst guess it is sufficient to solve the equation'for 
K ( t )  in Born approximation, neglecting ground state correlations. In the resuiting collision 
term we omit the q-dependence for simplicity. For small q, the final ontibody equation may 
be cast into the form 
Here, v(0) - v[p-p') is the Fourier-transfonned RF  potential at q = 0- The energy -hift Ap 
and the life time originate f ~ o m  the decay of a particle /p+q/2 > and it h ~ k  Jp-gJS > lnto 
2p-lh and 2h-lp states and corres~ond to  contributions from the respective sePf-%~er~:ies 3.41 
Green's function formalism. In particdar, we find 
witb 6 = 3. - n an& 
raf (2) describec the CO ith Zp-2h-13n-terme$.iate %tat% via laxc'hmtg9. axid ante~enence 
prptocessw (cf. [$)I. The imagnaty part of M(p,  $, w w ~ ~ i )  dec~igtlont sf the dampin 
by a common relaxation time Trel. 
Eq- (2) is a generalisation of (1) in so far as it retains the memory of the System. This shows 
up in the W-dependence of Ap(w), T,(&) and M(p, P', W). In contrast to this, the Landau 
forces fpp tas  well as the collision term ( or ~,.=i) n (1) are assurned to be W-independent. 
The additional W-dependence in (2) complicates the pole-behaviour of the density-density 
iin qw response function defined by X = W, with 6n(qw) = C, 6p(p, 9 , ~ ) .  The basic structure 
of X as used in [2] is retained only if the sum 
may be replaced by an average with respect to P', F(P', q,w) N< F(qw) >. In this case we 
obtain an expression whi& resembles the recponse function in [2], 
with xO(q,w) = E, q V, $[W - Ap(w) + q vp +i/rp(w)]-' the response function without 
Landau forces. Obviously, the W-dependence of X' is more complicated than that of the " 
unpertubed response function X& given in [2]. 
[I] H. Heiselberg, C.J. Pethidc, D.G. Ravenha, Phys- Rev. Lett. 61 (1988) 818 
[23 H. Hofmann, D. Kiderlen, I. Tsekhmistrenko, 2- P ~ Y S .  A 341 (1992) 181 
[3] A. Ffitzner, W. Cassing, this report 
Mixing of pp- and ph-effects in the relaxation of the 
one-body density 
A. Pfitzner 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
One-body propagation in a strongly interacting many-body medium is controlled by two- 
body correlations C, according to ip - [h(p), p] = tr2[v, C]. The equation of motion for C is 
given in [I]. A rigorous integration of the equation,- comprising pp (ladder)- as well as ph 
(loop) contributions-, is extremely complicated by the appearence of diagrams contaisiing 
combinations of ladders and loops. To account approximately for this mixing we propose 
the following scheme. First of all we specify different types of correlations by their labels 
[I]. By inspection of the one-body equation we observe that only special correlations C 
couple with p, in particular doorway correlations and 2p-2h-amplitudes. The evolution of 
is determined by "propagating" correlations, e.g. C P P  = C PPPP and Cph = Cphph which, in 
their turn, couple again with e. This mutual internetting is truncated neglecting C in the 
equations for CPP and Cph, which is supported by the argument of different time-scales on 
the one- and two-body level [2]. Neglecting one of the channels in the equation for C allows 
for a straightforward integration and yields, e.g., a system of coupled equations for p and 
Cph [2]. In the general case, this elimination of 6 is only possible switching from the usual 
space of 4-labe1 operators to a 6-labe1 space. This way, p, CPP and P h a r e  coupled with each 
other but now the respective equations of motion contain effective in-medium interactions 
comprising loop-ladder combinations. 
For illustration we consider the relaxation of occupation numbers n, = P„,= induced by 
= Cphpp, in the HF-basis, hlcr >= cala >, and apply the Markov limit. With the effec- 
tive interactions G and G (see below), the uncorrelated two-body density pzo = A(pp)  and 
&) = t + t r ~ e ~ ~  th  equation for n,(t) reads 
e.g. G&,p, = Ci2-3 v&.12QlZqu~P(P. By way of example, we present the integral equation 
for 0 by diagrams in Fig. 1 for the case of summing first ladders, then loops. 
Fig 1 Equation ior R summing loops after summing ladders by fiz 
The 4-labe1 box ~epresents the pp-scattering Moeller operator RE which follows RF = 
f + g*Pv=SZF and defines the Brueckner G-matrix G: = uRF. The shaded region between 
this box and the ph-interaction vL indicates the position of a ( diagonal ) 6-labe1 propagator 
3(w)l~34 = [W(+) + - - C.$'. The operator 6 is related with 0 by R = RR;, where 
integrates the ph-diannd similar as 0z does for the pp-channel. We recover, in the 
stationary limit Cpp(p(t)) = (Rz - l)pZO, current approlximations, namely (i) first order 
pertubation theory wich % = 1, c p h  = 0 and cdculated in Born approximation, and 
(ii) time-dependent G-matrix theory with V'- = 0 or Qk = 1 which vields G = G and in ., 
addition, G =: Go', because R reduces to RE ( see Fig.1). 
f l j  W. Cassing, A. Peter A. Pfitzne~, this report?p. 
L21 A. Pfitzner, L. Muenchow, P. MaedIer, Phys. Letters B 218,295 (1989) 
[3] W. Cassing, A. Pfitzner, 2. Phys. A342,161 (1992) 
The Role of Collisiona and Eong-Range Correlations 
in the Damping of Collective MotionDBG 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik, 
lInstitut für theoretische Physik, UNI Giessen 
Damping of nuclear excitations allows to study collective motion in competition with 
incoherent decay mechanisms. In pariticular giant resonances are a favourite subject for 
experimental and theoretical efforts in ithis context. 
Usually, collective and incoherent ( or collisional ) aspects of nuclear motion are attached to 
long- and short-range correlations respectively. However, the complicated dynamics of these 
correlations, as described by the hierarehy of time-dependent density-matrices [I], does not 
allow to disentangle them straightforwardly. We therefore tackle this problem in two steps, 
guided by the structure of the microscopic equations: 
1.) We sum up ladders seperately, this way accounting for short-range correlations; they care 
for a renormalisation of the mean field and for instantaneous in- medium two body collisions. 
2.) We sum up loops to account for long-range correlations; they are operative in between 
the collisions and, in particular , responsible for ground-state correlations. They are modelled 
by antisymmetrised collective phonons according to C W A(f f )  , where f follows a RPA-Eke 
equation [2]. The resulting senormalised equation for the one-body density p comprises, in 
addition to the Brueckner G-matrix collision term, a phonon-particle coupling. Linearisation 
with respect to 6p( t )  = p(t] - p0 and 6 f ( t )  = f ( t )  - f and elimination of 6 f (t) provides 
(i) coupled equations for th~e stationary solutions and which describe the correlated 
ground state, and (ii) an equation for 6p which reads in an arbitrary s.p.-basis J a! > (31 
Short-range correlations show up in the renormased mean Geld h and the linea~ised caEsion 
term 6IC0". The long range correlations produce a coupling with the grouxid state 
correlations Co = A( f f ") as well as a memory term miginating frarn hdwed correl&%ions 
K ( t )  = A(f06 f ( t )  i- 6 f  ( t )  f '1. 
The secdar equation corresonding to the l.h,s. of (1) is a ren~rrnirPised RPA-equa'tion with 
eigenvalues fly and eigenstates [L,. 3In the BF-Zdt, the labels fa, cw" reduce L s  
(h,p)-states. 
W e  introduce collective states v by the amp5tudes agQ 
C&, = (nPt - np)-l&, derive an equatian af motioa for a, 
U,(*) o: exp(-iww - Tvfi)t. The multing equatisns for widths P„ 2nd pcrsitions top may b~s 
cast into the form 
ground state correlations Ciprhh (see fig.1). and I':, in their turn, separate into decay, 
exchange and interference ( see fig.2 ) contributions. At variance to rf' and I's the memory 
term in (2) comprises intermediate phonons X' ( See fig.3). These phonons model the induced 
correlations 6C and ccantrol the memory-time of the system. 
Fig. I Particle decay with ground-state 
Y correlations 
@ : G-rnatrix 
0 : correlation Co 
: phonon-particle vertex 
Y 
Fig. 2 Interference contribution with 
ground-state correlations 
Fig. 3 Contribution from the memory 
term 
Y * I'-‘ :  CS = A ( P ~ ~  + XpfO) 
'* : phonon-phonon coupling 
. Cacshtg, snbmitted for p ~ b k a t i o n  
Collisional and Collective Aspects in the Formation of 
Two-Body ~orre lat  ionsBG 
W. CASSING~ A. PETER~ AND A. PFITZNER 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Giessen 
The interplay between single-particle (or collisional) and collective rnotion is still a funda- 
mental and fascinating problem in nuclear dynamics. Representativ for the first type of 
motion are Brueckner Gmatrix theories, and for the second type RPA-approaches- They 
are usudy related to short- and long-range correlations, respectively. 
The coupled equations of motion for the one-body density, ij3 = [ h ( ~ ) ,  p] + t ~ ( ~ )  [V, C], and 
for the two-body correlations C have rendered a suitable basis for a consistent description 
of these correlations. In an arbitrary s.p.-basis la >, the 2-body equation reads 
i~,p,I~l  =< aßI[.u(p)=, A(pp)]la'ßt > + < aßl[ l*  h(p) + h(p) * 1, Clla'ß' > + 
< aßl[v(p)'. Clln'ß' > +A(~ß)A(dß')  C ~(P)&.,.,GD?W (1) 
m1 
The driving term (1. contribution) cares for a formation of correlations irrespective of the 
initial conditions. The 2. term describes mean-field propagation. The in-medium interac- 
tions V= = Q= - V and vL = QL - V are selective to pp(hh)- and ~h(hp)-states, respectively 
[I]. Their alternative connection with C may be viewed as the source for alternative kinds 
of motion. To disentangle their effects on the dynamics we apply three approaches: (i) Born 
approximation generated by the first 2 terms of (I), (ii) time-dependent G-matrix theory 
including the 3. term (TDGMT or pp-channel), and (Ei) including the last instead of the 3. 
term (RPA or ph-channel). The importance of the respective channel is studied by means 
of the evolution of propagating correlations CppPP,Chhhh,CPhph, doorway correlations CppphJ 
Cphhh, and the "2p-2h-amplitude" Cpphh which is related to  a spontaneous creation sf 2p- 
2h-states. 
The coupled equations for p and C are solved within an occillator back for a syatem of 16 
nucleons, starting with a HF-distribution for p. 
To exhibit the sensitivity of the approaches (i)-(iii) with respect to the range of %he bare 
interaction V, the calculations are performed for a Yukawa-potential comprising a long-fange 
part, as well as for a short-range contact force. For calcuiationd ileta3s see f2]. 
The formation of correlations sets in with a ~ a p i d  Sncreace of Cr\phh, inesp&cXive 0% 1.h~ a p  
proach and the range of V. This is shown for SDGMT in Pig.1 and 2. Remarkable enough i-t 
turns out that this type of correlations is dmost completely generated by the Born term,-in 
contrast to the remaining correlations. This uiitial formation of Cpphk Opens phasespae~s for 
the other cordations to become operative. A common feature 4s that Chbihk rema3as sm& 
ih any case. Th pp-correlations CPpw are cclearly favoured by short-rmge Tpir~es (cigmpa~e 
Fig,l and 21, wheras Cphpir is favoured by the Yubwa-poteritial, 
Instmctive is tbe a m o u ~ t  of c~rxelilti~ns groduced in the differea5 channek. is demoa1- 
stratea for the doorway- and pb-mzrelations in case of the more rea3istic YItka~3f,-psten%id. 
Whereas in TI)GMT2 & coxrelatians xernain negEgib1e (sec Fig-J), we &serve z cons 
formation of roda t ions  in the ph-chahinei (Fig.4). 
(2) short-fange forces contrd the pp-channel an$ hwewjtoai 2-body 
range forces coxttrol ahe pI~*cllannsl xad herewkeh t:o1leetivI%yY Alt 
iGve wpec&aiti~ns, %he study of o t b r  S Y P I Y $ ~ ~ ~ ~  m d  initid ilikioas f s de%Prable. 
Figure 1 
Formation of correlations in the pp-channel in 
case of 6-force (vo = -220 M e V )  
- 
CPPPP 
---  Chhhh 
..* C P P ~ ~  
Figure 2 
The same as Fig. 1, but with a Yukawa force 
(U, = -3.4MeK V, = 19.OMeV) 
Figure 3 
Formation of correlations with the Yukawa 
iorce in the ppchannel 
- 
C ~ h ~ h  
---  Cphhh 
. -. C ~ ~ ~ h  
The same as Fig. 3, but in the ~h-channel ( R PA) 
Shapes of Na Clusters 
S. FRAYENDORF~, V. V. PASHKEVICH~ 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut fur Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Laboratory for Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for NucIear Research Dubna, Russia 
Micro clusters consisting of several hundred alkali metal atoms are systems that show a 
number of remarkable similarities to nuclei. The application of metho ds developed in nuclear 
theory to clusters permits a deeper understanding of different aspects of nuclear and cluster 
structure. At the Same time, the study of the similarities and the difTerences between 
clusters and nuclei will help to develop the general theory of mesoscopic systems, which 
draws increasing attention from the point of view of conceptual understanding and practical 
application. 
The shell correction method has been adapted to study the shape of Na clusters [I]. The 
shapes of cluster in the range of 10 to 310 atoms have been calculated. Similar 'to nuclei 
strong quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations are found between the magic clusters 8, 
20, 40, 58, 92, .... , which are spherical. The predicted axis ratios correlate well with the 
splitting of the plasmon resonances ( analog to the GDR in nuclei), measured recently [2]- 
Stable octupole deformations are predicted for the clusters at the beginning of each shell. The 
calculated monomer and dimer separation energies show clear evidence for the deformations, 
which is born out by the experimental evaporation rates and formation abundancies. 
Fig. 1 Quadrupole (cr) and 
octupole (a3) deformations of Na 
clusters with W atoms. 
Molecular D p a m i c s  (MD) simulations of 
GRID experimentsB 
I<.-H. HEINIG* AND D. JANSSEN 
'Institut für Ionenstm.hlphysik und Materialforschung 
Forschungsrentrum Rossendorf e. V., Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Full MD calculations are the most realistic method to simulate the slowing down of 
low-energy ions in solids through atorn-atom collisions [I]. The basis idea of the MD 
calculations is that the positions and velocities of bsth the low-energy ion and the 
target atoms are calculated by numerical integration of Newton's equations of motion. 
In ref. [l] we used this method to investigate ion implantation phenomena. 
Very recently, we applied our MD method to simulate 7-lines of recoiling excited nuclei 
[2], which are measured by the 7-ray induced Doppler-broadening ((SRID) method 
[3]. In the GRID rnethod a recoiling excited nucleus is produced by the emission of a 
prirnary 7-ray of energy E, from the compound nucleus after thermal neutron capture. 
When the recoiling nucleus decays further by the emission of the secondary 7-ray of 
energy E„ the mwured Doppler shift A E, of E, depends on the velocity ~ ( t )  of the 
recoiling atom at the time t after the emission of Ep and the angle 0 under which E, is 
observed relative to the recoil direction, i. e. AE, = E,ß(t) cos 8, where ß ( t )  = v ( t ) / c  
and C is the velocity of light. 
The Doppler broadened 7-line contains information on the lifetime of the nuclear state 
andlor the stopping power of the recoiling atom in the solid. Wowever, in general it 
is not possible to reproduce the measured 7-profile and to extract the lifetime of the 
nuclear state without a theoretical description of the collisions between the recoiling 
and the lattice atoms. Several procedures of theoretical analysis are currently applied 
to the GRID data, the most appropriate MD method has been employed by Kuronen 
[4]. Imprsved lifetimes of excited nuclear states arid first experimental information on 
the interatomic interaction potential in the energy range of a few 100 eV have been 
obtained. 
Wp to naw an isotropic target h a ~  been assumed [4]. In ref. [5], for polycrystalline 
titanium measured lineshapes are compared with lineshapes calculated by the MD 
method, The srnooth shapes of the line Profile allow the fit of one quantity at  best, 
in the aduaf case the lifekime of the nuclear state. If another interatomic interaction 
potentiat is taken for the MD simulation, the fit gives a rnodified lifetime. T. fit 
both, Iifetime and potential, for a transition a more structured lineshape or a series of 
lineshages is necessary but not available by this procedure- 
Itecently, we ~redicted for the first time 7-lineshapes for crystals [2]. up to now 
no experiments have been carried out for single crystals [G]. we use 
where Ag, = E - E,. Our more general formula (1) contains the direction of the 
spectr~mekr axis n (with respect to the crystal axis) arid velocity vectors vi(t) 
of t& recoiling atoms i. Using MD mde, ~e simulate for the nudear reacti~n 
28~i (n ,  T) the prafile of the Doppler-broadened of the seCondary 7-transiti~n 
~ i G i s  E? = 2-43 eV 2nd = 10 fs, where the Doppler-broadening Comes from the 
ig~ima~y -&cay with = 6.05 MeV. 
In o ~ r  MD sim;uf8t,ions, tbe recoil atoms Start from a lattice into 3000 r a n d ~ m l ~  
irections. The slowing down ~f the recoils is calculated using a finite C& 
with penodicai boundary conditions. The crystal strudure is of diamond 
w e *  
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After each time step tj at the Doppler shift AE, = vi(tj)n/c the value P j  = e-tj/T has 
been added to ithe intensity I(AE,). This procedure is equivalent to the calculation 
of I(AE,) corresponding to eq. (1). 
Our theoretical prediction proves that considerably improved GRID experiments can 
be carried out with monocrystalline samples. Shen different crystal alignments lead 
to different lineshapes with a pronounced structure (see Fig. 1). These lineshapes 
contain sufficient information to fit several quantities (e. g. lifetimes, potential) in one 
experiment. Fig. l c  demonstrates that even small differences in potentials should be 
measureable in the energy region 50 eV < EI < 1 keV ,  where other methods fail to 
give good results. After the reconstruction of the research reactor at the ILL Greno- 
ble our proposed experiments will be carried out 161, The new ultra-high-resolution 
gamma spectrometer GAMS5 should even allow to determine the location of impuri- 
ties in a host crystal. 
This work was supported in part by the Bundesministerium für Forschung und Tech- 
nologie under Grant No. 211-5291-03-HE3ROS. 
Fig. 1: Examples for Doppler-broadened 
iineshapes due to the slowing down of re- 
coils in monocrystalline süicon. T h e  Doppler- 
broadened lineshapes are predicted by our 
MD sirnulations for the secondary 7-decay 
with E, = 2.43 MeV, T = 10 fs, where the 
recoils are produced by the primary y-decay 
with E, = 6.05 MeV following the  nuclear 
reaction Z8Si(n, 7)29Si. The structure in  the 
iineshape xeflects the dependence of the slow- 
ing down process of recoils on the xecoil di- 
rcction in the crystal. The temperature de- 
pendence ia s m d ,  here we present reaulta Tor 
T = o'A' only. Different &gnmen%s between 
the specttornrtter axis anti the erystai orien- 
tation give different lineshapes. The univer- 
sal potential (maiked iine) and the  Maliere 
potential (thin line) resd t  in diEeterit iine 
shapes. Such diiferen~es should Be experi- 
mentaüy resolveable. 
First observation of a crossing of oblate dipole bands in the A = 200 region 
(Physics Letters B298 (1993) 54) 
G. Baldsiefen, U. Birkental, H. Hübel, N. Nenoff, B.V. Thirumala Rao, P. Willsau, J. Heese, 
H. Kluge, K.H. Maier, R. Schubert and S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: High-spin states in "'Pb were populated in the ls6W(180,5n) reaction at a beam 
energy of 94 MeV. The analysis of the 7-ray coincidences revealed a new oblate rotational 
band of strong dipole transitions which shows a pronounced backbending. The connection 
between this band and the normal spherical states is established. Thus, spin and excitation 
energy of an oblate collective band in the Pb isotopes are determined for the first time. Lhe 
backbending is interpreted as a crossing of bands with different numbers of aiigned i13/2 
neutrons. 
Particle production during inflationary reheating 
(International Journal of Modern Physics A, Vol. 7 (1992) 2033) 
M. Basler and B. Kämpfer 
Abstract: A possible reheating mechanism in inflationary universe models is studied in 
some detail. Results are presented of numerical investigations of particle creation and 
corresgonding reheating within a self-coupled scalar field model. By using the method of 
Hamiltonian diagonalization attention is devoted to the time development of the process 
and its parameter dependence. The effect of particle production is found to depend strongly 
on the anharmonicity of the potential around its minimum and on the amplitude of the 
oscillations of the scalar background field. 
Pion-pion cross section in a dense and  hot pionic gas 
(Physiss bt te rs  $275 (1992) 19) 
H.W. Barz, C. Bertsch, P, Danidewiez and H, Schulz 
Mechanism for  nuclear diassembly of t h e  A r  + T h  a n d  Pb + A u  systems at 
intermediate energies 
(Physical Review C46 (1992) R42) 
H.W. Barz, J.P. Bondorf, C.H. Dasso, R. Donangelo, G. Pollarolo, H. Schulz and K. Sneppen 
Abstract: We show that the neutron multiplicities observed in the reaction *'Ar On 232Th at 
incident energies between 27 and 77 MeV per nucleon are consistent with the predominantly 
binary character of the collision process. The most violent encounters tead to excitation 
energies of several MeV per nucleon, sufficiently high to crack the colliding nuclei into many 
small fragments. We also give the neutron multiplicity and decay pattern for the reaction 
208Pb On lg7Au at 29 MeV per nucleon, for which some preliminary data are available. 
Fluctuations a n d  intermittency in multifragmentation processes 
(Physical Review C45 (1992) R2541) 
H.W. Barz, J.P. Bondorf, R. Donangelo, I.N. Mishustin, H. Schulz and K. Sneppen 
Abstract: Nuclear multifragmentation processes may show features such as intermittency 
that signal scale-invariant properties of fluctuations in the fragment distributions. We 
test this behaviour using several models and show that intermittency may be caused by 
a combination of finite-size effects and the mixing of fragmentation events corresponding to 
different initial conditions. 
Thermalization of mesons in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion reactions 
(Physics Letters B287 (1992) 40) 
H.W. Barz, P. Danielewicz, H. Schulz and G.M. Welke 
Abstract: The Boltzmann equation with bosonic iactors in the collisions iategrd is solv& 
for an expanding gac of mesons modelling the cwtsal rapidity region af cen&d "0 01i 
Au collisions at 200 GeV/nuclean. The employed in-medium T-?i scattering-mplit~de k 
derived from a Bethe-Goldstone equatioa. Mean field effects axe not induded. Jn s pu~ely 
pionic scenario thermalization explains the experimentafIy observed Iow-pL peak In the pian 
spectra if a hadronization t k e  of 4 . 5  fm is assumed, Inclusian of the mesonie xesonancer; 
reduces the effects of statistics and a much shorter hdroxüzatisn time of - X  fmJ'6 -Is needed 
to  describe the data. 
Self-consistent truncation of t he  BBGKY hierarchy on the  two-boldy level 
(2. Phys. A342 (1992) 161) 
W. Cassing and A. Pfitzner 
Abstract: We present a coupled set of equations for the one-body denaity matrix and the two- 
body correlation function consistent with trace relations and conservation laws which provide 
an extension of correlation dynamics on the two-body level. The additional interaction terms 
afe discussed in the context of time-dependent G-matrix theory and NQCD and studied 
numerically by one-dimensional calculations for colliding finite fermion sys tems. 
Nonexponential decay of a stochastic one-channel System 
(Phys. Rev, A45 (1992) 701) 
F.-M. Dittes, B.L. Harney arid A. Müller 
Abstract: A generd formula is presented that expresses the temporal evolution of compound 
systems. It connects the time dependence of the density matrix with the energy dependence 
of the scattering matrix. Using results of random matrk theory, we then study the decay 
behaviour of stochastic compound systems with arbitrary coupling between bound states 
and decay channels. As an example we consider the case of one Open channel and prove a 
nonexponential decay law for all times that asymptoticdly is of the form t-312. 
Quenched proton-neutron coupIing i n  hH/2 high spin states of 128Ba 
(Physics Letters 13274 (1992) 149) 
S. Frauendorf, W. Lieberz, D. Lieberz, P. von Brentano and A. Gelberg 
Abstract: Analyzing experimental E2-branching ratios in terms of a three level model 
mu.~Iing matzix elements between the 10'- states of the ground band arid the neutron and 
man Sbands are estimated- The coupling matrui e h e n t  between the two C-bands is 
ft)u.nd to be less than about 3 kev, which upper limit includes the errors. 
Time evolution of chaotic quantum systems 
(Ann. Phys. 220 (1992) 159) 
H.L. Harney, F.-M. Dittes and A. Müller 
Abstract: We consider a quantum system which is Open in the sense that a number of 
metastable states are coupled to a set of decay channels. A solution of the time dependent 
Schrödinger equation is developed that aUows us to describe both the excitation and the 
decay process. Assuming the excitation to be practically instantaneous, the decay is studied 
in detail for systems which have a random Hamiltonian or - what is closely related - behave 
chaoticdy. The decay function is worked out in a form emanable to numerical evaluation 
with standard techniques. For several instructive special cases, i t  is evaluated in closed 
analytical form. I t  turns out to be generally neither exponentid nor independend on the 
way by which the system was excited. It is exponential and independent of the excitation 
only if a large number of decay channels are present. If only one channel is Open, the decay 
function is asymptoticdy proportional to t-3/2. 
Hierarchical t rapping of resonance states at high Ievel density 
(Phys. Rev. C47 (1993)) 
W. Iskra, I. Rotter and F.-M. Dittes 
Abstract: On the basis of a simple S m a t ~ x  model we shaw that a t  high average level 
density, local fluctuations in the density of states of an Open quantum mechanicd system 
create locally a few broad resonance states together with a larger number of narmw (trapped) 
ones. The widths of the broad states are of the order of the length which characterizes the 
local fluctuations in the spectrum. They serve as a background for the narrow "finestructure 
resonances7'. If the spectrurn shows a hierarchicd fluctuation pattern in energy> this 
behaviour repeats on all energy scales. From these results, we eonjecture that the ~re11- 
known intermediate structures in nuclei at high level density, described by the doorway 
mechanism, are formed due to such a trapping effect. 
Dilepton radiation from non-quilibrized parton ma t t e r  preduced hi ultra- 
relativistic heavy-ion collisions 
(Physics Letters B289 (1992) 127) 
B. Kämpfer an6 O.P. Pavlenko 
Abstract: Diepton radiation fiom parton (quark-glu~n) matter, produced in dtrarela%ivistie 
nudeus-nucleus coflisions, is cdculated within a kinetic tbeory apprsadh in order 'ko $tu& 
non-equilibrium effects, We inv~tigate fi) .ehe appr~ash towarrds e8qulEb-a.urn yIt eady 
collisions stages and (ii) the departure fram a supposed eguTBbrium st 
subseqnent longitudinal expansim. Independent of %he de%a,ik &tf the pa;rt 
process the continuum dilepton rates from quark fwim h decc3n-R 
agpearence of higher mws Gltptons depends oa the d e: of thermalrxatioh* 
~ h e  soliton of the effective chiral action in a heat-kerne1 expansion 
(Ann. Physik 1 (1992) 106) 
B, Kämpfer and H. Reinhardt 
Abstract: It is shown that the heat-kerne1 expansion (rather than the gradient expansion) 
of the &ective chiral action of the quark loop yields in next-to-leading (i-e., fourth) order 
an effective low-energy Lagrangian whkh possesses stable solition solutions. The baryon 
number-one coliton solution of this effective chiral Lagrangian is found numerically. 
Scde invariante and the stability of a hedgehog soliton 
(Physics Letters B299 (1993) 183) 
Th, Meissner, G. Ripka, R. Wünsch, P- Sieber, F. Grümmer and K. Goeke 
Abstract: We show that a scale invariant chiral action proposed not long ago prevents the 
recently discovered collapse of the hedgehog soliton off the chiral circle calculated with a 
pmper time regularized Nambu-Jonia-Lasinio action. The soliton calculated with the scale 
invariant action turns out to be cbse to the chiral circle and hence has properties which are 
very similar to those of the chiral qaark 100~.  Its mass obeys the Ioffe formda. 
Unlfied description of quasi-free and resonant processes of hypernuclear 
production and decay 
(Czech. J. Phyc. 42 (1992) 1061) 
2. Experimental edium Ene 
Test of the Start Detector System for the Investigation of 
t he pp-Bremsstrahlung wit h tbe C OSY Time-of-Flight 
Spectrometer (TOF) 
P.  MICHEL, A. SCHÜLKE, K. MOLLER, A, SCHAMLOTT, B.  NAUMANN, L. NAUMANN 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
und the COSY-TOF Golllaboration 
In the previous a ~ u d  report a concept of astart detector was presented for the measurement 
of the pp-bremsstrahlung by means of the C05Y TOF-spectrometer. 
The final version of this start detector 
is shown in fig.1. Additiondy to some 
prelimnnary tests of the performance of 
the hollow light guides described in the 
previoius annud report the components of 
the start detector were tested under realistic 
conditions using minimdy ionizing particles 
(3.5 GeV/c pions) in a test measurement in 
the T 11 test area at CERN. 
The following main properties of the start 
detector were to be investigated by the tests: 
- the locd Variation of the light output 
amplitude in dependence on the place 
where the detected particle hits the 
trapeziurn-like plastic scintillator 
- the gap width between neighbouring 
scintillator segments 
- ithe average time resolution for 
minimdy ionizing particles 
Fig-1 Start detector for 
the investigation of pp-bremsstrakdung 
(Sc=scintillator T=target psition) 
The set-up for the test measurernents is shown in fig.2. Here P arid E are %wo idetf-f;ic;Lt 
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The result of the effiuency measurement is presented in fig.3. An analogous result as shown 
in fig.3 was obtained for the X-direction perpendicular to the Y-direction. 
Apart from an overall decrease of the light intensity with Y increasing there is an intensity 
decrease in the border regions of the scintillator Segment. The general trend of an intensity 
decrease with Y increasing can be reproduced at least qualitatively by Light transmission 
simulation calculations using the LIGUI code. An exact reproduction of the behaviour of 
the light transmission efficiency is not possible because the LIGUI code takes into account 
only the Light transport in the hollow light guides whereas the transport of the light in the 
scintfiator elements is not induded into the code. 
In a second test measurement the gap width was determined between neighbouring 
scintillator Segments using again the microstrip detector system. The logical scheme for 
rneasuring the gap width is presented in fig.4. The result is shown in fig.5. 
Fig-4 Electronical arrangement for Fig.5 Gap measurement with pions 
measuring the gap between neighbouring 
scintillator Segments 
Fron fig.5 one can infer that the minimum gap "feit" by the particles amounts t o  100 pm 
whereas the minimum mechanicdly adjustable gap is 48 ,um- This minimum mechanical 
gap width is determined by the thickness of the mylar foils between neighbouring scintillator 
eiements- 
For larger gap sizes the "pardicle measured" 
gap nearly coincidec with the mechanicdy 2 m { . . * 1 1 1 a l ~ 1 1 1  I t 4  
adjusted gap. I,2 
2 150- Ta detexmine the time resolution of the start 2 - 
detector for minUnally ionizing particles the 
time of Sgh t  was measured between the two 100 
- 
identicaf. zaodules P and E (s- fig.2). 
M- In the electmnicat Set-up t o  determine the 
time of aght conctant fraction discriminators f 
were used. The meaured time spectrum is 90' ' ' 80 ' 'Y: 90 i00 m 
shown in 6gS- From the time zesolution hTie d fiiilld. U& 
AtCFWHM) = 780 ps in Gg-6 one abtains the 
w b  At/@ = 550 ps (FWHMI) for the time Fig.6 Time of fiight spectrum measured between the identical test 
r ~ d u t i ~ ~  ~f a singIe rnodule.. modules P and E 
SIMULATION OF THE 
PROTON-PROTON-Bremsstrahlung AT THE 
COSY-TOF-SPECTROMETER~,~ 
B. NAUMANN, P. MICHEL, K. MOLLER, L. NAUMANN, A. SCHAMLOTT AND A. SCHÜLKE 
Forschungs~entrum Rossendod, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed to help in designing the start detector as a 
part of the whole COSY-TOF-Spectrometer for the Proton-Proton-Bremsstrahlung measure- 
ments. The simulations have been carried out using the Monte-Ca10 program GEANT3 [I]. 
The COSY-TOF-Spectrometer [2] is represented by a structure of geometrical volumes. Each 
volume is characterized by a set of tracking medium parameters, which includes references 
to the materials füLing the volumes. The simulated events have been generated with the 
Monte-Carlo phase space program FOWL 131. Using GEANT3 utilities the tracking of the 
reaction products through the experimental setup has been controlled for each event. In 
a first experiment with the TOF-Spectrometer a reduced stop detector device will be used 
consisting of the end-cap only. The geometrical structure of this spectrometer is shown in 
A - energy loss and multiple scattering in detectors, construction tnaterials and the air 
along the flight patli; 
B - energy loss and multiple scattering in detectors and construction materials, the flight 
path is evacuated; 
C - tracking without energy loss and multiple scattering. 
The incident beam momentum for all cdculations was 0.8 GeV/c. Only events were accepted, 
ivhere the two outgoing protons in the start as well as in the stop detector had been registe- 
red. Low energetic protons are stopped along the path length for about 10% of the events; 
photons with high CMS energy however are detected if the start and the stop detectors are 
placed in air instead of vacuum (see Figs.2-4). 
Fig.2 Event statistics in the end-cap 
hodoscope layers normalized to case C 
Qi  - one proton was stopped in the first 
layer; 
&2 - one proton was stopped in the se- 
cond layer; 
Q3 - both protons passed through tlie 
third layer. 
Fig.3 CMS photon energy in depen- 
dence on event counts after the third 
end-cap hodoscope layer (Q3) 
FigA GMS photon energy in dependence on the differerrce of the time 
of fiight Between .Eh outgoing protuns after the third end-cap Iayer (Q3) 
CALIBRATION OF THE ROSSENDORF 
COSY-TOF-STARTDETECTOR~~~ 
A. S C H ~ L K E ,  P. MICHEL, K. MÖLLER, A. SCHAMLOTT, B. NAUMANN, L. NAUMANN 
Forschungszentrum Rosserrdorf, Institut jilr Kcrn- «nd Hadronenphy?iik 
und the COSY- TOF Collaboration 
The concept of the Rossendorf start detector developed for the COSY-Time-of-Flight- 
Spectrometer TOP is described in [1,2]. The detector system has been designed and 
constructed in the years 1991/1992 and is now being tested. 
To f d y  use the distinguished properties of the COSY-ring (emittance % Ir mm mrad, 
momentum resolution Ap/p N 1 0 ~ ~ )  the start detector has to  meet severe requirements 
concerning the geometrical precision 
- small distance (our choice: 4 cm) between the t a g e t  position and the start detector to 
minimize start time dispersion 
- small "beam hole" in the start detector (our choice: 1 mm radius) to get maximum 
angle acceptance in forward direction 
In Fig.1 part of the array is shown of the 2 X 16 scintillator segments (ring A and ring B). In 
the first experiment (measurement of the ppy-bremsstrahlmg / COSY proposal#9) the B- 
ring will be operated as a veto Counter to reject events arising fiom the elastic pp-scattering. 
To avoid loss of veto particles a small overlap between neighbouring segments is required 
whereas for ring A a s m d  gap between the segments is tolerable. Also between ring A and 
ring B a small overlap is required to make Sure that even for finite size targets each ejectile 
is registered at least by one of the two rings (except for a small loss of detection efficiency 
due to the gaps of ring A). These considerations result in a scintillator segment geometry 
shown in Fig.2. 
Fig-l Arrangement of scintillators 
in the start detector 
The light pulses from the scintaator segments are transmitted to the ~ho tomdt i~ f i e r s  by 
hollow light guides (length 30 cm) described in paper [3]. The hollow light guides are attached 
to the detector vessel by an adjustable three-point suspension mechanism. The adjustment 
has to be performed with high precision (in the order of one tenth of a mrri) to meet the 
geometrical requirements mentioned above. 
The mechanical adjustment poceeded in tbree steps: 
1. At first a fictive beam axis was defined in the detector vessel and a theodolite was 
adjusted to this axis. After that the hollow light guides were adjusted s ~ m e t r i c d ~  
to this axis using a aoss wire sight in front of the light guides additiondly ta the 
theodolite. So the "beam holen was fixed with an accuracy of 0.1 m. 
2. To adjust the angle between the beam axis and the symmetry axis of the h d o w  light 
guides a laser beam was used (Fig.3). The hollow light guides must be adjusted that 
way that the direction of the laser beam reflected from the pin shown in Fig.3 caincides 
with the sy-etry axis of the light guides. This can be controlled by observing the 
laser light spot at the position of the PM. 
3. a third step the overlap was determined between the Segments of ring B as well as 
between the segments of ring A and ring B. To this aim a 'Sr ß-source ( N 50 kBq) 
was used. Zn an electronical set up (Fig.4) the coincidence efficiency was determined 
whidi is a measure of the geometrical overlap of the segments. Additionably the energy 
loss AE of the ß-pxticles as wellas the hit pattern of the events was determined by the 
data taking System. A suitable 2-dimensional matrix representation of the hit pattern 
is shown in Fig.5, One measure three types of correlation pat tern: B-B, A- A, B-A. 
For the first two types the main diagonals of the matrices contain the single events 
whereas the diagonals adjacent to the main diagonal contain the two-fold coincidences. 
By comparing the n-her of coincidences of neighbouring channels with the nurnber 
of single events the geometricaI overlap can be calculated. According to this resuit a 
geosnetrical readjustment can be performed if necessary. 
The accuracy of measming the overlap between neighbouring scintillator segments is 
limited ta about 10% since additionally to the true coincidences corresponding to the 
geometrical overlap there are background coincidences originating from scattering of 
the source electrons on the foils of the hollow light guides. 
2'0 improve the accuracy of the result it is intended to remeasure the overlap at the 
Rocsendorf cyclotron using 13 MeV protons. 
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A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF RELATNISTIC 
TWO AND THREE BODY KINEMATICS AND ITS 
APPLICATION FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF THE 
P R O T O N - P R O T O N - B ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
B. NAUMANN, L. NAUMANN, P. MICBEL, K. MOLLER, A.  SCHAMLOTT A N D  A. SCHÜLKE 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
The program AFKINE [l] was developed to investigate two and three body kinematics for 
the spectrometer design of planned experiments with relativistic particles. The program 
provides possibilities to calculate in an analytical way or to simulate the phase space by 
a Monte-Carlo method. AFKINE has been written in FORTRAN and is available a t  the 
CONVEX and the RISC 6000 machines of the Research Centre Rossendorf Inc. 
Input parameters for nuclear reactions are names of participating particles and values of 
incident beam momenta. Output parameters are scattering angles, momenta and total 
energies of reaction products in the Laboratory (L$) and in the Centre of Mass Systems 
(CMS). The results are stored in an event data structure (n-tuple) which can be anabsed 
by help of the CERN Program PAW [2]. 
The formule for analytic calculations are based on Kajantie and Bycliling 133. Discrete input 
values for LS scattering angles and momenta ranges of reaction products are giwn by the 
User. Kinematically allowed regions for an investigated nuclear reaction can be inferred. The 
phase space calculations are based on the General Simulation program FOWL of the CERN 
Program Library [4]. The events are generated according to Lorem-invariant phue  space. 
It is possible to store the results of this type of cdculation for either the full &a~;e space s r  
the detectable phase space of a given experimental setup. 
To demonstrate calculations with the program AFKINE we used the Blsomington data. [5] 
for the Proton-Proton-Bremsstrahlung at incident beam energy Ebeam W 
the outgoing protons were scattered symmetrically (B1 E G 2 ) .  The angle 
was constrained by trigger conditions to  Q 5 70'. The results are shown in the figure. 
On the left-hand side of the figure analytical calculations have been compared witli phase 
space distributions for the L5 photon scatterhg angle in dependence ori t11e CM$ 
energy. The analytical shape @es an exact informa'tion on the focation of the kine 
dlowed regions. For the evaluation of detector iefficiencies i% is necessary &B eaic~laLe 
the detectable ghase space distributiuns of the reaction prsducts. fn &his cstse ehe CPU 
time for the event accumulation strongly depends on the @wen solid 
substantidly Iarger than for analyticd cdculations. In the chosen man 
per second have been a c c ~ d a t e d  w2th phase space cdcdatio~s fsr 8 
O = f 10.8 -L L 2 ) O  respectiveIy. Approxixnately 45150 events per cecond 
andyticd calculations. 
At. the rightthand side of the $gare t,he lfrS scattering angle dis 
photons &om phace space d d a t i o n s  h a  been cornp;trtd with ,h%e 
agreement: of t h e e  &str5bu%ioas, so it; sems that Ehls data C m  Be i 
space Iiinematics. 
Comparison of the Bloomington 
data for differential cross section 
with our phase space calculations 
E - usas guide*, in preparation 
fer%nce Version 1d7, CERM Program Librap Q121, Geneva, 1989 
Eajantie "ParEicle khernatics", Lsndon, 1973 
ram POWL, CERN Program Library W505,1972 
CHARACTERIZATION OF &ELECTRONS, 
GENERATED IN THE COSY-TOF-SPECTROMETERB," 
B. NAUMANN, L. NAUMANN, P. MICHEL, K. MOLLER, A. SCHAMLOTT A N D  A. SCHÜLI<E 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
The COSY-TOF-Spectrometer [l] consists of a large number of scintillation counters inside 
a huge vacuum tank. The generation of 6-electrons by particle beams crossing matter is 
well known [2] and spectrometers with magnetic dipols or lenses bend them out of the solid 
angle for particle registration [3].The COSY-TOF-Spectrometer does not contain magnetic 
fields, so that the 6-electrons could be registered in this setup. For discussion of background 
it is necessary to analyse the influence of the 6-electrons on the scintillation counter signds 
because the energy loss of relativistic electrons and protons is in the Same order of magnitude. 
The considerations start with kinematicd calculations of proton-electron elastic scattering. 
Fig.1 shows the connection between proton and electron scattering angles in the labsystem. 
The incident beam momentum varies from 0.8 to 1.8 GeV/c. All protons are strongly aligned 
in the beam direction (@P 5 0-032') outside of the scintillation counter area, whereas the 
6-electrons are distributed up to 90' in the forward hemisphere. 
1 
Fig. 1. Connection of scattering angles for elastic p-e-scattering 
in the labsystem at various beam momenta, 
For electrons the kinetic energy in dependence on the scattering angle 5s shown in figg2a. 
Energy loss and radiation length of the eiectrons for a first experiment version oi the TOF- 
Spectrometer, where the start-stop Aight path will be one meter in air have been caIcu1ated 
with an algorithm given by Katz an$ Penford [4]. 
The sequence of the materials, seen by the electrons, which were generated in the rnidae rsf 
the target is given in the foilowing table: 
The energy loss of 6-electrons for each layer and the complete material sequence are 
demonstrated in figs.2b and 2c. In conclusion one can say, that most 6-electrons, generated 
in the target by beam Protons with incident momentum Pbeam < 1.2 GeV/c do not reach 
the second Iayer (Q2)  of the stop detector for the material composition given in the table. 
That means, they can be discriminated by trigger conditions, which demand a csincidence 
of the start  mith two stop Signals. 
6-e--underground for the COSY-TOF-spectrometer 
?ig,Z Xmematical parameters and energy loss for 6-electrons in the TOF- Spectrometer 
REFEREMCEC: 
[l] IKP. Annud Report 1991, KFA ~ & c h  (19921 3-6 
[2] Review of Pafticle Properties, Pjkys. LetE. B239 (1990) 108 
131 K. Michaelian et d., Phys. Rev. D, 41,(1990) 2689 
I41 Xatz and Peuford, Res- Material Properties 24 (1952') 28 
PRODUCTION OF K- MESONS IN PROTON-INDUCED 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
The production of particles in proton-nucleus (PA) ~eactions at energies below the corre- 
sponding threshold for free nucleon-nucleon interactions is a typical cooperative nuclear 
phenomenon. The I<- channel is ecpecidy interesting, because due to Strangeness conser- 
vation each Ii- is accompanied by a K+ meson and the produced mass amounts to nearly 
1 GeV. This value is considerably larger than in the case of pion or K+ production. 
In a recent paper [3] subthreshold production of K* mesons has been considered in the 
framework of the modified phase-space model. Here, these investigations are extended to 
the production of K -  mesons. There are no data for K- production, neither for elementary 
proton-proton (pp) nor pA interactions. Therefore, the available data for production of other 
meson types in the energy region of interest are confronted with model calculations with the 
aim to adapt the model Parameters in such a way that predictions for unknown channels 
become possible. The results are shown in Figures 1-3, where the majority of the data is 
well reproduced. 
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Fig-1 Energy dependence of the cross section Fig.2 Energy dependence of tbe cxocs sedion 
for pion production. Data from Re& [I]. for pion and g prodaction, Tbe %wo preümi- 
nary data points for p pruduct5oa at 1.3 anti 
1.5 GeV are taken fxom Ref. [.B. 
For the deutetium target the region between the pd theshold a t  1.7 G# and ~ h e  ;pp threshold 
at  2.5 GeV is the subthreshoid region, whicli can be gopulattxi o ~ l y  via. nuclear dfects. -"he 
Fermi motioa of the nuclons is +taken into account by apptyiq the P& deu%erm wave 
frinctlon t-o descrjbe the momentum distribution sf ehe sped;rtor in ~quaisi-free acoff"tsitsaa Tbe 
0.01 
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Fig.3 Energy dependence of the crosc sec- 
tion for channels with Strangeness produc- 
tion. Data from Ref. [I]. 
projectile kinetic energy (GeV) 
Fig.4 Energy dependence of the cross section 
for inclusive production of #+K- pairs in pp 
and pd reactions. In the upper two figures the 
the partial cross sections for K+K- produc- 
tion via resonances, and in the lower figure 
the cross section for associated production of 
light fragrnents are plotted. 
Fermi motion of the nucleons is taken into account by applying the Paris deuteron wave 
function to describe the momentum distribution of the spectator in quasi-free collisions. The 
other principal reaction mechanism is d e d  cluster excitation and includes ali processes with 
both nucleons of the deuteron participating in the interaction. Such a cluster of nucleons is 
treated as an entity, which interacts in the Same way as a hadron. 
From the cdculation presented in the lower part of Fig. 4 it can be expected that up to about 
100 MeV above the threshold there is a Zarge probability that the produced K+K- pair 
is accompanied by a 3He ,  while at  higher energies the deuteron becomes the dominating 
particle. The production off the K'K pair consumes so much energy that no energy is left for 
the relative mottion of the remaining particles, and bound states are favoured. 
The Kf? pair may be created directly or via resonances. However, the nature of the involved 
resonances is-not weli established at present, This concerns especially the f,(975) and the 
~ ~ ( 9 8 0 )  resonances. In agreement with the latest particle review [I] these two resonances are 
treated as usud qq quark-model states. But for the estimate of the total cross sections this 
uncertainty is not so important, because K+Ir'- production via the @(1020) meson yields 
the main contribution (see Fig. 4). 
The planned O0 facility [q at COSY is wen suited for investigating subthreshold K- pro- 
duction, and tbie calcdated cross sections may serve as a basis for estimating the expected 
I eounting rates. 
REEERENGES: 
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Simulation of K+-Production Measurements at the 
O"Fa<cilityB 
aForschungszentrum Jülich, Institut für Kernphysik 
b~orschungs.zentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
For the planned measurement of subthreshold I{+ production (COSY-Proposal Nr.18 [L]) 
an efficient first-level trigger is necessary in order to select the rare events from the 
background of pion and proton events. In Fig.'l the expected spectra of protons, s+ and 
K+ mesons from the interaction of 1.5 GeV protons with carbon are plotted. 
. 
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Fig.1 Calculated differential Cross sec- Fig.2 Schematic view of the detector ar- 
tions for the production of protons, T+ rangement used for the calculations, The 
and I<+ mesons from the reaction p + 12C 30 start counters have a width of 5 cm, 
at  1.5 GeV incidence energy. while the width of the 32 stop counters 
varies between 7 cm and 15 Cm. 
In the momentum region around 0.5 GeV/c the ratio of the differential cross sections for 
K+, proton and T+ production is about Iic : p : T+ = 1 : 102 L lo3. It  sshould be 
stressed, however, that measurements also at energies below 1 GeV are planned. Due to 
the strongly decreasing K f  cross section the relation between kaons and the other chmged 
particles becomes then even worse. 
The above estimate of the expected cross sections is carried out in the framework of the 
modified phase space model 121, which is implemented in such a way that complete events 
are generated. These events are used as input for the CERN program GEANT in order 
to simulate the response of the detector arrangement, which is shown in Fjg. 2. This is a 
sirnplified version of the asrangement suggested irn the proposal with the mdtiwire chambws 
ornitted, since they will not be used for the first-level trigger. There are 30 stark seintillatian 
detectors placed near the magnet and 32 stop detectors positioned In the vicin'ity of the 
focd plana A fast 5rst-level trigger will use time-of-flight and AE infonnation from thestr 
detectorors tu  suppress the unwanted piua and proton events. Here we concentratie oursdvcs o3a 
the time-of-fiight rneasurement. Particles ejected iin the angular acceptance regian Q < lft" 
of the magnet may pass through different start counters on their ways 20 a definite stup 
counter- Therefore, in the fast triger the time-rof-flight informa%ion from 4 these pmsible 
combiaations d stast and stop detectors musb be analysed, 
Fig.3 Time-of-Aight spectra from hits in s t o ~  detector Nr. 25 combined with hits in a) start 
detector Nr- 14 and b) Nr. 18. The right band Part of the figure shows the particle types 
which cause the hits in the correspondW Start and stop detectors for events in the time-of- 
Eglt interval of C) 8-10.5 ns arid d) 7-9-5 ns- The dimensions of the boxes are proportional 
to tlke intensities. 
Subthreshold production of KIi'+ mesons and the fragmentation of the target 
nucleus 
(Z. Phys. A344 (1992) 197) 
H. Müller, M. Büacher and K. Sistemich 
Abstract: The interplay between subthreshold Ki'+-production and the fragmentation of the 
target nucleus is considered in proton-nucleus interactions at projectrle energies between 
0.8 and 1 GeV- Inclusive data for the production of K* mesons and of fragments are 
well described in the framework of the modXed phase space model. For a coincidence 
measurement between K+ mesons and fragments the model predicts a decrease of the relative 
yield of intermediate mass fragments by about four orders of magaitude. This strong decrease 
is a consequence of energy-momentum conservation, because at subthreshold energies a 
second endothermic process like multifragmentation can hardly proceed simultaneously with 
the K+ production- A K+ meson is, therefore, expected to be accompanied by a heavy 
target residue, which is so weakly excited that it may evaporate a few nucleons but cannot 
decay into fragments. Due to the large energy and momentum transfer in  this process the 
strength of the predicted effect is supposed to be sensitive to the details uf the reaction 
dynamics. 
3. Experimental Nuclear Sp 
A Three-Quasiparticle Band in  "Rb 
H. ROTTER"~, J. DÖRING~, L.  FUNKE^, L. KÄUBLERI~~, R. SCHWENGNER~, G.  WINTER' 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Arbeitsbeschafingsverein Rossendorf 
3~epartment of Physics, Florida Stute University, Tallahassee, Florida, USA 
Ingenieurgesellscha IAF Dresden im Forschungszentrum Rossendorf 
The investigation of high-spin states in " ~ b  was earlier started by bombarding a NH3Br 
target of natural isotopic abundance with 27 MeV a-particles fiom the Rossendorf cyclotron 
[I]. Especially, a level sequence built on top of the 2636keV level was established by these 
experiments. The investigation of "Rb was completed by measuring the angular distribution 
of the 7-rays emitted from a Na7'Br target (enriched to 98.6 %) during the a-particle bom- 
bardment. The angular distribution coefficients of the transitions depopulating the 2697keV 
state to levels with well-known spin and parity (see fig. 1) allow us to fix the spin value of the 
initial state to 1712- Among the intraband transitions the 61 keV transition with A2=-0.21(2) 
appears dearly to be a dipole transition, whereas for the peaks at  300 keV and 430 keV being 
complex due to unresolved dipole transitions from " ~ b  and " ~ r ,  respectively, only some 
total of A2 values can be given. Similar negative-parity 3qp bands have been found, e-g., in 
the neighbouring isotopes s3Rb and 79Rb (refs. [2] and [3], resp.) as well as in the adjacent 
isotones 79Br and 8 3 ~  (refs. [4] and [Ei], resp.). A plot of the aligned angular momentum I, 
as a function of the rotational frequency reveals for the 3qp band in "Rb a similarly large 
value of I, as for the negative-parity 3qp bands, e-g., in 7 9 ~ r  and 83Y (see fig. 2). Such a 
large alignrnent suggests that the negative-parity 3qp band in "Rb involves a t  least one g9/, 
proton, while one of the unpaired neutrons is due to the gg/2 shell and the other one can be 
attributed to the negative-parity 
Orbits P1/2> P3/2 and/Or f5/2- REFERENCES: 
[I] W. Wagner et al„ Annual report 1988, 
ZfK-667 (1989) 28 
[2] W. Gast et al., Phys.Rev,C22(1980)469 
[3] J. Döring et al., to be publshed 
[4] R. Schwengner et al„ NPA486(1988)43 
(an-) 
151 C.J.Lister et al., Z,Phys.A329(]1988)413 
DCO Analysis of y Transitions in s 3 ~ r  and s5Rb 
R. SCHWENGNER~, G .  WINTER', R. WIROWCKI~ ,  N .  NICOLAY~,  
P. VON BRENTANO~ AND W. ANDREITSCHEFF~ 
' Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
21nstitut für Kernphysik der Universität zu Köln 
31nstitute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia, Bulgaria 
In experiments with multidetector arrays the analysis of directional correlations of 7 rays 
from oriented states (DCO) is applied to deduce the multipole order of the y rays and the 
spins of the emitting states. The DCO ratio is defined as RDco = W(Ol, 02, Q,)/W(&, 01, d), 
where W(&, 02, Q,) denotes the intensity of a transition 7 2  measured in a detector at  the angle 
82 relative to the beam, gated by a transition yl measured in a detector at $1. The quantity 
Q, is the angle between the two planes opened by the respective target-detector axis and the 
beam axis [I]. The intensity W(&, 01, 4)  describes the reverse case arising from an exchange 
of the angle or of the gating and observed transition. A ratio of RDco=l is obtained if the 
transitions yl and 72 have equal multipole order and are stretched transitions. 
The nuclei 83Br and 85Rb have been investigated in coincidence experiments with the detector 
array OSLRIS CUBE at the tandem accelerator in Köln [2,3]. In order to deduce DCO ratios 
the 7-7 coinüdence data were sorted into 8 E,-E, matrices that correspond to each detector 
combination with 01=450, &=90°, d=90°. Further 8 matrices were created from y-y-<r 
coincidence events. Coincidence spectra were extracted by Setting gates on certain peak and 
background intervals in the (45", 90") and the transposed (90°, 45") matrices. To use the full 
statistics a l l 8  spectra relalted to a certain peak or background gate at one angle combination 
were corrected for the energy-dependent efficiencies of the gating and the spectrum detector 
and were added up. DCO ratios were then obtained from peak intensities in the background- 
corrected sum spectra. Based on these values several spin assignments for new levels in 83Br 
and 85Rb could be made. Examples of DCO ratios are given in table 1. 
Table 1: DCO ratios in 83Br and " ~ b  
E„ (kev)') E, (keV) RDCO = .Lnv2) L;' (I;  - If)% 
356 572 1.02(6) 1 1 1 
356 1260 1 .32(11) 1 2 2 
609 225 0.59(5) 2 1 1 
609 636 0.53(17) 2 1 1 
609 1064 0.95(6) 2 2 2 
s5Rb 228 192 0.97(4) 1 1 1 
228 436 1.56(6) 1 1 0 
228 779 1.64(5) 1 2 2 
779 192 0.61(3) 2 1 I 
779 1014 1.04(3) 2 2 2 
779 1365 0.50(3) 2 1 1 
Transition wigh knnwn multipole order and spin differente of initial and final state. 
'3 M~ltipolci srder: 'Transitions with L = I can indude adrnixtures of L = 2. 
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Medium-spin States of negative Parity in 8 5 ~ b  
G. WINTER, R. SCHWENGNER, W. A N D R E J T S C H E F F ~  A N D  H .  PRADE 
Forschungszentrum Rosssendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Olnstitvte for Nuclear Research und Nuclear Energy, Sofia 
R. WIROWSKI, N .  NICOLAY A N D  P. VON BRENTANO 
Institut für Kernphysik der Universität zu Köln 
In connection with our in-beam experiments for the study of high-spin states in 85986~r via 
the bombardment of 82Se with 32 MeV 7Li ions [1,2] new 77 coincidence data have also 
been obtained for the nucleus 8 5 ~ b  that is formed after the ernission of four neutrons from 
the compound System. Using the 6 detector arrangement OSIRIS-CUBE a t  the tandem 
accelerator in Cologne approximately 3x10' coincidence events have been collected. In order 
to derive information on the directiond correlations of coincident y rays from oriented nuclei 
(DCO ratios) these data have been sorted in a total matrix and also in different submatrices 
according to the observation angles of the detectors involved. 
As a result of this study a new group of medium-spin states in 85Rb has been established 
that de-excite mainly to the 9/2$ isomer but also to the 512- ground ctate. Due to the 
decay pattern observed we assign tentatively negative parity to most of the new states, In 
the previous level scheme [3] only two negative-parity states of spin I 2 912 were known, 
19/2- and 2112-, and interpreted as the coupling of a proton in the p312 or f5/S orbital, 
respectively, to the 8+ two neutron-hole excit ation. 
The new levels may arise from the excitations of three protons within the negative-parity 
subsheli (f5/2 p312) and the two neutron holes might be coupled to 0+, 2+ or 4+. At higher 
excitation energy two protons may occupy the gg12 orbital while a third remains in the lower 
lying negative-parity orbitak. 
Shell Model Study of 8 5 ~ r  
J. REIF, G. WINTER 
Forschungszentrzlm Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
H .  GRAWE, R. SCHUBART 
Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin, Bereich Schwerionenphysik 
Recently, high-spin states in the N=49 nvcleus "Kr were investigated via in-beam spec- 
troscopy, and a new cequence of states built on the 17/2+ ps isomer with excitation energies 
up to 4.8 MeV and tentative spins up to (23/2) was established [l]. A tentative assignment 
of the configuration v0g~12ir(0g.$21p~12 or 0f$,) was proposed [I] to the new levels. 
In order to verify this conjecture shell model calculations have been carried out employing the 
code RITSSCHIL [2]. For the calculation of states with J 2 9/2 it has been assumed that the 
energy levels up to 5 MeV can be described by coupling one neutron hole in the Ogglz orbital 
to  the proton system. In the Kr nuclei the Fermi level in the proton system is close to the 
1p3/2 or 0 fSl2 orbitals, and the high-j orbital Ogg12 Comes into play at high excitation energies. 
Therefore the model space has been generated out of active 0 f5/2, 1p312, 1pIl2, 099/2 proton 
( T )  and Og,12 neutron (U) orbitals relative to a 68Ni core. The effective interaction in the 
proton shells has been taken from the work by Ji et al. 131. For the irv-interaction connecting 
the ~ ( 1 & / ~ ,  OggI2) and vOgg12 orbitals the data given by Gross et al. (41 have been used. The 
matrk elements of the vv-interaction for the Ogg12 orbital have been assumed to be equal 
to the T = l  component of the TU-interaction given in [4]. For the (nO f5/„ uOgg12) residual 
interaction the matrix elements proposed by Li et al. [5] have been applied. The remaining 
two-body matrix elements have been calculated with the modified surface delta interaction 
using the strength parameters AT=1=A~=o=0.35MeV. The single-particle energies relative 
to the 68Ni core have been derived from the single-particle energies of the proton orbitals 
with respect to the 78Ni core [2] and frorn the neutron single-hole energy of the Ogg12 orbital 
relative to the "Sr core [3]. The transforrmation of these single-particle energies with respect 
to the 68Ni core has been performed on the basis of the residual interactions given above. The 
obtained values are, in MeV, c;512 = -9.806, c&2 = -9.733, = -3.023, c;912 = -1.226, 
ek12 = -6.583- 
Following J i  et al. 131 a truncation of the proton model space has been used where at most 
four protons are dowed to occupy the Ogg12 shell, and no restrictions are assumed for the 
other concidered proton orbitals. The conpling of the neutron hole excitation in the OggI2 
shell to this restricted proton space yields a model space which has dimensions up to 10000. 
The result of the calculation of level energies is shown in Fig. 1 together with the exper- 
imentdy observed levels. The excitation energies of all experimentdy known yrast states 
with IX 2 9/Z9 or P > 1512- are well reproduced in the calculation. In particular, the 
smalI energy separazion observed between the 13/2+ and 17/2+ yrast levels is also predicted 
try Phe sheH model. The analysis of the calculated wave functions reveals that the 11/2+, 
13/2+ or 15p2+, 17/2+ states are predoniinantly formed by coupling the neutron hole to 
6fre ~ O W W ~  2' or 44 states of the proton system, respectively, as indicated by the dashed 
finec in Fig. L Siriiarly, the 1512-, 1712-, and 19/2-, 21/2- states result rnainly from 
&tr conpfing icsf the aeutron hole to the 5- and 6- proton states, respectively. The lowest 
7- protsn state dominates in the wave function of the 2312- level. Because the main com- 
poneniE,s of: tke wave fbtnct-lons of the 5- and 6-, 7- levels are given by the cOnfigurations 
(fS/z, ~ 3 / 2 ~ 0 : ~ 2 ) 2  93/„ ndf$iz, P$„ g&& respectively, the shell model predicts 
the p r ~ p ~ s e d  config~afioa v ~ g $ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ # : ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~  or Of&) fl] to the states On top of the 17/2+ 
isomer- 
In addition, B(E2) values have been calculated using effective charges of 1.35e and 0.35e 
for protons and neutrons, respectively. The d u e  B(E2,13/2+ -, 9/2+)=2.06 W.U. is in 
agreement with the experimental value of 2.8f ::$ W.U. [6] whereas the value B(E2,17/2+ -, 
13/2+)=0.56 W.U. is too small compared to the experimental result of B(E2,17/2+ + 
13/2+)=3.$f 1.8 W.U. [7]. 
Fig.1 Comparision of experimental (column 1) aad calcuIated (coimn 2) I e y l  cflmgies of 
"Kr. Out of the calculated l d s  only the yrase stbes wfth II"$ > 912' OT X" $ 15/2- are 
shown. The calculated level energies of the lowst states of the Z2-38 prston sp"tm ('%r) 
are shown in the third column. For ea,& cdclilated eneligy lev& 3ri 8 t i ~ ~ l  the protsn statr? 
coupIing domiaantly to the neutron-hole excitatisn is indkated by a dahed Ene. 
The Odd-M~SS Valence Mirror Nuclei '::Sn„ arid lSi;Eu„ B*D 
lForschungszentmm Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
KAI e. V. Wissenschaftlerintegrati~ns~ro~mrnm 
Assuming l13Sn and 14'Eu as semhagic nuclei with closed N=50, 2-50 or 2=50, N=82 
cores, respectively, the 13 active neutrons or protons should occupy the Same shell model 
S u d  pairs of nudei are denoted as quasimirror nuclei [I] or valence mirror nuclei 
[2]. As a consequence of the charge symmetry and charge indepedence of the nuclear forces, 
shen model calcdations for both nuclei using the same single-~article nergies and the Same 
residual bteraction give identical results. But, for real calculations different shell model 
Parameters for tin nuclei and N=82 nuclei have to be used to obtain optimal correspondence 
between theory and experiment (cf. the corresponding table in Ref. [I]). 
As a result of our comprehensive study [3] of l13Sn its experimentally observed yrast states 
are compared with the correspondling states in 14=Eu (Fig.l). L i e  in the hitherts compared 
of even-even valence mirror nuclei in this region, remarkable similarities are observed. 
The negative-parity states with 1112- < JT 5 2312- have nearly the same level sequence 
and within 250 keV similar excitation energies. In both nuclei 25/2+ and 27/2+ states are 
found at nearly the same energy which should have ~ l h : , / ~  components. Furtheron, in both 
nuclei no comparable positive-p~ity states with 7/2+ < J* < 25/2+ are observed. For the 
1/2+, 3/2* and 5/2+ states characterized by the occupation of the 3si12, 2d312 and 2dS12 
shellmodd states large differentes are found. On the other hand, the 11/2- states based on 
the lhlIl2 orbit agree very well. 
The observed similarities seem to be in contradiction to the different shell rnodel param- 
e t a s  used for the tin and N=82 nuclei. TO explain this discrepancy, the i&uence of the 
extra neutron core between N=501 arid 82 in the N=82 nuclei has to be considered 141. The 
monopol proton-neutron residual interaction, e.g., is most attractive for the siaiilar orbits 
7rlg,l, and ulgr12 causing a different behaviour of the gr12 - dSli splitting in tin arid N=82 
nuclei.Thus, even if the underlying single partide energies a;re different, the mirror similarity 
can persist. The compaision of 'l3k arid "'EU confirms the difficulty with the assumption 
of neutron-proton symmetry in the valence mirror nuclei. 
E,lHeV 
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Yrast Spectroscopy in the N=82 Nucleus 1 4 2 ~ d  B 
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R. WIROWSKI, J. YAN, P. PETKOV, A. DEWALD, A. GELBERG AND P .  VON BRENTANO 
Institut für Kernphysik der Universität zu Köln 
In-beam studies of multiparticle excitations in the Nd32 nucleus 1 4 2 ~ d  had been 
independently started at the Same time in the former Central Institute for Nuclear Research 
in Rossendorf and a t  the University of Cologne. Preliminary resdts of these investigations 
have been published in Zeitschrift für Physik [1,2] and earlier annual reports [3,4]. 
With respect to the close collaboration between the spectroscopy groups in Cologne and 
Rossendorf, well established especialy during the recent years, we decided to combine ow 
earlier results up to an excitation energy of about 6 MeV, where they are overlapping, in a 
common final publication being in preparation. 
Our major activities and results can now be summarized as follows: 
Excited states of 142Nd have been studied in the reactions 14'Ce (a,2n) 142Nd, I3%a (7Li,4n) 
14'Nd and 130Te (160,4n) 142Nd. Using in-beam spectroscopic methods energies, intens5ties, 
excitation functions, yy -coincidences, angular distribution and linear polarization of 7 - r q s  
as weil as y-ray time distributions relative to the beam pulses have been measuted a t  the 
beams of the Rossendorf cyclotron and of the tandem accelerator 51 Coiogae. 
In Fig. 1 the level sdieme of "2Nd as deduced fiom our experimental resufts is shown up to 
an excitation energy of 5747 keV and spin values up to 14 h. Altogether 33 new hvels have 
been established and for five of them nanosecond lifethes have been determined (indicatad 
also Fig. 1). 
The experimental data on excitation energies and electromagnetic propertks af efen-garity 
14'Nd levels are compared with piedictions of the spherical shell model. Odd-parity statec 
of 1 4 2 ~ d  are interpreted in terrns of a particle-core ooupling approach by coupüng ane 
proton to  X = +I shell-model states in "'Pr. 
As shown in [3] the experimental level energies are getteicdly preacted a Mt tos sm8& 
while the sequence and the spacings of the levels are well reprodused. A s i s m  good 
agreement between theoreticd dland experimental vdues was found wit 
lives, brcinching an& mixing ratios. Thrxs, it can be sf;ated, that the s 
applied in the present studies is capable ~f describing tfie mean featurrzs iof positive- ruld 
rregative-parity states tip to an excitation energy of 5.5 UeY- 
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Fig. 1: Level s&eme ~ f " ~ N d  as vbtained in the present 4nvestigations. The width of the 
arrows is proportional to kbe 7-ray intensity obaerved in tfre (a,Zn'f reaction witb 27 
Evidence for new isomers and band structures in soRb 
(Physical Review C46 (1992) R2127) 
J. Döring, G. Winter, L. Funke, B. Cederwd, F. Lid&, A. Johnson, A. Atac, J. Nyberg, 
G. Sletten and M. Sugawara 
Abstract: Excited states in the doubly odd nucleus "Rb have mainly been studied via the 
6sZn(19F,a3n) reaction at 72 MeV beam energy utilizing the NORDBALL detector system. 
The level scheme has been extended up to a (15+) state at 4446 keV excitation energy. In the 
low-spin region seven new isomers with lifetimes in the nanosecond region have been found. 
In addition, a 6+ isomer with a half-life of the order of ps has been identified at an excitation 
energy of 494.4 keV. For the level sequence built on this isomer positive parity is suggested 
and the states are ascribed to the intrudler two-quasiparticle configuration (ag9 f 2  @ ug9 / 2) 
and collective excitations. 
Classical phase-space s t ructure of the single-particle motion in cranked potentials 
(J. Phys. A25 (1992) L115-L120) 
. 
J. Reif and R. Reif 
Abstract: The phase-space structure of the single-particle motion in three-dimensional 
cranked Buck-Pilt potentials of lemniscatoidic shape has been investigated in terms of 
Poincare surfaces of section, the mean value of positive maximal Ljapunov exponents, and the 
chaotic fraction of phase space as a function of the rotational frequency. Due to  the rotation 
a partial regularization of the particle motion was found for certain valuec of deformation 
and frequency. 
A new sequence of high-spin statec built on t h e  l?/2+ isomer in g5Kr 
(Z. Phys. A344 (1992) 229) 
G. Winter, L. Funke, R. Schwengner, H.. Prade, R. Vl7irowski, B. Nicolay, A. Dewald and 
P. von Brentano 
Abstract: High-spin states in 85Kr have been studied via in-beam spectroscopy by 
bombarding a 82Se target with 32 MeV ?Li ions. Since is only form& with a s m S  
relative Cross section proton-7---j cohcidence techniques have been appsed t o  enhance the .y 
rays of 85Kr, even with respect to those of "Kr, in the meaauriements. A new sequences OF 
high-spin states with excitation ener- up to 4.8 MeV and tentative spins q to  (231 
been established on top uf the 17/2+ ps isomer, A teritative assignment of ithe configrxfaitioril 
vg$ *(ggp p$,  or f;,) to the new levels is proposed. 
The hdf-life of the 1437 keV 11/2- state in 97Mo 
(2. Phys. A342 (1992) 145) 
L.G. Kostova, W. Andrejtscheff, L.K. Kostov, L. Funke, E. Will and A.I. Vdovin 
Abstract: Using the (qn) reaction, the half-life of the first 1112- level in 97Mo has been 
determined as Tlf2(1437.O keV)=2.5f 0.3 ns by means of the pulsed beam method. The 
experimentally obtained B(M2)  value between the hlllz and g712 configurations in 97Mo has 
been satisfactorily described within the quasiparticle-phonon model using gzff z0.6 gfree. 
Similar calculations and comparisons with experimental data have been performed also for 
95*99Mo as well as for 99Ru and lolPd. 
High-spin states in the N = 50 nucleus 86Kr 
(2. Phys. A343 (1992) 369) 
G. Winter, L. Funke, R. Schwengner, H. Prade, R. Wirowski, N. Nicolay, A. Dewald and 
P. von Brentano 
Abstract: High-spin states in the N = 50 nucleus 86Kr have been investigated via the 
82Se(7Li,p2n) reaction using 32 MeV 7Li ions. In order to suppress y-rays arising from 
pwce neutron evaporation the measurements of angular distributions and relative excitation 
functions of the y-rays as wen as y-y coincidences have been performed in particle-y 
coincidence modes. Levels with excitation energy up to 7.9 MeV and tentative spins up 
to (12) have been established. On the basis of systematics tentative assignments of shell 
modd configurations are proposed. 
Experimental Heavy lon 
Status of the 4a-Fragment Spectrometer FOBOS B 
l Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
For~chun~szentrurn Rossendorf e. V. Technische Universität Dresden 
4Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung Rossendorf 
' Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin 'Fwie Universität Berlin 
The FOBOS spectrometer is intended for heavy ion reaction studies in the bombarding 
energy range of 10 ... 100AMeV [I-31. In its final stage it will consist of a "gas ball" of 
30 position-sensitive avalanche counters (DGAC) and 30 axial "Braggnionization chambers 
(BIC) behind them. A shell of 210 CsI(T1) scintillation counters surrounds the gas ball. As 
forward detector, the ARGUS ~hoswich array [4] is planned to be used. 
At present (Febmary 19931, the components for 25 DGAC's are completed, 9 DGACys are 
assembled and tested with an alpha source. Most of the BIC components have been delivered 
and are being assembled. All photomultipliers and the f i s t  37 Csf(T1) crystals have been 
obtained, remaining constmction elements of the 210 scintillation counters are to be delivered 
soon. AU pumps, valves, flow and pressure control units of the evacuation and gas supply 
system are mounted and checked for leaks [5]. The whole system equipped with 6 modules is 
now in the test phase. A basic software for control and diagnosis has been written. In 1992, 
further equipment for the front-end electronics has been received. 6 DGAC f BIC channels as 
well as the first-level trigger are prepared for experiments. The software for the data transfer 
from CAMAC via VDB-bus, an Eurocom-6 VME station and Ethernet to a VAX cornputer 
has been developed and implemented into the HOOPSY data acquisition system [G]. The 
whole system has been applied successfully in an experiment at VICKSI {73. This new hard- 
and software enabled us to increase the data accumulation rate up to 1200 multi-parameter 
events per second. For the data analysis, a work station has been installed in Dubna where 
the OLYMP system [8] is running. Simdation and analysis procedures taking rnto acco-unt 
the geometry and individual properties of the FOBOS detectors have been k t h e r  de~eloped. 
The resgonse to biiary fission and multifiagmentation has been simulated in order to study 
problems of acceptance, double lüts and others- Trajectory talculations have been peiformed 
in order fo simulate the proximity effect in the IMF (intermediate mass fragment) emission 
arid the influence of the FOBOS geometry on the measurement of relative velocities. 
During 1992, experiments with gas-med detector modules at the e'mini7'-E030S set-up, 
installed at the U-400 heavy ion cyclotron in  Dubna, have been continued* Some resdts 
concerning nea-bamier reaction Cross sections (4.3 AMeV on and 'lSSa) ;rnd 
fission d t e r  ineomplete fusion (10 AMeV 40Ar On Ig4Pt) are preserzted ia contributions 
[9,10]. The independent mass determination based on the TQF-E method for each detecte.8 
reaction product - one of the basic d~sign featiires of FOBOS - enabbd the data andysis 
without any additional assumptions, The interattive data malysis procedure Iq, W&& takes 
into account all energy losses the partieie: s d e r s  before remhing ehe seasitive volume af-t,he 
ionization chamber, has been further improved. Systematic errors and limitations of this 
method as well as their influence on momentum balances have been studied. If the f d  
dyna&c Tange is covered, the overall mass nuicertainty (o) does not exceed 2 amu for IMF's 
arid 5 amu for FF's (fission fragments). For narrow ranges it becomes about twice better. In 
an 21 AMeV 20Ne on 2 3 2 ~ h  experiment, backward ernitted FF's leaving the target with only 
0.35 AMeV have been detected with an estimated mass resolution of 8%. IMF7s up to 2 6 ~ e  
have been resolved with regard to Z applying our digital Bragg peak spectroscopy method 
E111. 
Prototypes of the large-area (0 200mm) CsI(T1) crystals 1121 of the FOBOS scintillator 
shell have been tested successfully in Dubna and'at GANIL. The energy resolution and the 
identification capacity achieved practically correspond to the best literature data obtained 
so far with small crystals. 
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Nuclear Reactions at the Coulomb Barr ie r  
Induced  by 84Kr (4.3 AMeV) on l16Sn and  l"%n 
C.-M. H E R B A C H ~ ~ ~ ,  M. ANDRASSY~,~,  G.G. CHUBARIAN~ , P, GIPPNER~,', 
A. MATTHIES'~~, H.-G. ORTLEPP'.', G- RENZ~.', K-D. SCHILLING' 
'Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
' Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V. 
In the Course of testing the detectors of the 4~-fragment spectrometer FOBOS [I], the 
reactions 84Kr On ll6Sn and 'Sn have been investigated at the U-400 cyclotron of the JINR 
Dubna with an incident bearn energy slightly above the Coulomb barrier. Two gas-filled 
detector modules were coupled to the reaction iharnber at  the angles of -91 = 45O, cpl = 270° 
and -9' = 45O, cpz = 90° with respect to the bearn axis and covered apertures of 
hd l  = f 13 -4" and A.9' = f 16.g0. Each of the modules consists of a position-sensitive 
double-grid avalanche counter (DGAC) and a Bragg ionization chamber (BIC) behind it. 
Whereas the elastic projectile scattering a t  the lighter target ingredients (Al, 0 etc.) is 
effectively suppressed by the kinematics, this geometry has a high acceptance for elastically 
scattered recoils (ESR) as well as for reaction products (RP) emitted from an intermediate 
system. In order to obtain start signals for the time-of-flight measurements independently for 
both detector modules, two small parallel-plate avalanche counters (PPAC) were positioned 
near the target. 
The calculation of particle mass and emission energy is based on the analysis of the time-of- 
flight (TOF) and of the residual energy (EBIC). Thereby, an iterative procedure [2] considers 
the large arnount of energy loss of the charged particles that have to pass through 7 mylar 
foils with a total areal density of 1.7 mg/cm2 before they reach the BIC volume. The 
resulting mass resolution for the scattered Kr and Sn of FWHM = 8 arnu is dominated by 
the experimental resolutions FWHM(T0F) = 0.5 - 0.7 ns and FWHM(33BIC) = 2 - 5 MeV. 
According to the VIOLA systematics [SI, the RP events differ from those of ESR in a 
reduced TKE what corresponds to a decrease of the relative velocity (VREL) of the asssciated 
particles (from 2.9 cm/ns to about 2.45 crn/ns) and a shift to smaUer folding angles by about 
5O- However, resulting from the angle straggling of 2O - 4O, an overlap of the RP exists within 
the polar detection angle distribution d2 - dl, especially within the region of ESR events 
with higher 84Kr energies. 
The RP identifkation was performed by data analysis with the ATHENE code @]: 
1. Random coinudences and events from higher-energetic 84Kr projectiles ape 
discriminated by windows within the TOF-EBIC plots. 
2. Only those events are considered that f U  the coplanarity sondition for binary events 
(cpz = $01 - 180°) within f 2.5". 
3. Events with reduced TKE are selected within the TOPz - TOFz plot. 
4. After data sorting by the restrictiuns above, a window is created within the 
distribution, which contains the RP events and a strongly reduced ESR psrtion- 
Cross sections concerning the reactions at  ""Sn and "'Sn differ from each other in the ratio 
of about 5 to 1. The analysis of the RP mass distributions (fig.4) in dependence on the 
folding angle 1 9 ~  + 1 9 ~  indicates that this behaviour is correlated with an additional reaction 
component, which produces fragment masses nearby those of Kr and Sn. 
A corresponding component was not found for the ll8Sn measurement. By sorting the 
selected events of the ""Sn runs by the additional requirement + d2 < 90°, the mass 
distribution of the remaining events becomes more flat but is still more extended and contains 
about twice the intensity of the RP from ll8Sn. 
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Mode l  Independen t  Balance Analysis of Fission F ragmen t s  
P roduced  by ?'Ar + lg4Pt at Energies of 5.5 AMeV a n d  10 AMeV B 
l Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
Forschungszentrun Rossendarf e. V. ~ r e i e  Universitüt Berlin 
Experimental investigations concerning the fission of heavy systems after incom~lete fusion 
are often based on the measurement of the fission fragment folding angle. Most of the 
experimental data are successfuly interpreted within the fiame of the naive Massive Transfer 
Model (MTM): The whole excitation energy is de~osited into the fused nucleus. The nucleons 
of the projectile that are not coupled to the compound system cannot take part in the 
momentum and energy transfer. 
However, the direct experimental determination of the masses and velocity vectors of the 
fission fragments event by event dows to analyse the data independently from the MTM. On 
average, the velocities are not iduenced by the neutron emission, and the fission fragment 
mass ratios are equal before and after evaporation. With these assumptions, the fission 
after incomplete fusion can be desuibed as a sequentlal process. Within the frame of a 
pure kinematical picture, the correlatian between the mass and the momentum transfer can 
be studied and the number of eva~orated neutrons can be estimated as a neasure of the 
excitation energy deposited [I]. 
Our measurements have been performed at the heavy ion cyclotronu-400 of the JINR Dubna 
by bombarding lg4pt with 40Ar at in&dent energies of 5.5 AMeV arid 10 AMeV. From the 
two large gas-filled modules of the Mini-FOBOS set-up [2,3], that were positioned under the 
angles of -J1 = 105", <pl = 270° and d2  = 4s0, cp2 = 90° with respect to the beam axis, for 
each of the recorded fragments the time-of-aght (TOF), the residual energy (EBIC) arid the 
detection position (X,Y) were derived. The start signal was generated by a small parallel- 
plate avalanche counter, which has been positioned near the target and covered the cone of 
the forward module. In order to detect the remaining part of the projectile after incomplete 
fusion, an additional small avalanche counter was placed into the reaction chamber under 
an angle of d3 = 20°, cps = 270°. The mass and the emission energy were calculated for eack 
single fission fragment independently by the TOF-EBIC analysis [4]. 
Qualitatively, our data agree with the results obtained in sirnilar experiments I5,6]: At 5.5 
AMeV the fission always occurs after complete fusion, but at 10 AM& the recorded eventi; 
accumulate into two groups corresponding to a large and a small momentum transfer. These - 
two groups are well separated in fig.1, where the total momentum P = gl -+ 3" is shown 
wfih its component parallel to the beam P, and the transverse Py-coorämate (p = 9U0 in 
the definition of our lab. system). Compared to the estimated experimental resolutions 
of f;'WHM(P,) FPWHM(P,) ~ 5 0 0  MeV/c, the widths of khe measrired distributions 
displayed in fig-l are more than a factor of 2 larger resdting fiam neutron evagorathn 
and transverse rnomentum trasfer- 
The mass and the momentum transfers (fig.2) were talculated for earh of the fi~slm evmts 
individually- M%le the mean total fragment mass (fig-3) was detedned to be 207 I 5 
amu and 217 f 5 =U (10 AMeV, neutron evaporation correctedf gor the above %wo groups 
ofmomentum transfer, the mean values of the mass as weU. as the momenturn trwsf%mi or t h  
comesponding two event groups amomt @ 40 % and 80 %, ~esgectively (5g.2)- Lhat the e 
response of our set-up at 10 AMtV bombarding eaergy desreases &ast'ic&y menittim 
t~ansfers near 100 %). Gener the direct groportiona8 cors&ition aS pre&cteijl. by the 
MTM is ~ o h e d A  Ebr abolit af the accmdat;ed wn t s ,  a tlurd par3;icle was detected. 
In conespondence wlth the prssitiori of the ad&tional foiward deteet<sr, &he PB-carrigonent 




For the meaiurement at 10 AMeV, the mean values of the relative fission fragment velocity 
V„[ result in 2.31 f 0.15 cm/ns (2.46) and 2.51 f 0.15 cm/ns (2.61) concerning the event 
groups with small and large momentum transfer (fig.4). The values in brackets are estimates 
using the VIOLA systematics [T]. The mean number of evaporated neutrons deduced event by 
event f?om the mass, energy and momentum conservation was compared with the estimates 
of the MTM using the TKE from 173. Our respective experimental values of 3 f 6 and 
9 f 6 are smaller than the theoretical estimates by about 6 units. However, although it 
seems to be difficult to obtain the predicted absolute values, the difference of the neutron 
numbers between the two groups is reproduced correctly. This is of particular irnportance 
for the analysis of events with higher multiplicities, where the folding angle method camot 
be applied, namely to possess a filter of excitation energy. 
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Extension of the ARGUS Phoswich Array by a FOBOS 
B 
Gas-Detector Module and Test of the FOBOS Data-Acquisition System . 
l Jkie Univemfat Berlin, Forschungzeßtrum Ross& e. V*, 
Joint Instüute for Nuclearr ~ e s e a k h ,  Ihrbßa, Hahn-M--Institut Berlin, 
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An erperiment carried out in I991 at VICK~1-showed that the detection ofurtermediate-mass 
fkagrnents (IMF) at backward angles is an efncient trigger to study processec with high energy 
dissipation in heavy-ion coliisions where lighter projectjles are incident on heavy target nudei 
[I]. I t  is interesting to  analpe mass, velocity, and angular distributions of projectile residues 
in coincidence with such IMF or in coincidence with binary fission products (f) where the 
excitation energy of the taget-like or incompletely fused systexu can be estimated fiom the 
folding angle. 
To prepare a corresponding qeriment for the system 32Sf960 MeV) +lS7Au (whlch has 
already been studied at the HMI [2]), we extended and moaüied the ARGUS multidetector 
set-up [3]: 
1. A prototype [4] of the FOBOS detector modules [G], consisting of a position-c&sitive 
doublegrid avalanche counter (DGAC) and a Bragg ionization & d e r  (BIC) of 24 cm 
depth, was monnted at < OM >=123O. For this purpose a new backward hemisphere 
for the ARGUS reaction & d e r  was cons tded  and assembied in f(lrakow. 
2. Eleven of the phoswich detectol-s in the horhontal plane were replaced by silicon d* 
tectors of 450 to 1000 pm thihess, Aregistration of energy and timeof-%gh% then 
allows to m m  mass distribntions of IMF (slow projedile residues) and fission fktg- 
ments at selected finward angies. 
- .  
- A test run was carried ont in Dezember 1992, wing the VMEbased da%%-acguisition system 
which had been devdoped for the FOBOS detector [6],We dta ineaa  mnrimnm data acgui- 
sition rate of ~1200 eventsfs with N 25 =parameters/event un average. An esFunate bsed 
on few honrs of data conedion with a 500 p u / d  Au target m d t s  in a E co'ncidmce 
rate of N 4000 per honr includiq aü passiiblt pairs of silicon detectors (foli43ng ;~n&s up ta 
138O) and in a ff coincldence rate bek- BfC and one of the sUcolä deteckors of N 700 per 
honr (folding sngles %er than 1x79) w b i h  Aoda  be snfficient f;o analyse ihe 
projectile residues a~ a hc t i on  of the diiisipated mergy. 
Yields for ZMF-Produdion of the Reaction S2S(Q60 MeV)+lQ7~u B 
In order to  stndy the prodnction of htamediate mass fiagments ((IMF) the reaction 
s2S(960 M ~ V ) + ~ ~ ~ A U  [I], aprototype [2] of the FOBOS-detector modnles (FM) [3] had been 
monnted ander a badrwatd + of 123" to the eGUS-xxmltidetector array [4]. 
The yields of IMF m e d  with the BRAGG ionication chambq. (BIC) (covering a solid 
angle of 37 mmad) amonnted to 1% of the registaed total ruiction yield. Fig.1 shows the 
charge spectnun of ndected partidu, that wae stopped within the BIC and gave their fidi 
BRAGGpeBk s i g d  (SP). High energetic IMP penetrating the BIC (FP) as weli as low 
velocity particles not naching their BRAGGpeak milrimrrm are neglected. Values of IMF 
production yields, for SP and are shown in fig.2. 
The charge resolution is d c i e n t  to separate adjacent charges from He up to Ar with a 
precision better than 0.3 Charge units. The detection threshold of the avalanche counter 
of the FM leads io a anppnssion of mergetie light IMF, whaeas the detection &ciency 
for heavier LM-F is saggested to be 100%. The decrease of yields for higher 2-values is in 
correspondence with the mass distribntion [5]. 
Further conclusion needs in an efiiciency correction for the avalanche counter of FM; inves- 
tigati& of this item are also of great impoitance for FOBOS experiments. 
.. . 
charge 
spectnva (see t 4  Fig, 2, Yields for SP from BBAGG-peak 
d y &  and F? identified by timeof- 
flight d y &  
Velocity correlations of intermediate mass fragments produced 
in central collisions of Au + Au a t  E = 150 A - M ~ V ~  
B. Kämpfer1, R. Kotte, J. Mösner, W. Neubert, D. Wolilfarth 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, 0-8051 Dresden, PF 19, Gennany 
and the FOPI collaboration 
GSI Darmst adt , Univ. Heidelberg, CRN Strasbourg , LP C Clermont -Ferrand, INFN 
Florence, IPNE Bucharest, CRIP Budapest, Univ. Mainz, ITEP and IAE Moscow, 
IEP Warsaw, RB1 Zagreb 
Nuclear intensity interferometry supplies informations on disassembling excited nuclear mat- 
ter produced in heavy ion collisions. The space-time structure of the source which emits 
the reaction products can be explored by analyzing velocity ccwrelations. In the find state 
intermediate or heavy fragments mainly obey Coulomb interacttion. The Coulomb repulsion 
hinders the proximity of such fragments in momentum space. Therefore, the appearence 
of small velocity differences of neighbouring fragments is suppressed, in particular for small 
and/or short-hing sources. 
Here we present experimental data and first interpretations of velocity correlations of inter- 
mediate mass fragments (IMF) in central Au + Au collisions at beam energy E = 150 A-MeV. 
The data were taken by the high-granular, azimuthally symmetric component "outer plastic 
wall" of the FOPI detector system [I] at the heavy ion synchrotron SIS of G51 Darmstadt, 
For more informations on event characteristics and one-body IMF observables See refs, [2,3]. 
Let be Yl2(Ül, $2) the coincidence yield of IMF Pairs with charges Zl,2 and velocities Gt2. 
Then the two-particle correlation function is defined as 
where the subscript "mix" means event mixing. JV is a normalization factor fixtd by the 
requirement to have the Same number of true and mixed pairs. The correlation function 
(1) is projected onto the hypersurface t ~ ~ 2  = Iünl = I&  - C21. Displaying 1 + W. V„a 5 
V I S / ~ / ~ ,  instead vs. vlz, we find that different charge combinations result in rather 
similar curves 141. This scaling, predicted in ref. [5] and 5rst veriiied experimentally in 
ref. [7], is used in what follows. Fig, 1 displays our experimental resdts for an errentis 
in multiplicity bins PM3 (17 - 24), PM4 (25 - 32) and PM5 (2 333, In the region 
0-02c the mutual Coulomb repulsion causes the pronounced Codomb hok. Additi 
we find an enhancement of correlations at vred N 0.025~ (see Squares in  Pig. 1)- When 
rotating all events into a unique reaction plane the enhancement ~mishes (see dok in F&. 1). 
This indicates the importance of the reaction plane and carefliifly rletermined ewent .f.ruxing 
conditions. Therefore, the correlation function (I) seems tot Be a,f%c%e;d strongly 
directed flow. 
In order to understand the experimental results and their dependences we run &f- 
ferent simulation codes (including detector fttter). The i1Rt km m,aidy reaies s n  cal- 
culations of the Coulomb trajectories of the charged partides uvlic31L are Initidly ~ m d o m b  
(non-overlapping and with minimum s u r f w  distanee 3. fm) d is t r ib~~ed ia a aphere sf s a & ~ s  
R with a Maxwellian velocity distritailtion characterized by a Lemperature i", A ~01lecti~e 
radial expansion, with Iinear velocity pr6filet u(r) = [r/R)at„fa is sanperimposed m th 
dom thermal initial motion, After Coulomb evolutjan the searce is bomged b 10 
(to account for the ems motioa) a ~ d  randsaly In f ,  $ 0 ~  (to mide traasveaa 
directed flow). For centrai events tha tempsratare .r;xpan~$an vdocity q,~ 
[KAI &V.), T 44wde:ni & i ~ m m s e ~ t r ,  99, 
Sermany 
can be fixed by fitting the observed dependence of the average energy per nucleon on fragment 
mass (A=2Z assumed) E / A  = ( E / A )  + (3T/2)/A [3,7]. The transverse boost V* is the 
main variable for reproducing the enhanced correlations observed at vred N 0.025~. A sys- 
tematic analysis of the directed flow [7] shows that not more than 1 MeV per nucleon resides 
in the collective transverse motion. This restricts the maximum transverse boost velocity t o  
v l  < 0.05~. We find then optimum agreement with the data with a parameter set f o ~  central 
events : 
R =  16fm,T = 35MeV, v„,l = 0.20 C, v(l = 0.27c, V* = 0, (2) 
and with another set for the superpostion of central and semicentral events in PM3 - PM5 
(with a reduced radid expansion, with an average source velocity half between midrapidity 
and projectile velocity, and with some sideward directed flow included) : 
R =  1 5 - 2 0 f m , T =  35MeV,vsu,f = 0-10 C, vll= 0.40c, v~ = 0.05 C. (3) 
With the 2nd set of parameters we reproduce the correlation functions with and without 
regarding the reaction plane (see Fig. 1). 
The present simulations point to rather short life times and seem to be compatible with the 
picture of fast (instantaneous) multifragmentation. Even we rely on an instantaneous break- 
up, the particles need some time to leave the volume bounded by R. According t o  the initial 
velocity and spatial distribution this translates t o  a source decay time being less than 100 
h / c .  Note that our tentative data interpretation indicates an expansion effect: the extracted 
source radius is substantially larger than a 2AA, system at nuclear saturation density. 
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Fig. I :  Correlation function (1) of 
IMFs from an admixture of central 
and semicentral events PM3 - PM5 
(squares). The dots are for the Same 
0)  events, however the events are rotated 
4 into a unique reaction plane before de- 
C 
terming the mixed event yield. Dashed 
(full) lines depict results of Coulomb 
trajectory simulations using parameter 
set (3) with R = 20 fm with (without) 
randomization of t h e  transverse boost 
orientathn. The experimental corre- 
Iation function changes when sefecting 
data from ~tronger centrality ccuts (not 
displwed). 
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Simulations of Velocity Correlations 
Using t he Statistical Multifragmentation Model B 
H.W. BARZ*, B. KÄMPFER*, R. KOTTE, J. MÖSMER, W. NEUBERT, D. WOHLPARTH 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut ftir Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
and KAI e. V. Berlin 
The Statisticd Multifragmentation Model [I] was utilized to simulate velocity correlations of 
Intermediate Mass Fragments (IMF). This model considers primarily the prompt break-up 
process and the evaporation of secondary particles during the dynamical evolution which 
is governed by the Coulomb force. The code version 'CRACKER' was supplemented with 
an acceptance subroutine having regard to the 8 sectors of the outer plastic wall of the 4 ~ -  
spectrometer a t  GSI [2] and read out of each of the 64 shgle scintillator strips of each sector. 
Double hits were excluded from the analysis. 
Then the code 'CRACKER' as event generator was campleted with a procedure which con- 
siders collective radial flow. 
The charged particle multiplicity within the wall acceptance was used to  find a relation 
between the incident beam energy and the excitation energy which is one of the free input 
Parameters of 'CRACKER'. At 150 A - MeV the mem multiplicity of about 25 favours 
an excitation energy of E* = 8 A - MeV. Recent BUU caldations show that the size of 
the source of IMF production is considerably smaller than the mass of the combined sy- 
stem Au + Au. As first approximation, the mass of the disassembling system was set to be 
Ao = 197 what seems even somewhat overestimated. 
The relative velocity distributions Y12(v<,vi) were calculated for pairs of &arges with 
2 1 , 2 2  2 3 within an IMF multiplicity window from 2 to 7. Additional selection condi- 
tions concerning the relative angle between the velocity vectors and the rapidity of the IMFs 
could be introduced. An essential point is that the cuts which were applied to  the generated 
true events must be also used for determination of relative velocities calcdated by mixing 
two different events. Both relative velocity distributions were scded by sqrt(Z2 + 22) and 
they were normalized to j ~ ~ ~ d v  = 1. 
The goal of this study was to find out to what extent the correlation functnon is sensitive Zo 
physicd magnitudes. The simulations show that the excitation energy in t;he interval fPom 
8 to 10 MeV/u has minor influence. The Same Comes out for changes of about 80% in the 
IMF source size. In spite of the 21,22 scaling, the correlation fmction was f m d  to bbe 
sensitive to  the choice of the break-itp density. A change of A(p/po)  = 0.15 rauses roughly a 
displacement of 1.7 - l W 3  - C on the coordinate of the redmed vdocity- Decretisie in p]po shifts 
the correlation function towatEksder reduced velocities and the ascent becomes somewhait 
steeper. =gher break-up densities flattens the ascent. 
So far as Ao = 197 is considered the collective radial fiow causes a substantid 
the conelation function. It remains neady unchanged if the fiow does not exeeeth 1 MeV/ua 
Increasing flow energy flattens the ascent of the correlation funrction~ it; ~ea&es unity abiove 
v„a ? 0-025 - c and the Coulomb hole becomes more filled. Rrtsults of the sI.mdatd6zis are 
shown in fig.1, 
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FigJ Conelation fmctions calcdated with the Statistical Multifiagmen- 
tation code. O - ezperermentai data fm central and sdcentral events. 
A - dependence on the break-up density, 
B - Muenee of the exutation energy, 
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Entropy and Isotopic Ratios in Light Nuclear Systems- 
a Comparison between QSM and CRACKER B 
R. KOTTE, J. MÖSNER, W. NEUBERT, W-TRAUTMANN* AND D. WOHLFARTH 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut fur Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
und * GSI Darmstadt 
h multifragmentation processes the evolution from the break-up pokt to the point where 
the final nuclear fragments axe created is mainly determined by its baryoaic entropy S/A. 
Observables which are sensitive to that magnitude are of special interest. We have learned 
that isotopic ratios belong to such signals [I]. ki the framework of the Quantum Statistical 
Model (QSM), the isotopic ratios are found to be correlated to the isentropk lines as shown 
when both magnitudes are plotted in the temperature vs. density diagram- This behaviour 
is based on the dependence of the mean neutron-to-proton ratio (for 5xed Z] on the baryonic 
entropy. Results of QSM calculations are shown in fig.1 where several disassembling nuclear 
systems are considered. The mentioned dependence is obviously restricted to heavy ind  
medium weight nuclei. In light nudei the mean N/Z-ratio does not depend on the entropy. 
This insensitive region includes nuclei with masses from A zz 20 t o  A 50. 
In order to check the consequences we have investigated the system with 2, N = 14. The 
reason of that choice is the fact that experimental data are available for Al$- p in two refe- 
rences [2, 31. The results of calculations are given in fig.2 wkich shows that h e s  of constant 
isotopic ratio 7 - 9 ~ i / 6 ~ i  have another behaviour than those of isentropic iines. We believe 
that the method used in ref. [I] is inapplicable to that case and for nuclei in the vicinity of 
- A  2 30. As seen from fig. 2, the experimental ratio 7-9Li/6Li FS 1.5 wodd be located at 
unrealistic high temperatures and densities. 
We turn now to the foliowing question: Ic there a general restriction or is this result onhy 
a model dependent limitation? Therefore, we have calculated the Same quiultities for the 
system 2, N = 14 by means of the Statistical Multifragmentation Model [4& Re&stic h t e ~  
actions and deexcitation of the fragments in the expansion stage are included in this model. 
At first, a nearly complete ,phase diagramLC in ternperature (2 MeV 5 T 5 10 MeV) and 
reduced density (0.1 5 p/po 5 0.9) has been calculated using the code versim „CBACXEEt. 
The entropies calculated by both models agree roughly only in the low density and in the 
low temperature regions. Starting fiom hexe, QSM predicts entropies whkh inwease much 
faster with increasing temperature than those detennined by „CRAGKERi'. Consequently, 
the isotopic ratios predicted by the two models are quite cliüferent. Althaugh in the cafculati- 
ans with „CRACKERL' the structure of lines Zor constant isotopic ratio is amte compliwted 
there is still a certain region where mtropy and isotopic i-atio are correlated, As Seen from 
ftg- 3, this is fulfiUed for temperatures above 5 MeV. hthermore, we fouirt.? that trhe power- 
law parameter T is wen correiated to the entropy S/A * shown in fig.4, 
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Fig.1 Calculated mean neutron-to-proton Fig.2 Lines of constant isotopic ratio 
ratios for Li-isotopes produced in different 7-g~i/6~i (sol d lines) and isentropic li- 
collisions nes (dashed) for N,Z=14 
PPg.3 The Same as Bi Sg, 2 but cddatea  
with the code CRACKER, dashed lines- 
entrops solid hes -  ratio 7-BI;i/6Li. 
P l p 4  
Fig.4 Power-law parameter T for IMFs 
(3 5 8 < 12) -(solid lines) and entropy- 
(dashed lines) as h c t i o n  of ternperature 
and density. 
Statistical Properties Obtained from Isotopic Yield Ratios B 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Current mult;ifragmentation models assume that thermal equilibrium is reached before the 
system breaks up. The ocming intermediate mass fiagments (IMF) are expected to carry 
information of the underlying process. We consider here properties of adjacent isotopic pairs 
produced in this way. In the grand canonical approach the isotopic ratio R for two neighbouf 
isotopes (N1,Z) and (N2,Z) can be expressed as 
where N/Z is the neutron-to-proton ratio of the comlbined system target + projectile. This 
expression follows fiom the supposition that the neutron chernical potential is a linear func- 
tion of the neutron-to-proton ratio. 
We have analysed isotopic ratios of He, Li, Be and B obtained in  inclusive measurements in 
order to check the above model predictions. We restriicted the analysis to p+A reactions 11-51 
which avoid possible ambiguities due to some contributions frorn projectile fragmentation. 
Furthermore, we selected strictly such data where for the same target nucleus the yields of 
at least 3 isotopes are available simultaneously. Systjematic errors unavoidable in analysing 
different experimental data sbould be minimized by this doice. 
The compiled data are given in table 1. The yield ratios as function of the neutron-to-protun 
ratio were submitted to an exponential fit and the conesponding 'sbpe' is also listed in ta- 
ble 1. A first inspection shows that the slopes inuease with increasing AR. The predicked 
relation 
is only roughly fuElled. 
The Quantum Statistical Model (QSM) which is basically a grand canonical one was explui- 
ted to reproduce the data. CaIcUlations were performed for Ni, Ag, AU and U. The relation 
(2) was proved correct for the primordial lMFYs. The infiuence of secondary particle edssion 
onto the isotopic ratios was investigated within QSM in dependeace on. the temperature and 
density of the system. Densities larger than p / p a  > 0.3 and temperatures 3328 Mev lead to 
dope parameters which are outside of the experimental limits. Xn aII considexed cases, we 
found that partide emission cause an increase of the dope parameters as observed jn tbe 
experimental data. 
No interaction dmkg the IMF production is taken into a c c m t  so far as the QSM is comi- 
dered. A more realistic description is possible by the S ta t i s t id  
[6]. We used the standard pttrazneter set, an overalii excitation aergy o 
break-up width of 1.2 fm. The masses of the f r a w e n w  systems wem taken &orn previous 
INC-calculations (71. The agreement witb the experisnental data for AU. ax~d %J eodd bst ini= 
proved by using a mdtiplicity-dependent breakw &nsik;)r. Actudg, the c;ilcdated V ~ W S  
reproduce the slope; but there asg considerabk deviations in tbt3 salcut&*d si$sdutt; X Z & ~ X ~  
Inadmissible long computation times made it impossible to calculate the low yield of 6He so 
that the corresponding ratios 6He/4He and 6 ~ e / 3 H e  could not be verified. 
S~lmmiTIg up, we conclude that the presented data favour statistical IMF production. 
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Simulation with GEANT B 
R. KOTTE, J. MÖSNER, W. NEUBERT AND D. WOHLFARTH 
Forschungszentnrm Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Nowadays, many questions concerning planning, design and data analysis often can be solved 
only approximately by simulation because of the complexity of the interaction mechanisms 
or detector geometry. In a Special case we studied the iduence of the detector system 
[I] on the velocity correlations of intermediate mass fkagments by Monte Ca10 simulation 
with several event generators and the GEANT package (23. One principal application of 
GEANT is the tracking of particles through the experimental setup for acceptance studies 
or simulation of the detectar response. The simulation was carried out for the reaction 
AufAu a t  150 AMeV beam energy performed with the FOPI (Phase 1) detector system 
[3] at SIS in GSI Darmstadt. The data have been analysed with the Same routine of the 
softwase package [I] which h-as been used for the experimental runs, too. 
We find, as in raw data, an edmnced coincidence yield due to multiple counting at the 
very sm& relative velocities (vred < 0.005 C) mainly caused by secondary interactions in the 
scintillator Strips, which can be excluded in a controlled way. 
The figure shows the correlation func- 
tions of particles with nuclear charge 
3 5 Z < 6 for the generator events un- 
der the following condition: a) almost 
without restriction (o), b) angular ac- 
ceptance (7O 5 6 < 30°) and energy 
thresholds (D), complete selection by 
the apparatus (A). 
The correlation function filtered by the 
response of the setup suffers for vred > 
0.006 C in average few distortions if the 
finite resolutionfor velocity and &arge, 
energy thresholds a d  the nearly exact 
geometry including dead zones are ta- 
ken into account- Summarizing, accep- 
tance and energy thresholds have mi- 
nor iduence on the shape (especially 
on the steep incline) of the correlation 
function. 
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Midrapidity source of intermediate-mass fragments in highly central collisions 
of A u  + A u  at 150A MeV 
(Physical Review Letters 69 (1992) 889) 
J.P. Alard, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I.M. Belayev, M. Bini, Th. Blaich, R. Bock, A. Buta, 
R. caplar, C. Cerruti, N. Cindro, J.P. Coffin, M. Crouau, P. Dupieux, J. Erö, Z.G. Fan, 
P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, R. Freifelder, L. Fraysse, S. Frolov, A. Gobbi, Y. Grigorian, G. Guillaume, 
N. Herrmann, K-D- Hildenbrand, S. Hölbling, 0. Houari, S.C. Jeong, M. Jorio, F. Jundt, 
J. Kecskemeti, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte, M. Krämer, C. Kuhn, I. Legrand, 
A. Lebedev, C. Maguire, V. Manko, T. Matulewicz, G. Mgebrishvili, J. Mösner, D. Moisa, 
G. Montarou, P. Morel, W. Neubert, A. Olmi, G. Pasquali, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, G. Poggi, 
F. Rami, W. Iteisdorf, A. Sadchikov, D. Schüll, Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, S. Smolyankin, 
U. Sodan, N. Taccetti, K. Teh, R. Tezkratt, M- Trzaska, M.A. Vasiliev, P. Wagner, 
J.P. Wessels, T- Wienold, Z. Wilhelmi, D. Wohlfarth and A.V. Zhilin 
Abstract: Charged particles have been observed in collisions of Au on Au at an incident 
energy of f 5OA MeV using a high-granularity detector system covering approximately t he 
forward hemisphere in the center-of-mass system. Highly central collisions have been 
studied using a double selection criterion which combines large charged-particle multiplicities 
with small transverse-momentum directivities. In this dass of events about one-quarter 
of the total nuclear charge emerges as intermediate-mass fragments with nuclear charges 
Z > 2. These fragments are centered at midrapidity and are produced with large transverse 
velocities. 
A highly-segmented AE-time-of-flight wall a s  forward detector of t h e  4 ~ - s y s t e m  
for charged particles at t h e  SIS/ESR accelerator 
(Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A324 (1993) 156) 
A. Gobbi, J.P. Alard, G- Augustinski, Z. Barak, X. Bastid, I.M. Belayev, Th. Blaich, 
P. Boccaccio, R. Bock, S. Boussange, A. Buta, R. caplar, C. Cerruti, R.J. Charity, 
W. Cindro, J.P. C o f i ,  M. Crouau, F. Daudon, J.F. Devin, P. Dupieux, J. Erö, Z.G. Fan, 
C. Fayard, P- Fintz, 2. Fodor, L. Fraysse, R. Freifelder, S. Frolov, E. Gimenez, Y. Grigorian, 
G. Guillaume, N. Herrmann, K-D- Hildenbrand, S. Hölbling, F. Hornecker, A. Houari, 
S.C. Jeong, M- Jorio, F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, P- Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte, M. Krämer, 
C. Kuhn, A- Lebedev, I. Legrand, C.F. Maguire, V, Manko, M. Marquardt, T. Matulewicz, 
S. Mayade, G. Mgebrishvili, J. Mosner, D. Moisa, G. Montarou, I. Montbel, P. Morel, 
W. Neubert, R. Neunlist, G. Ortlepp, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, F. Rami, W. Reisdorf, 
M.A. Si~ettel, E. Sahuc, G. Savinel, Z. Seres, D. Schull, B. Sikora, V. Simion, S. Smolyankin, 
U, Codan, M.H. Tanaka, K.M. Teh, R. Tezkratt, B. Tischler, M. Trzaska, M.A. Vasiliev, 
D. Vinmnt, P. Wagner, J. Weinert, J.P. Wessels, T. Wienold, 2. Wilhelmi, D. Wohlfarth 
and A.V. Zhilin 
Abstract: At the SBJESR accelerator facility at GSI in Darmstadt the 47i-detector system 
FQPI is under construction a t  present. It is designed for the investigation of central collisions 
ofheavy iorks irr the energy r a g e  up to 2 A GeV- As phase I of this detector a forward wall has 
beetr built an$. used in mrious experimentc, It comprizes a total number of 764 scintillators 
itimrtl sheU of thin AE-detectors in fro& of i t  and co~ers  the full azimuth 
ab the p o h  angles irom 1" to 305. The vel<scity and thcs waidear charge of the fragments are 
determined by ~n combined time-ai-Bight and AE measuremeat- 
Statistical fragmentation of Au projectiles at E / A  = 600 MeV 
(Physical Review C46 (1992) R1577) 
J. Hubele, P. Kreutz, V. Lindenstruth, J.C. Adloff, M. Begemann-Blaich, P. Bouissou, 
G .  Imme, I. Iori, G.J. Kunde, S. Leray, 2. Liu, U. Lynen, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, A. Moroni, 
W.F.J. Müller, C. Kg6, C.A. Ogilvie, J. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Rudolf, H. Sann, 
A. Schütt auf, W. Seidel, L. Stuttge, W. Trautmann, A. Tucholski, R. Heck, A.R. DeAngelis, 
D.H.E. Gross, H.R. Jaqaman, H.W. Barz, H. Schulz, W.A. Friedman and R.J. Charity 
Abstract: The mean multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments (IMF) (MIMF)  produced 
by fragmentation of Au projectiles interacting with targets of C, Al, Cu, and Pb at an incident 
energy of EIA = 600 MeV is compared to predictions of statistical multifragmentation and 
sequential evaporation models. The initial conditions for the calculations were provided by 
Boltzmann-Uehling-Chlenbeck simulations. In the high excitation energy regime where the 
IMF multiplicity reaches its maximum the observed universal correlation between ( M I M P )  
and the total charge Zbound of projectile fragments with cha~ges Z 1 2 cannot be reproduced 
by a sequential evaporation code. In this regime the data are better described by statistical 
decay calculations which assume the formation of an expanded nuclear system and a rather 
fast breakup. 
Correlations in multi-fragment events 
(Nuclear Physics A545 (1992) 329c) 
U. Lynen, P. Kreutz, J.C. Adloff, M. Begemann-Blaich, P. Bouiaaou, J. Hubele, G,. I m e ,  
I- Iori, G.J. Kunde, S. Leray, V, Lindenstruth, 2. Liu, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, A. Maroni, 
W.F.J. Müller, C. Kgö, C.A. Ogilvie, J. Pochodzalla, G .  Raciti, E. Rudolf, )I[, Sann, 
A- Schüttauf, W. Seidel, L. Stuttge, W. Trautmann and A. Tucholski 
Abstract: We have measured the multi-fragment decays of AU projectils after colllsion% wi%h 
C, Al, CU and Pb targets at a bombarding energy of 600 M&/nncl&~n, WE? have dev~lqed  
a series of observables that progressed in complexity. These observables were exatsnbed 
a function of the violence of the collision and span the region from evaposatioa t~ tot4 
disassembly of the nuclear system. The results are cumpxed to both nudear statistical S L P ~ . ~  
percolation calculations. 
I 
The rke a n d  fall of multifragment production in lg7Au + C, Al, and Cu reactions 
at E/A = 600 MeV 
(Nuclear Physics A538 (1992) 473c) 
W. Trautmann, J.C. AdloE, M. Begemann-Blaich, P. Bouissou, J. Hubele, G. Imme, I. Iori, 
P. Kreutz, G.J. Kunde, S. Leray, V. Lindenstruth, Z. Liu, U. Lynen, R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, 
Al Moroni, W,F.J. Müller, C. Ngö, C.A. Ogilvie, J. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Rudolf, 
E. S a n ,  A. Schuttauf, W. Seidel, L. Stuttge, A, Tucholski 
Abstract: We have studied the transition from the evaporation to the vaporization regime in 
19T~4u induced reactions on C, Al, and Cu targets at a beam energy of 600 MeV per nucleon. 
Th@ experiment was performed with the ALADIN forward spectrometer a t  SIS-We find that 
with increasing violence of the collision the mean multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments 
first increases to a maximum (MIMS) 21 3.5 and then decreases again. Calculations using 
the BWU model suggest that the fragmentation is governed by the energy Edep deposited 
iato the Au nucleus and that the maximum of ( M I M F )  is reached around Edep = 8 MeV 
nudeon. 

A winding Machine for the Manufacturing of 
Multi Wire Detectors 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Institut fiir Kern- und Hadronenphysik, 
Zentralabteilung Forschungs- und Infonnutionstechr~ik 
A winding machine for producing wire planes as components of nuclear and particle physics 
detectors has been developed. It is suited for wire planes with a maximum width of 2m and 
a maximum length of a single wire of 2.7 m. 
The main design criterion was to reach a high precision in wire positioning and tension. 
Furthermore, the construction of the machine is based on the following requirements for 
essential parameters: 
- possible wire diameters: 10. . . 100 pm, 
- wire tension: 200mN.. . 5 N (continuously adjustable, accutacy better than 5 %), 
- wire distances: 0.5. . . 20 mm, maximum error 10 Pm, 
- maximum culmulated positioning error for wire planes of 2000mm width: 250pm. 
For constructing the machine we adopted the widely used principle, where a wire plane 
is winded on a double auxiliary frame in a first and mounted on the detector frame in a 
second step. The control of the winding as well as the parameter settings are performed by 
means of an AT386 personal computer based process control unit. A quadro-linear table 
providing a range of 2090mm is used for wire positioning, which is controlled by an optical 
measuring system with an accuracy of f 2 Pm. 
The wire supply unit mounted on the linear table guarantees the exact wire positioning 
on the winding frazne as well as a constant wire tension. The latter is provided by the torque 
of a current-stabilized electric motor, where the wire coil is mounted on the motor axis. 
The essential parameters of the winding ma-e as e.g. wire position accuracy and ten- 
sion have been determined by means of a video microscope and a tensiometer. respectively, 
showing the following results: 
1) In a first version of the wire sugply unit, where the distance between the guide roller and 
the optical measuring system was comparatively long, we observed large perioaic deviations 
in the wire positions, which were correlated with the pitch of the spindle of the linear table. 
After decreasing the distance between the roller and the measuring system the iduence of 
the spindle guiding to wire positioning became negligible. 
2) Farthermore, we found a wire mispoaitioning up to 40 pm that occured due to v5bratlons 
of the frame of the rnachine. These deviations could be reduced by inmeasing the skiffness 
of the frame. 
3) As the main reason £01 the positioning error of 20 pm the manufatturbg tolerante of khe 
guide roller was detected. The required accuracy of 10 jtm is expecked t o  be  readied, If this 
roller will be replaced by a vertically mounted polished cyiinder that will gguide the wire from 
the supply to  the wulch, 
4) The deviations in wire tension have beea measmed to be lesc than 2 % and meet therehre 
the requirements glven above. 
Process control of the wire winding machine 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Zentralabteilung Forschungs- und Infonationstechnik 
The rnechanical construction of the wire winding machine is shown schematically in fig. la. 
The control of the winding process is performed by the following important components 
(fig. Ib): 
the driving systern for the winding frame, the wire supply unit and the feedback drive for 
the linear positioning mit. 
For the drive of the winch a reversing drive with control of the rotationai speed for the geared 
DC-motor has been used. 
The motor moment of 106 Nm is sufficient to produce the acceleration necessary for the 
motion of the winch with &anging rotational speed. The positions of the winch is absolute 
measured by means of a position encoder (single turn). 
The functions of the wire supply unit are to guarantee defined wire tension and an exact 
guidance of the wire to the winding fkame. The adjustable resetting force is obtained with 
a current controlled reversing drive of a disk motor with a small moment of inertia. The 
feedback drive of the wire supply unit has been realized with a commerciaily available lin- 
ear positioning unit combined with a high-resolution incremental length-measuring system 
with a position accuracy of 1 p. All functions of the machine are controlled by a personal 
computer AT 386- This enables us to use a menu controlled operation providing a great 
flexibility of the facility. By means of the developed software wire planes of different dimen- 
sions and stmctures can be produce. The computer is connected via a serial interface with 
the feed rate control. The measured position values for the w i r d  were read in via a parallel 
interface in the Gray-Code. The set-point value of the speed control for the winch drive and 
the current set-point value for the unwinding drive of the wire supply unit are delivered from 
an analog interface. 
The most critical point is to control the rotational speed of the winch drive in such a way, 
that the acceleration of the unwinding wire coil is smali enough to obtain a constant wire 
tension. A sinuous approach was chosen for the wire speed during a half turn of the winding 
h e .  With respect to the geometry of the rnechanical configuration the required set-point 
value for the speed as function of the frame position is calculated. The storage ability of the 
wire supply unit snppoxts this End of control by smoothing the wire acceleration amplitude. 
For starting the winding maihine, the opesator has to  put in only the feeding, the wire ten- 
sion, the average winding speed and the frame dimensions. The winding process is started 
and stopped inr one of the twe Zero pasiticpns oZ the winich. in these positions a pick feed of 
haU a wire dislame tokes place. 
Pig. l a 
Wire supply imit 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE VACUUM SYSTEM FOR THE 
START DETECTOR DEVICE I N  THE 
COSY-TOF-SPECTROMETER~~~ 
L. NAUMANN, W. NEUMANN*: G. SCHMIDT: J. HUTSCH, P. MICHEL, K. MÖLLER: 
I). NAUMANN, A. SCHAMLOTT, A.  SCHÜLKE AND M. S~BIELLA 
Forschungszentnrm Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hudrunenphysik 
'Zentralabteilung Forschungs- und Infornationstechnik ' 
The COSY-TOF-spectrometer [I] consists of many detectors in a vacuum tank with a volume 
of appr. 50 m3. Vacuum pressure less than 10-2 mbar is necessary in precise nuclear physics 
experiments for elimination of such disadvantages as badcground production, energy loss arid 
multiscattering along the flight path of particles. The liquid hydrogen target [2], which is 
positioned in the start detector vessel, requires vacuum pressure in the order of 10-5 mbar, 
to suppress condensation of residual gas at  the target windows. Such condensates would 
falsify the original composition of the target material. The start detector vessel with a 
volume of appr. 60 1, which contains the liquid hydrogen target and 32 scintiilation counters, 
was separated from the huge tank, because it seems difficult, to evacuate 50 m3 down to 
10~' mbar. 
This Separation has been achieved by a 19 irm thin Mylar foil of 600 mm diameter. In the 
routine working regime the pressure difference Ap between the two sides of the foil creates 
a s m d  force, which does not deform the foil visibly. But if this pressure difierence amounts 
to Ap 2 6 mbar, the foil touches the sensible hoiiow light guides [3] of the start detector, 
and may destroy them. 
We constructed a foil holder with an integral pressure regulation mechanism, to prevent such 
a destruction. 
The layout of the vacuum test System is shown in fig.1. 
A turbo molecuiare pump (400 l/s) in connection with a fore-vacuum pump creates in the 
start detector vessel a pressure in the order of 10-= mbar, if the second window (Wz) is 
closed by a flange and the foil was removed. 
The foil was accurately mounted between the two windows (W* and Wz), to test the pressure 
regulation mechanism. The pressure pz was varied by fiüing the volume V2 with nitrogen 
(LN2) through a precision valve. The measured ratio of the pressures p ~ / p i  n dependence 
of the pressure difference Ap is shown in fig.2. There three qualitative different states are 
seen for the pressure regulation mechanism: 
- closed for Ap 5 0.04 mbar, 
- switching for 0.04 mbar < Ap < 0.5 mbar and 
- open for Ap 2 0.5 mbar. 
Fig.2 Working characteristic of the Fig.3 Mecha~cal deformation X of the foi1 
pressure regulation mechanism in dependence on the pressure difilerence 
The deformation of the foil has been measured simultaneously. The result is sfiown in sg.3. 
For Ap 5 0.10 mbar the deformation is not well dehed. When Ap iricreases, the foil expands 
up to X = 10 rnm along the rotation symrnetry axic of the device. 
The strength of the foil was tested by shock waves of different power generated by openiag 
volume V3. All tests were repeated several times and a good reproduction of dl rmultoi WS 
observed. 
RIFERENCES: 
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A LASER BASED TEST SYSTEM FOR THE 
COSY-TOF-SPECTROMETER~.~ 
P. HERMANOWSKI, H. BRAND, S.  BRAND, S .  CHAMERA, H. FREIESLEBEN: 
A. FRITSCBE, H. KOCH, J. KRUG, E. KUHLMANN, J.S. LANGE, H .  MATTHÄY, 
P.  RJNGE, A. RÖSER A N D  M. STEINKE 
fluhr-Universität Bochum, Institut für Ezperimentalphgsik I 
L. NAUMANN, P. MICHEL, K. MÖLLER, 13. NAUMANN, A .  SCHAMLOTS A N D  A.  SCHÜLKE 
Forschungszentnrm Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadt.oncnphysik 
and the COS Y- TOF- Colluborution 
We describe a calibration system for routine control of approximately one thousand 
scintillation counters of the Time-of Flight-Spectrometer (11 at the Jiilich Cooler Synchrotron 
as shown in fig.1. Optical test systems for calibration and control of a l ~ g e  number of 
scintillation counters from the point of signal creation inside or near the scintillator up to 
the data acquisition system are often used in modern spectrometers [2]. 
The aim of this test system is primarily to find drifts in time resolution and delay of individual 
detector channels, exceeding 220 ps. It  is also possible, to monitor the gain drift of the PMT 
and the foilowing electronics. 
Fig.1 Layout of the laser test system for the COSY-TOF-Spectrometer 
The Zaser is posithoned 30 m away from the 
TOF-Spectrometer. The Parameters of 
the laser (type Laser Photoxki LN 12OC) 
are listed in the fdowing table: 
The optical fibrjes (type C e r a  Optec) 
have a quartz lcore of either 200 pm 
or 1000 pm in dianieter and a quartz 
claddPng. 
Filling N2; 0.1 l/min 
Wavelengt h 337.1 n m  
Pulse FWHM 300 ps 
Beam divergence 3 X 7 mrad 
Beam size 2 X 3rnrn2 
Pulse energy 70 ~ L J  
Pulsing frequency < 20 Hz 
The attenuation for UV-light of these fibres is 80 dB/km. The divergence of the outgoing 
light amounts to zk 12'. A tMck fibre of 30 m length connects the laser with a light spil t ting 
device with three outputs- One is wavelength shifted from ultraviolet to visible blue by 
POPOP (1,4-di-f2-[5-pkenyl-oxazolyl)-benzene) and then coupled to light guides of the 
s tw t  detector, 'fhe second out;put is used to  create the reference signai for calibration and 
tfrie &her one is lgui d to the ccintillation counters of the stop components of the COSY- 
TBlEiISpectrometer. 
D e t d s  oZ the c~nstruction of the caübration system for alf 32 scintillator munters of the 
start detector device are shown in fig.2. A flange connector couples the Iight to thin fibres 
Inside Ehe. vacDimn vessel. The construction aliows an easy and weil defined connection of the 
fibre- The Eg1tt iatensity can be varied up to a factor of 15 bj# an aktenuabr (A), tu& (B) 
contains 37 fibres with polished endfaces. Each fibre is 1.5 m long and ends in a reflector 
head (C), which reflects the emitted light onto the light guide toward the PMT (type XP 
2020). 
The fibres cannot be mounted directly on the scintillators of the start detector device because 
of the sensitive mechanical construction of the hollow light guides [3]. 
For the scintillation counters in the stop detector it is possible to feed the light pulses into 
the scintiliator of the opposite side from the PMT, such that the test includes also scintiiiator 
L 
Fig.2 Test system for the start detector setup 
TDC- and ADC-spectra, as shown in fig.3, demonstrate results for one start detector chmel .  
The time spectra were taken with two identicauy PMT7s and a constant-fiaction- 
discriminator (Ortec 934). For the peak shape of the Squares a time resolution of appr. 
220 ps (FWHM) was estimated. 
Status of the Evacuation and Gas Supply System of FOBOS* 
G.R.ENZ~*~ ,  P.GIPPNER~**, C.UMLAUF~*~,  V.M.VASKOI, D - M A Y ~ J  
l Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V. 
The FOBOS evacuation systeni was successf'dly tested. A. vacuum of 2 . 10-~ Torr within 
the FOBOS ball has been achieved using four turbo molecular pumps. All Bragg ionization 
chamber cases and the manipulator for handling them were delivered from Bulgaria. All the 
gas fiow and gressure control units including supporting valves and pumps of the gas supply 
system were mounted mechanically and electrically. A system for on-line gas mixing for the 
Bragg chambers was mounted and added to the FOBOS setup. 
All these components can be controlled &her manually or remotely by the SIEMENS SX 
automation system [l] (fig-1), which was successfidly installed and tested in 1992. Basic 
Software for process visualization on X-terminals of the &anging status of the evacuation 
and gas supply system has been developed (fig.2). The actualpressure values can be observed 
at 64 different positions of the system. The vaIves and pumps can be switched over in a 
simple manner by mouse dicks only- 
P2g.i 6' § SX au&ornatioa system hardware 
Fig.2 FOBOS process visualization Xqgaphic display 
RFZ'ERENCES: 
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T h e  Scintillator Shell of t h e  FOBOS 4n Array B 
W. WAGNER', A.S. FOMICHEV~, C.-M. HBBBACH~, A. MATTEIES~, 
H.-G. ORTLEPP' , 0.V. STREKALOVSKIJ', V.A. VITENKO~, G.PAUSCH' 
The gas-filled detecton of the FOBOS array [I] ate not able to registrate penetrating light 
chatged partidu (LW). ThU emisdon of LCP, howepa, caa give vainable insight into the 
=eaction mechanimir which wjii be stadied at FOBOS. Especially c o r d a t i o ~ ~  between LCP 
and heavier hgments are ofintatst. 
Therefon the gar detector of POBOS wil l  be sunwnded by ~Mtillation coanters [2]. The 
CsI(Tl) scintillator shell conrirts of 210 h-onal cryrtalr (200 mm and 150 mm diameter) 
situated behind the Bragg ionization chambm covaing them with a geometrical efficiency 
o i  73.4 %. The nnmba of scjntnistors joined together in one modnle is equai to seven. 
SUntillator tbicknessu of 1.5 cm and 1 an have bem choren Tor the angles B = 16O - 52O 
a ~ ~ d  B = 53O - 164O r u p d ~ d y .  
The crysta.ls polished at the fiont side and roagh at  the back side are conpled via hollow 
conical li@t gnides to the photodtipliers of type FEU 173 (0 150'mm) and FEU 167 
(0 100 mm). Efforts haG b a n  made to enhance the light conection &cienG and to avoid 
inhomogenities due to the lstge dimensions of the crystals . Typical energy resolutions for 
Pu alpha particles of 6 -7% have been achieved. 
LCP were discriminated np to Z = 3 by a pnlse-shape inspection niethod [3] integrating the 
current pulse of the photodtiplia 6 t h  the help of two Charge-to-digital converters (QDC) 
within the time gates of dtr = 0-400 XIS and 6t2 = 1600-3600 ns (G. 1). The reaction shown 
in this ezsmple is. 9.1 .&MeV 20Ne+s8Ni. !LW detector was piaced at 45O with respect to the 
beam direction. 
Data acquisition wil l  be reaiized by FASTBUS electronics conpled via VSB to s VME work 
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Par t ic le  Identification in Solid-State Detectors by Exploiting 
Pulse-Shape Information 
G. PAUSCH~, W.  BOHNE^, H. Fucps2,D. HILSCHER~, H. HOMEYER~, 
H.  MORGENSTERN^, A. TUTAY~ ,W.  WAGNER^ 
' h i e  Universität Berlin, 2Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin, 
Fors~hun~szentrum Rossendorf e. V. 
The shape of current s i e& fiom solid-state detectors is sensitive to the length and density 
of the ionization track and consequ&ly to Charge and mass of the detected ion. This effect 
which has already b- nsed for p&i& identification (see e.g. [1,2] and refs. therein) was 
investigated experimentally in more detaii gt the WCKSI facility [3]. 
W e  irradiated various Silicon detectors of 450 to 2000 p thickness with reaction products 
fiom 12C(360 M~v).+ Ho arid 32S(795 MeV) + Au, and scanned the comnt signalr with a 
series of QDC ch=& Charge samP1es Qi were taken simultaneousiy in 16 equidislant time 
windows (short integration gates fied with respect to the CFD timing Signal), arid stored 
event-by-event together with the total &arge (i.e. the integral over the total pulse length 
which is proportional to the energy E in the depleted Zone of the detector) and 
the time-of-fiight IlifO-tion. TEs rnethod &owed an off-line adys i s  of Qi(E) correlations 
as w d  as a m d e  reconstruction ofp&eshapes using the complete sets of &arge samples 
Qi. The results of data andysis can be $-nzed 8s follows: 
1. Partide informationis present not onlyin the Bse time, but encoded in the entirrt shape 
of the m e n t  si@ (fig.1). The pulse-shapes are main$ly d e t 4 e d  by zrn interphy 
of the plasma erosion &ect [4] arid refs. therein) and charge-cwiet drift times, 
both depending on the S t ia l  ionization density @,(X) and lthe dectric field strength 
F(x) inside the detector. 
Figure 2. Particle identification for a 
450 p silicon detector (Intertechnique 
IPE 450450-25, Emount ) obtained with 
short-gate integration including the pulse 
tail: The y axis of this scatterplot displays a 
charge sample Q of the current signal (inte- 
gration gate: 25 to 70 ns with respect to the 
start of the pulse; Q indudes an arbitrary 
offket) normalized to the energy parameter 
E. Unit-mass identification up to Be isoto- 
p e ~  was observed, and separated Z branches 
are visible also for particles not stopped in 
the detector corresponding to higher Q/ E 
values than for stopped ions at the Same 
energy B. 
Figure 3. Scatterplot of the "charge ba- 
lance" paramet- XI versus energy E for 
a 2000 p silicon detector (ORTEC TA- 
19-100-2000, T-monnt) irradiated from 
the rear side with reaction products fiom 
32S(?95 MeV) 3- Au at < dZ >= 14': XI re- 
presents the ratio of time integrds over the 
Peaaing (t = 0 to 40 ns) and trailing (t = 80 
to 160 ns) parts of the current pulce- 
A Start and Anti Halo Detector for Operation 
in Magnetic Field Environment B 
J.  BIEGANSKY, K.D. HILDENBRAND*, R. KOTTE, J. MÖSNER, 
W. NEUBERT, J. WEINERT* AND D. WOHLFARTH 
Forschungszentm Rossendorf, Institut fUr Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
and * GSI Damstadt, KPI 
In 1992 the superconducting solenoid and the Central Drift Chamber of thk 4a-detector fa- 
cility a t  GSI came into operation. The corresponding start detector system requires a shield 
from the magnetic field to enable the wage of phototubes dose to the solenoid. Different 
from the phase I arrangement the beam passes through a new adjustable antihalo-detector 1 
and the start detector in vacuum. A 100 P m  Capton window allows the beam to leave the 
vacuum tube and to enter the helium bag where target and antihalo-counter 2 are located. 
A new start- and antihalo detector system (See fig. 1) was designed, tested and operated 
under beam conditions. 
Fig.1 Schematic view of the start detector and itc location 
in the FOPI-detector system 
The start detector consists of two shielded PiiiIlips XP 2020 piaototubes with artive bases, 
The tubes are embedded in a threefold cyhdticäl shielding. The centrd cube and bath 
outer screw-holdered shielding c y k d a s  are made from soft iron type C3Al with a carbon 
content less than 0.04 Qlo. This outer shielduig is followed by a second eyiuider also made 
from soft iron. The final shielding of tbe PMTs is a tylindef of Ma-meid (O.8mm ~hick). 
For a n  assumed magnetic stray M d  d 0-1 T the s h i d h g  factor of this mangenient was 
estimated to  be = 6000. 
Be- partides pass through a thin (50 firn) scintillator foi3 m d e  from P%0T U with raw 
surface. The scintillation light is seen by the two phot~cat'hodes via pII&gIass light &des 
wkch also sed  the vacuum of the beam line fkom the PMTs. 
Tests were made with an UV Laser. A t k e  ~ s o 1 u t i o ~  f U = 80 ps was t-i.athyed withost 
magnetic field for an anode voltage of 1.5 kTf, Measurments uiider beam coflditims wes@ 
carried out with 1 A - GeY Au projec&s. ith appiied magletic frdd a time res;alu&$on d 
about o. = 130 ps was fomd. 
The antihalo counter 2 is located in the strong magnetic field of about 0.6 T which renders 
more difficult to use photomultipliers to get a fast timing signal. Therefore we decided to 
couple the scintillators to PIN photodiodes (Hamamatsu type S 3588-03) with a sensitive 
area of 30 X 3.4 mm2. Each PIN photodiode was'connected to a Charge sensitive preamplifier 
type CATSA 82 which provides both energy and timing output sigqals. 
Tests were carried out with a piece of fast scintillator material NE 104 (10 mm thick) ex- 
cited with an UV Laser. Although there is only a smaJl overlap in the wavelenght of the 
emission spectrum of the scintillator and the spectral response of the PIN diode a sufficient 
signal-to-noise ratio has been observed. The pulse height could not sufEciently improved by 
the use of an orange scintillator whid shifts the emission spectrum to larger wavelengthes. 
Nl depletion of the PIN diode is reached for a bias of 70 V. The corresponding rise time 
was measured to  be 10 ns. The time resolution was determined against a fast .scintillator 
coupled to a Hamamatsu PMT resulting in U = 140 ps. 
~ Time in [ns] 
Fig.2 Walk and time resolution as function of the pulse height 
of the PIN-photodiode 
F'urther tests were carried out with a 1 A . GeV U beam which provides typical signal arnpli- 
tudes of 60 mV (10 ns rise time, 50 ns duration) corresponding to a typical signal-to-noise 
ratio of about 40. The pulse beight distribution provided by the energy output of the pream- 
plifier CATSA 82 shows a peak which corresponds to the energy loss in the scintiliator and 
a tail extended t o  smaller pulse heights. The energy loss resolution for U was estimated to 
be ,- 7 %. Tbre time resolution under beam conditions was measured against a start counter 
as described above, Fig. 2 shows the mean position and U of the time peak in dependence 
of the pulse height obtained &on: the energy output of the preampliner. For suIIiuent Zarge 
pulse heights khe time resolution was nieasured to  be 180 ps. The nieasured quantities fulfiU. 
the demmds nrade for use as fast tjrmiog Signals in the beam-trigger pattern. The new start- 
and antihalo detector system was used successfdy during the Dec. beam time of FOPI at 
SZS (&Au, 1 AGeV and 400 U e V )  in a similar I I L ~ I I I ~ ~ ~  as described in ref.[l]. 
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Progress Report on the Drift Chamber HELITRON 
The Endflanges and the Combs B 
H.W. DAUES *, J. HUTSCH, R. KOTTE, J. MQSNER, W. NEUBERT, 
W. TEICH AND D. WOHLFARTH 
Forschungszmtrum Rossendorf, Institut für K m -  und Hadronenphysik 
und GSI Damtad t  
The detector HELITRON is a 24-sector cylindrical drift chamber with radially strung sense 
wires. It has a diameter of 2 m and a depth of 0.6 m and will be situated in the axial ma- 
gnetic field of the 4x-detector system FOPI, directly downstream the Central Drift Chamber 
(CDC). Its design constmction and characteristic data are described in refs. [I] to [3]. Here, 
we report on the production of the two endffanges of the Chamber and that of the combs 
defining the positions of the sense and potential wires. 
Each endfiange consists of two rings of Stesalit which are hold together by 24 spokes of 
glasfiber strengthened epoxy resin. The spokes have been stretched by 200 N and glued into 
suitable rabbets in the inner arid outer ring. The field defining wires of 50 p m  diameter 
CuBe were stnmg by 0.9 N and soldered on printed-circuit boards which have been glued on 
the rings before. The boards on the outer rings also w r y  the resistor chains (25 X 15 MSl 
per sector) of the voltage dividers and the contact elements for high voltage supply. Each 
sector has its own connections to the cylindrical p'art of the chamber allowing to be powered 
separately. 
The wire grids define the homogeneous electric field of the drift region at the end sides of 
the chamber. The pattern of the wires for one sector is schematically shown in fig. 1. Each 
sector has 50 wires parallel to the sense and potential wires, where the spacing of these field 
forming wires is 5 mm. 
Fig.1 Schematic view of rme sector of the ezdfia2rp;e of mLITRON 
The combs for the wirec of the read-out plane were designed similar to that used for the 
CDC. It foresees a wire spacing of 5 mm and a staggering of f 200 pm. The shape of a comb 
is shown in fig. 2 schematically, where the potential wires are in the mean and the sense 
wires in the low or high positions. Each read-out plane concists of 58 sense (50 pm diameter 
NiCr) and 59 potential wires (100 pm diameter gold plated tungsten). 
Fig.2 Schematic view of a comb of detector HELITRON 
The combs have been produced by casting fluid epoxy resin *) in brass forms, Each comb 
was casted in several steps, where the epoxy resin was made bubble free by evacuation bet- 
ween the steps. For practical reasons the lenght of the combs was chosen to be no longer 
than 320 nun. Therefore, two combs have to join for each side of an anode plane. In or- 
d e ~  to test the combs a device was produced which allows to fasten two combs in parallel 
and to string the wires in a similar -er as in the HELITRON. By means of an optical 
miaoscope facility the coordinates (spacing and staggering) of the wires have been measu- 
red. Mean deviations .of 6 pm and maximum ones of 20 pm from the average spacing and 
staggering d u e s  were observed. Futhemnore the shr'inkage has been determined for each of 
the 96 combs. The mean relative shrinkage value is 7 X 10-~, but the individual values are 
distributed between zero and 10-~, depending mainly wether the comb was tempered (in 
order to shorten the hardening process) or not. Therefore, for each anode plane four combs 
with s M a r  shhkage d u e s  will be used in order to avoid additional inaccuracies in track 
recognitionlater on. The combs have been produced in Rossendorf and delivered to the GSI. 
We thank A. Gobbi (GSI) for masy helpful discussions and H.J. Benz and D. Henke (both 
GSI) for careful oiachining of the brass forms. L. Göbel is thanked for measuring the combs. 
*) We used the epoxy reck Araldit CW 2215 with hardener BY 5162 from Ciba-Geigy. 
This epoxy resin contauis ,$olomiteu (stone powder) as filler. 
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Improvement of t he Tracking Detector 
for t he AL ADIN Facility ' B 
~ Forschungszentnrm Rossendorff, Institut für Kem- und Hadronenphysik 
TH. HOFMANN, W.D. KUNZE, V. LINDENSTRUTH, U. LYNEN, W.F.J. MÜLLER, 
J.  POCHODZALLA, H. SANN AND A. WÖRNER 
The fragmentation of excited nudei produced in high-energy heavy ion reactions has been a 
subject of considerable interest since the first multifragment events were observed in emul- 
sion studies. The ALADIN collaboration [I] studies theae questions in experiments designed 
to measure the decay of excited projectiles in inverse kuiematics. An important compo- 
nent of the ÄLADIN spectrometer is the new Time Projection-Multiple Sampkg Ionization 
Chamber (TP-MUSIC). This detector measures very precisely the track coordinates and the 
atomic numbers Z of the reaction products. 
In order to  reduce the detection threshold of the TP-MITSIC for miriimum ionizing paztides, 
this detect or was supplemented with 18 Multiwire Proportional Counters (MWPC), which 
were proposed by our group [2]. First test results are shown in refs. [3-51. 
The operation of the TP-MUSIC in a continuously sensitive mode can cause the unwanted 
formation of space charge in the drift region. This space charge is mainly due to the ions 
created in  the amplification regions of the MWPCYs. 
A fraction of these ions is dropping into the drift region. Zn order to avoid this effect we use 
a gating grid in front of the MWPC {3]. Otherwise the resdting space charge can seriously 
distort the trajectories of drifting electrons [5]. 
Normally the gating grid is dosed and ody  opened by a positive trigger decision. This opera- 
ting condition prevents most of the undesired primary ioxkation (primary beamparticles or 
background events) from reacbing the MWPC's and effectively eliminates substantid space 
charge formation. 
In several test nuis we have chedsed different methods for the signal read-out electronics of 
the MWPC's aud several trigger circuits for controllllig the gating grid. An unplea~ant fea- 
ture 0x1 using these circuits arises from the fact that the read-out e1ect;ronfcs of the M W C Y s  
as wefl as  the adjacent TP-MUSE anodes are disturbed for about 5ps after opening the 
gating grid. During this period each half of the tradcing detector ignores the fkst 25 cxn 
of its 100 cm driit length. in this reduced drrft Zoom we have measured a recohtion of 
Z / A Z  = 31 (Ni-beam, E/A=650 MeV) for the MWPC, a d a b l e  without distortion of the 
excellent Z-separation of the TP-MUSIC, b t h e r  uivestigation an shmteniag this dead time 
of the electronics is necessary. 
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The Status of the Data Acquisition System at the 0" 
~ a c i l i t ~ ~  
"Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Zentmlabteilung Informations- und Forschungstechnik 
~orschun~szentrum Jülich, Institut für Kernphysik D V 
cForschungszentrum Jülich, Zentmllabor für Elektronik 
The basic equipment of the Data Acquisition System for the experiments to  be carried 
out at  the 0" Facility of COSY was designed according to the recommendations of the 
CANU-commission [I] in 1992. In Fig.1 the components of the hardware basis are shown 
which are available a t  Rossendorf. These components were selected in collaboration between 
Rossendorf and Jülich (IKP-DV and ZEL) [2]. The Data Acquisition System is adaptable to 
different requirements of the experiments, it's components are standard modules and most 
of them are programmable. They are arranged in a three level structure. 
The experimentalist will handle his experiment fully by using an Experimental-Workstation 
(base level) which is connected to a local network area via Ethernet ThinWire. At present 
a DECstation 5000/240 is installed. In the future this can be a network of workstations and 
more powerful workstations for example ALPHA-workstations depending on the requests for 
Online Data Analysis. A VMECrate containing 3 Fast Intelligent Controllers FIC 8232 are 
used in a second level of hierarchy. One of them is a complete software development system 
with connections to Ethernet, to a SCSI interface and a hard disk. It's operating system is 
OS/9. The FIC's will work as event builder or subevent reader during the experiment. The 
hard disk is used only for Software development. The events will be stored on a magnetic 
tape (EXABYTE 8500C) by the event builder. In the front end area (third level of hierarchy) 
FASTBUS and CAMAC crates are employed. Each of the FASTBUS crates is controlled 
by an intelligent master called CHI. These are complete computers basing on an EPROM- 
resident operating system OS/9. During the experiment the FASTBUS systems are working 
as fast data-tead-out systems. Both TDC and QDC modules (Phillips Scientific 10C6,10C2) 
are scheduled t o  be used for the instrumentation of the side detector. For the task of 
experiment control and for the data aquisition from wire chambers it is planned to  use 
CAMAC crates with VLC-A2 controllers which are able to support the VICbus. These 
controllers are also intelligent components basing of an EPROM-resident operating system 
OSJ9. These crates must be equipped depending on the tasks of experiment control. It 
wili be also possible to use these crates for the data acquisition from wire chambers and to 
complete them in this way. 
In the 6eld of software development for the Data Acquisition System a t  the 0" Facility it was 
decided to work in a collaboration between Jüiich (ZEL, IKP-DV) and Rossendorf (FFI) 
to  create a general solution for all experiments at COSY basing on the Same or similar 
hardware. A general solution requires a great initial expense but we can hope that most of 
the experiments can be supported with only minor changes of the software. So the developed 
software will be better adaptabie to  the experirnentalists requirements 233. The modulare 
an& configurable data aquisition software wili run on the UNIX-Workstation visualizied by 
an OSFJMQTLE User interface. The GERN software tools (PAWXII, HBQOK) [q will be 
implemeated for the on-line data analysis. First global software modules iike Data Base, 
Master Cantroil, Logging- and Reporting-System are under tests [G]. For a comfortable and 
enective software developiaig &so in the front-end area an  OS/9-NFS-clnster system was 
built. Al1 compatters are catiected via Etfiemet an TCP/IP, We cati use the possibilities 
of File Transfer Program and Terminal Local Net. The CHI'S and FIC's which haven't an 
own disk can use remote mounted disks an the workstation via Network File System- It  is 
also possible to  use windows of the workstations display to operate iike a terminal at the  
CHI'S and FIC's. With the so cailed down-loading we are able to load software from remote 
mounted disks. A first front-end FASTBUS testsystem was developed on this basis. 
A general overview about the software structure of the Data Acquisition System will be given 
in a forthcoming report. 
Fig.1 Basis Hardware Architecture of the Data Acquisition System of the 0" Facility 
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TEST OF PHOTOMULTIPLIERS FOR THE 0" FACILITY 
AT C O S Y ~  
Forschungszentrurn Rossendorf, Institut für Kern-und Hadronenphysik 
At the 0" Facility a large number of scintillation detectors will be used. As a first step 
the necessary photomultipliers (PM) were tested. The amplitude and time characteristica 
of 60 PM's (type XP 2020 and XP 4222) to be used for the STOP detector (see Ref. [I]) 
were measured by using the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. A voltage divider of Philips was 
modified such that the voltages gl and d1 could be changed continously (see Fig. 2). As 
ligth source a green LED controlled by a pulse generator with pulse rise time of 1.2 ns and 
pulse amplitude of 40 V was used. In the test 8 points at  a distance of 16 or 18 mm and 21 
or 22 mm from the centre of the photo cathode were selected turning the PM by 45". At 
each point the amplitude and rise time of the dynode pulses, the signal transit time relative 
to the generator time and the time resolution (FWHM) were measured. The differences of 
the transit times between the value for the centre of the cathode and those for the points 
a t  16/18mm distance amounts to 220 - 450 ps and at 21/22mm distance to 250 - 600 ps, 
respectively. Compared to the centre of the photo cathode the amplitudes change by about 
15% when measuring at a distance of 16mm from the centre and by 5 20% at 21 mm distance. 
The time resolution amounts to 125 - 200 ps (FWHM). 
As a result of these measurements the mechanical and electrical construction of the voltage 
divider could be optimized. It is important to have as s m d  and cheap voltage dividers as 
possible, because of the large number of PM's to be used at the 0' Facility. Several variants 
of dividers were built and tested. Fig. 3 shows the mechanical construction of the developed 
divider with a diameter of 78mm. The electrical stability of the divider was tested at 3 kV. 
No deterioration of the transit time difference and time resolution has been found. Up to 
now 4 dividers were built and tested. The costs for the developed voltage divider amounts 
to about 30-40010 of those for the divider from Philips GmbH [2]. 
PM tubes of the types XP 2972, XP 2000R and-R 2076( R3478) were tested, too, because 
for the START detector we intend to make use of PM's with a smder  diameter of the photo 
cathode. 
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Fig.2 Electrical construction of the modified voltage divider 
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Fig.3 Mechanical construction of the voltage divider 
In order to measure the signai transit time difference of the XP 2927 s srtitable vobage 
divider had to be build- The voltage dl is adjustabie and high voltages of 1,75 and '1 
are used. The transit time difference at a distaace of 11 rnm from the eentre nf 
cathode lays between 475 and 625 ps. The outptlt ampljtudes md the time sesoiuth~ change 
up to  100% compared to the centre. 
One PM of the type R 2076 (denoted by R 3478 with integrated vohage divi 
with the foliowing result: signal transit time difference at a rXi&aaee Bf 625 
centre of the photo cathode amounts to 150 - 200 ps and %Be time re~oltl 
One part of the detector arrangement at 2he 0' Facility is 
Therefore, it is neeessary to have shielding cylinders for the 
and Mumetd shield cylinders were produced in the FS-9t6ssendoS an& &Ben 
by Fa. Stromungsmaschiienbau Dresden. The shlelding characte~istiss wiB bo 
FZ-Jülich. 
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Development of Data Acquisition Elect ronics for FOB 0 S 
K. Heidel, H.-G. Ortleppl 
Forschungszentrurn Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
.Joint Institute for Nuclear Research Dubna, Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions 
On lenve Rom: Forschungszentrurn Rossendorf, Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Delay-line Amplifier 5027-30 
The delay-line amplifier shapes the coordinate signals derived from positioksensitive ava- 
lanche counters according to the delay-line principle. It is operated in high vacuum and 
protected from demage caused by voltage discharges. The input impedance may be matched 
with different delay lines (z;= 200 ... 800 0,adjustable). The linear output range is Ua4 =- l.6V 
(on 50 Q load) and may be directly fed into a trigger. 
The lay-out is manufactured from double layer board of the dimensions 300*200 mm2 desi- 
gned by PCAD [I] and produced in surface-mount devices (SMD) technology. 
Avalanche-Counter-Amplifier 5027-40 
The avalandie-counter amplifier derives fast timing signals and spectroscopic signals from 
avalanche counters. It is operated in high vacuum and protected from demage caused by vol- 
tage discharges. The amplifier is isolated from high voltage (bias 1.5kV, fiiter time 0.5s). The 
linear output of the timing chamel is UA4=-1.5V (on 50 0 load). The timing signals may 
be directly fed into a trigger. The spectroscopic signals (output impedance Zo=50R) need 
further amplification. 
The lay-out is manufactured from double layer board of the dimensions 750*300mm2 desi- 
gned by PCAD and produced in SMD technology. 
BRAGG Processor BDP 5385 
The CAMAC 1M-module B R A G G ' D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Processor (BDP) [2] was designed for the procec- 
sing of digitized signals from BRAGG-ionization chambers to obtain the energy and particle 
information [3]. The shape of the BRAGG pulse is digitized by means of a flash ADC located 
in the companion module BCD 5387 [2]. The clock frequency of the ADC is 10MHz. Two 
algorithmetic units - developed using high-performance TTL farnily (FAST,ALS) - deter- 
mine the integral (energy E) and the smoothed maximum (nudear charge number Z) of the 
sigmal. A digital comparator determines the threshold for pulse recognition and a pile-up in- 
spector rejects enoneous results. The control of the working conditions and the data transfer 
is performed via the CAMAC-dataway, 
The lay-out is manufactured from 4 -1ayer bord designed by PCAD and produced in SMD 
technoIogy- 
~haper/Elash ADC BCD 5387 
The CAMAC IM-modde B U G G  Curve Digitizer (BCD) was designed for the digitizing 
of spectroscopic signals from BRAGG ionization chambers. I t  includes a cpectroscopic am- 
plifier and fiIters (pole-zero compensated CJR differentation and active low frequency filter) 
adapted 'to this pnrpose. The output signols of the amplifier are sampled with a lOMHz 
clock frequency generator and digitized loy an 8-bit flash ADC. The control of the working 
conditions is performed via the CAMAC-dataway. 
The lay-out is madactured  fiom 4-layer bord designed by PCAD (mixed technology). 
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Complete test of the BRAGG Digital Processor BDP 5385 
K. Heidel, H.-G. Ortleppl, A.P. SirotinZ 
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Joint Institute for Nuclear Research Dubna, Laboratory of Neutron Research 
The BRAGG-ionization chambers of the FOBOS 4ir -array [I] are read out by the special 
processor unit BDP 5385 [2]. In addition to the test method proposed in ref. [3] we developed 
a complete test procedure using a simulated near-real chamber pulse-shape. 
The status word of the BRAGG Digital Processor is generated under program control inter- 
actively as follows: 
-Tlueshold value (0-63): sets up an input threshold level 
-Parameter G (1-5): sets up the number of samples used for d e t e d a t i o n  of fragment charge 
number Z (pulse max.) 
-Parameter P: sets up a time interval (pile-up) for checking the pulse-lenght (0 - 255)* T,  with 
T = 100ns 
-Pulse-lenght 1.5~s-3p: dehes a time interval for the pulse-shape 
-Pulse-shape: regime for dehation of test pulse-shapes 
The complete test procedure calculates the values for E and Z simultaneously. The test 
pulse-shape can have any form given by 72 numerical values of sample arnplitudes. It will 
be written into the coincidence unit ZfK 5388 [3], whieh has been zeroed before. If the E 
and/or Z processing has failed the test pulse-shape can be chosen in a less complicated way 
and the reason of failure can easily be found. 
Our complete test together with the procedure of ref. [3] gives guarantees that the BDP will 
work faultless under the experimental conditions of FOBOS. 
The principle block-scheme of our complete BDP test arrangement is given in fig. 1, The 
unit ZfK 5388 is used as a program controlled generator of the simulated pulse-shape and of 
the START and CLEAR signals necessax-y. The shaper F synchroaizes the test id rmat ion  
with a takt frequency analogous to the BRAGG Curve Digitizer BCD 5387 [2] applied In 
experiment. The controller KK009 is a CAMAC-ineerface for the PC-AT. 
Results of in-beam PET imaging Experiments at 
the Fragment Separator of the GSI DarmstadtB 
KAI e. V. im FZ Rossendorf, ZfK Rossendorf, ' GSI Darmstndt, 
FZ Rossendorf 
In ref. [I] we presented fmt results of the 1991 positron emission tomography (PET) exper- 
iments with ß+-radioactive beamc obtained either from the fragment separator FRS [2] or 
by the nuclear interaction of a beam of stable ions with the stopping target [3]. 
At 6rst we report here on an interesting byprodulct of the PET measurements, namely the 
visualization of the fragment separator performance. For this purpose radioactive beams 
obtained from the fragmentation of 20Ne (E = 500 MeV/u) in a 4 g/cm2 Be target were 
implanted into a phantom of polymethylmethacryllate (PMMA, p = 1.18 g/cm3). The target 
mounted in the centre of the large area HIDAC positron carnera [4] had a length of 25 cm 
in beam direction and of 22 cm in the X-direction of the FRS coordinate System (lateral 
direction). The thickness of the target amounted to 3 cm in order to reduce the infiuence 
of the scattering of the annihilation radiation to the image quality. The radioactive beams 
of lSNe with minor components of 'F and 150 had an intensity of (1 . J )  X 105 particles per 
spill. The spill repetition time was 3.5 s, the spiU length amounted to 0.5 s. Annihilation 
data were recorded only in the pauses between the synchrotron pulses. The longitudinal 
tomograms were reconstructed by means of an iterative algorithm [5]. 
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Fig, I Lmplanted B+-aetivity distributions obtained from different degraders at the central 
f0cw Xfs of the f~agment sepaeator E"RS, a) without Fz-degrader, b) homogenems degrader, 
c) achematic degicader, d) monoenergetic degrader, 
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In the tomograms of fig.1 representing a 2 cm thick slice of tht. phantnm and in the widths of 
the 'Ne distributions (tab.1) the effect of inserting differently shaped degraders at  the focus 
F2 of the.FRS can be clearly Seen. The values of table 1. have been calculated by fitting the 
distributions to a Gaussian and by deconvolution with the Gaussian point response function 
(FWHM = 7.3f 0.3 rnm) of the positron camera. This rather poor spatial resolution is due 
to the parallax error of the detectors, where two 7-electron converters a t  different positions 
are read out by one multi wire proportional chamber in between [4]. Fig. l a  shows that 
ions with nearly the Same A/Z ratio ("Ne, "F, and "0) are only poorly separated if the 
fragment separator is operated without a degrader at the focus F2. Inserting a homogeneous 
degrader leads to a clear separation of these beam components (fig. lb). Figs. l c  and l d  
show the effect of achromatic and monoenergetic degraders on the shape of the final focus. 
I Monoenergetic I I I I 4.5k0.7 77.5f 3.9 I 
Table 1 The width (FWHM) of the implanted 'Ne distribution for different F2-degraders 










In real therapy PET range measurements using a ß+-active beam for treatment plan verifica- 
tion and adjusting the therapy beam pararneters should be done with low doses of radiation, 
Therefore, it is desirable to measure the ranges from a low number of annihilation events, 
Fig. 2 shows that for a beam of lgNe the centroid of the range distribution can be rather 
precisely calculated from several hundreds of registered annihilation wents. 
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Fig. 2 Cornparisoii of the ranges of a 'Ne beam (E = 406 MeT//u, width 26& mm PWXMi 
deduced from tomographic slices of 2 an thidrness which hove been roconstrlrcteci from 
different numbers of annihilation events. The graphs have been obtained by projecting the 
tomograms onto the range axes. The mean ranges calciiiatad by a Oaussian fit ;ye givm in 
mm with the errors in parentheses. 
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On the spatial Distribution of Positron-emitting Nuclei 
generated by relativistic light Ion Beams in organic BdatterB 
KAI e. V. zrn. Forschunpzentt.1~m Rossendorf 
Due to their physical behaviour when penetrating matter, highly energetic light ions produce 
very favourable dose profles for the radiotherapy of deeply seated tumours 111. In order to 
translate these physical properties into precise, tumour conform dose profiles it is necessary 
to ase a beam delivery which consists of a magnetic scannig System and an active energy 
Variation [2], Such a highly precise irradiation requires the possibility of an in-situ therapy 
control. The first approach to this problem was the Berkeley concept [3] of treatment plan 
verification by means of low-intensity beams of ß+-active isotopes of the therapy beam. 
However, nuclear fragmentation during the penetration of the therapy beam through tissue 
will produce a considerable arnount of ß+-active nuclei. The study of the spatial distribution 
of these P+-emitters generated by a 406MeV/u 'Ne beam in a plastic Phantom by means 
of in-beam positron emission tomography (PET) [4] revealed that this distribution shows a 
pronounced maxiimum near the range of the 20Ne particles. 
In order to explain this, the nuclear fragmentation of the primary particles as well as the 
stopping and decay processes of the positron emitting secondaries have been calculated. For 
simplicity of the Monte Carlo code the following assurnptions have been made: 
(i) The only processes for generating secondary radioactive isotopes are nuclear fragmenta- 
tion reactions. 
(ii) Longitudinal ;arid transverse momentum transfer in the nuclear fragmentation reactions 
have been neglected. 
(iii) Fragmentation cross sections have been calculated using the parametrization of ref. 151. 
(iv) Subsequent nuclear interactions of the secondaries have not been taken into account. 
(V) Range calculations have been performed using the relativistic Bethe formula. 
(vi) The distributions of the positron emitters 10-llC, 1 3 ~ ,  1 4 9 1 5 0 ,  l 7 p 1 ' ~  and 18*igNe have 
been calcdated, whereas the short lived ones 8B, 9C, 12N, 130 and 'Ne have not been taken 
into account, shce their production cross sections are comparatively smaU and most of them 
have a P+-endpoht energy greater than 8MeV which corresponds to maximum positron 
ranges in tissue of more than 4 crn [G]. 
The resdts of applying this code to ßf-activity distributions in polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA, CoHSO2) induced by beams of "Ne, 160 and 12C with a range of about 14.3 cm 
are shown in fig. 1. The observed ßc-activity results from different components: 
(i) Target fagmentation gives rise to the flat, exponentially decreasing part of the spectrum, 
which begins at fthe entrance of the beam into the target and ends at a range that corre- 
sponds to the fragnnentation threshold. 
(ii) Projectile fragmentation groduces an activity distribution with a pronounced peak struc- 
ture, where the fl+-actj~e isotopes of the primary nuclei have shorter ranges than the incom- 
ing beam, whereas the fragments with lower atomic numbers are found a t  larger ranges. 
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Fig. 1 Number of ß+-decays versus tke range of positron emitting fragments generated by 
'ONe, 160 and 12C beams in a PMMA phantom obtained from Monte Carlo calculations. The 
decays are assumed to be registered during 5 rnin after the irradiation with one infinitely short 
pulse of 107 primary particles. The arrows indicate the primary particle ranges as obtained 
from the relativistic Bethe formula. 
The results show that the range distributions of the induced B+-emitters may involve s d -  
cient informationfor extracting the range of the primary beam. This may offer the possibility 
of on-line monitoring light ion tumour treatment by means of PET. For proving this assump- 
tion further experiments and a refinement of the Monte Carlo code have been initialized. 
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A flexible double head BGO positron cameraB 
FZ Rossendorf, KAI e. V. im FZ Rossendorf, GSI Darnstadt 
Positron emission tomography (PET) techniques for an in-vivo dose locali'zation in light 
ion tumour therapy [1,2] requires detectors with high efficiency. Thus, bismuth germanate 
(BGO) is the detector material of choice for such a PET application which has to be installed 
a t  the treatment place i.e. directly at a high energy light ion beam. 
For minimizimg reconstruction artifacts a ring PET Scanner, as it is commonly used in nu- 
clear medicine, would be necessary. However, such a tomograph installed a t  the treatment 
position will interfbre with the beam delivery. 
Thus, an incomplete transaxial tomograph providing gaps for the therapy beam seems to be 
an adequate solution of this problern. The imaging properties of such an tomograph have to 
be tested at the beam-line, but a complete construction is too expensive. 
Therefore two small position sensitive BGO detectors [3] were mounted on a step motor 
driven handling system which is capable of moving the two detectors independently on a 
cylindrical surface and which simulatec thereby a ring tomograph with a vertically oriented 
axis (fig.1). The two Linear tables (vertical motions) allow an increase of the axial field of 
view (FOV) as well as in-plane and cross-plane coincidence measurements. The turn around 
tables increase the transaxial FOV. 
Since a correct tomographic reconstruction requires both the ac tual detect or position and 
the points where the annihilation quanta hit the detectors (intrinsic detector coordinates), a 
real-time control for the handling system (fig. 2) hod to be developed. The detector move- 
ment is controlled by a 3EE VME system [4] based on a Motorola 68020 CPU running 0S9, 
an I/O card, floppy and hard disk drives and step motor &vers MCSl [5] which additionally 
watch the end position switches. 
Each step motor (VRDM 5910/50 LNC [6]) is drimen by a motor driver unit (MDU) that 
indudes the D550-04 [6] &ver card, a power supply and an adapter for the end position 
switches. 
For transfeming the actual detector positions to the data acquisition system GOOSY [7] , 
(cupporthg the J11 based single CAMAC crate system) the VME crate is coupled to 
CAMAC via the MIL bus (MIL-STD-1553B) control mi t  VSE1000 and a CAMlOOO module. 
The control software has been written in C. 
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Fig. 1 The double-head BGO camera mounted at the beam line of the heavy ion synchrotron 
at GSI. In the centre the turn around tables are Seen which bear arms with the vertically 
mounted linear tables with the detectors on top of it. The detectors can be moved around 
the phantom of plastic wherin the beam coming from the left is stopped. (Photo: Achim 
Zschau, GSI Darmstadt, RS-2080/11/93) 
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Two different BGO detector modules for 
use in ligth ion tumour therapyB 
FZ Rossendorf, KAI e. V. im FZ Rossendorf 
In-viv0 measurernents of the ranges of Ps-radioactive beams by means of poSitron eimission 
tomography (PET) are regarded as an essential component for treatment plan verification in 
a future light ion tumour therapy [1,2]. In order to minimize the radiation dose ior patient, 
detectors with high efficiency are required. Thus, bismuth germanate (BGO) is the detector 
material of choice for such a PET application. 
The spatial resolution of a BGO positron camera is primarily determined by the siee of the 
crystals. The limiting factor in decreasing the crystal size in multi detector PET Scanners is 
the problem of one-to-one coupling between scintillators and photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). 
To overcome this, two dimensional arrays of crystals are coupled to PMTs, where the number 
of PMTs is less than the number of uystals. 
On the base of the results of computer simulations of the 511 keV -pradiation interaction 
in BGO scintillators 2 different multicrystal 2D BGO detectors have been invectigated by 
measurernents with an 18F flood source for an evaluation of the main properties (e.g. crystal 
identification, energy resolution, detector efficiency ). The main properties of the de tectors 
arel 
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Fig. 1 Image of the X and Y position response distribution of a Siemens (fig. la) and of a 
FZR (fig. lb)  detector module formed by exposing the modules to a ''F flood source. 
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A simple and fast reconstruction algorithm 
suitable for on-line range measurements 
by means of PET in light ion tumour therapyB 
J. PA WELKE^, W. ENGHARDT~ 
FZ Rossendorf, KAI e. V. im FZ Rossendorf 
In vivo measurements of the ranges of P+-radioactive beams by means of positron emission 
tomography (PET) are regzded as an essential component for treatment plan verification in 
a future light ion t-our therapy [1,2]. For this purpose a suitable positron camera system 
that considerable differs from those applied in nuclear medicine has to be used at accelerator 
beams. In refs. [3,4] first results of PET measurements of spatial P+-activit~ distributions 
were presented, when radioactive beams were implanted into organic phantoms and the fol- 
lowing annihilation events were detected. Longitudinal tomograms were constructed from 
the measured data by mems of backprojection and 3-dimensional iterative reconstruction [2]. 
In a further step the beam range was deduced from the tomograms. However, the use of 
the reconstruction algorithm requires a Iot of computing time and the measurement has to 
be finished before ehe reconstmction can be started. Thus, an alternative algorithm for a 
practical use in t u , m o ~  therapy is desirable. It would be worthwile if the reconstruction can 
be started during data acquisition. 
A 3-dimensional tomographic reconstruction starts often with a backprojection. In a second 
step the blurring, generated by the backprojection, is removed by means of a suitable recon- 
struction method. Because of the special conditions for in-beam PET imaging of implanted 
radioactivity (low activity, poor event statis tics, Limited angle and shift variant sampling) 
the fast Fourier space deconvolution is not applicable for reconstruction. 
The 3-dimensional badcprojection of a point source is a &-function where R means the dis- 
tance fiom the source. In this work the backprojection was replaced by an ernpirical method 
determines the J-dimensional distribution of pairwise intersection points of all event 
lines measwed. In differente to the badrprojection this method shows a more complex shape 
0f blmring that depends on the spatial coordinates of the source points. However, it can 
be a ~ u m e d  that this method leads to a sufficiently low blurring for exact range calcda- 
tions without the need of time cons-ng tomographic reconstruction. In order to check 
this~ images w-e reconstructed by the crossing point scherne from simulated event data of 
different ~~mbina t ions  of Point a d  h e  SourCes. The simdation shows a general reduction 
0f blurrbg in the case of simple compact activity distributions. For the PurPose of Tange 
measurements in tumour therapy su& source distributions are given, thus, the ap~lication 
of the intersecth point s b e  for reconstruction of PET measurements [3,4] was started. 
In ' g -  the 2-&mnsional radioactivity distributions in sections of 2 cm thidtness with the 
beam in the m t r e  calcdated by the iterative scheme and the crossing point method are 
campared for data sets. With bath methods comparable images were obtained with the 
diEerence of &ght blwing in the &tribution from the method of crossing points. In real 
PET r w  m e . s u m a  whg a fi+-active be- for treatment plan verification and - 
ad*ting & ~ z L ~ ~  be- p-etm before the actual treatment s h d d  be done with 10w 
o f d a t h t .  In ta& 1 we compze the range val~es that have been extracted from 
tornogr;uns reronsttucted from difFaent =-bers a-hilation events. They have been 
by Projection the tomograms on the range d s  and fitting the projection data 
Apart h the of very 10w event n-bers the faster crossing method 
cald3tes the rangu the 3-&mensional iterative reconstrnction with its effective 
sappresriOn @f the statjsticd noise [=J$. The posribiaty of starting the on-line reconstniction 
c&cdatioa ghe ir&rsection pints of the event Eaes after registrati~n of events rnakes - 
'Idr xnethod rather attraccive far red thuapy arid will  justify further efforts for its reibe* 
ment, 
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Fig. 1 Reconstructed ßc-activity distribution obtained irom 3-dimensional iterative recon- 
rtruction (fig. la, lc) and the method of crossing point calculation (fig. lb,  ld). The upper 
figs- show the implanted ßf -activity distribution in the central slice of a homogeneous plastic 
phantom generated by implantation a lgNe beam (E=406 MeV /U) with a 17F contamination 
provided by the fragment separator with an achromatic degrader. The lower figs. show the 
''Ne distribution in a plastic phantom with small density deviations generated by irradiation 
with a pure, monoenergetic ''Ne beam. 
Table 1 Comparision of the 3-dimensional iteration and the crossing poht method wjth 
respect to the computational labour and the accuracy of the range calrulation for düferent 
numbers of annihilation events taken into accomt for reconsttuction. The experimental data  
are those of figs. ia, Ib. 
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T h e  spatial distribution of positron-emitting nuclei generated by relativistic light 
ion beams in organic matter 
(Phys. Med. Biol. 37 (1992) 2127) 
W. Enghardt, W.D. Fromm, H. Geissel, H. Keller, G. Kraft, A. Magel, P. Manfraß, 
G- Münzenberg, F. Nickel, J. Pawellke, D. Schardt, C. Scheidenberger and M. Sobiella 
Abstract: The range distributions of positron emitters generated during the stopping process 
of relativistic light ions in organic matter exhibit a pronounced maximum near the range 
of the primary particles. The shape of this distribution can be qualitatively understood 
from a simple Monte Carlo approach of the stopping, fragmentation and decay processes. 
These results offer the possibility of beam monitoring by means of PET techniques during 
the tumour therapy with a light ion beam. Furthermore, a refinement of this technique may 
d o w  the actual dose distribution to be calculated from PET data. 
Liniited-angle 3D reconstructioln of PET images for dose localization i n  light ion 
tumour  t herapy 
(Phys. Med. Biol. 37 (1992) 791) 
W. Enghaxdt, W.D. Fromm, P. Manfraß and D. Schardt 
Abstract: In viv0 dose localizatian in light ion tumour therapy can be performed by 
measuring the range distributions of P+ active ions in tissue employing positron emission 
tomographic techniques. For this purpose a multiplicative iteration scheme for reconstructing 
three-dime~sional images from shift-variant, limited-angle data is ~resented. In the iterative 
corfection steps the aigorithm uses the geoxietric means of quotients calculated from the 
thre-dimensional Radon transforms of the backprojected measured and ap~roxirnated source 
distrjbutions. When sources measured with poor statistics are reconstructed, an effective 
noise Suppression is achieved. 
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